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USING PROJECT TELLUS

In Roman mythology Tellus was the
goddess of earth, From her sprang forth the
sky, the sea, and the mountains � in other
words, the air, water, and land, Today, taxed by
an ever-increasing human population and the
development and use of technology, these three
media  air, water, and land! and the life forms
they sustain are being forced into change.

The purpose of Project Tellus is to provide
middle school students an opportunity to
examine five issues on global change as they
relate to the states bordering the Gulf of
Mexico. The issues  treated in separate
modules! include biodiversity, exotic species,
climatic change, water quality, and
overpopulation. An additional program
focuses on the scientific method and process
skills. The environmental setting of the Gulf
Coast region is ideal for illustrating some of the
pressing ecological issues surrounding these
current or impending global changes. Each
module revolves around an interactive video
which melds the global change issue with
fundamental ecology concepts,

Teachers recognize that using video in
instructional settings is often a passive activity
for students. So, contrary to most, Tellus videos
integrate hands-on activities at specific intervals
to stimulate class discussion and participation.
The questions and activities engage students in
active learning, giving them opportunities to
relate the video concepts to their everyday
experiences. These scheduled interludes also
enable the classroom teacher to "teach the
moment." Learning can be monitored and
misconceptions corrected immediately rather
than at the end of the learning experience.

The topics selected for Project' Tellus
promote an understanding of the interdepen-
dence that exists among species and between
the living and non-living components in the
environment. Part of that interdependence is
driven home as students consider the pros and
cons associated with any human course of
action aimed at correcting environmental
problems.

The videos are also designed to encourage
critical thinking and problem solving strategies.

Students will learn to distinguish relevant from
irrelevant information and to synthesize prior
knowledge, experience, and values with new
knowledge in order to form a conceptual net-
work from which individual and community
action may emerge.

Project Tellus is divided into six modules.
Each module includes an 18-25 minute
interactive video and a video guide which
contains learning objectives, background
information, vocabulary, previewing and post-
viewing questions and answers, extension
activities, teacher instructions for the activities,
and student worksheets.

The following sequence describes how to
effectively use the videos and project materials.

1. Read the background infornzation and viezo
the video prior to class.

~ Some teachers may want to write
additional discussion questions to link
the video concepts to examples or
situations more in keeping with their
local area.

2, Review learning outcomes with the class,

+ By telling the students exactly what
information they are expected to know
by the end of the module, they are cued
to information that will be relevant in the
upcoming video.

3. Reviezv vocabulary words zoith the class.

~ This allows students to understand each
term separately before it is linked with
other concepts,

~ Important terms are in bold type in the
Background Information and are defined
in the Vocabulary section of the video
guide.

4. Ask the previezoing questions.

+ These questions are designed to activate
students' prior knowledge. When



students relate new information in the
video to information already in long-term
memory, they are more likely to learn and
remember the new information.

~ An answer key is provided, however,
most of the questions allow a variety of
answers. Consider all logical and
relevant responses valid.

5. Show the video and have each student
participate in the questions and activities
included within it.

~ lt. is not necessary to turn out the lights
for TV viewing � overtaxed students
may find it tempting to nap in a
darkened classroom. Viewing may be
improved, however, if lights are dimmed
over the screen.

identify and clarify concepts the student
finds confusing.

6. Guide the class through the postviewing
ques tions.

~ These questions allow students to apply
knowledge learned in the video. This
generalization of new knowledge causes
students to realize the relevancy of the
information.

~ If teacher-generated questions were
prepared prior to class, this is a good time
to use them. A variety of applications
encourages the students to remember and
use the new knowledge,

~ Some of the questions can be used as the
basis for homework or research projects.

~ Be prepared to pause the tape for short
discussions or stop the tape for activities.
The video tape will provide a clear signal
to begin the discussion or activity.

+ These interactive breaks in the video
change the student from a passive to an
active learner involved in developing his
or her own meaning from the
information.

+ The questions and activities allow for
immediate feedback to help the teacher

~ An answer key is provided, however, as
in the previewing questions, the key is
not all-inclusive and other answers
should be considered.

7. Assign the evaluation questions for
homework and review the answers during
the next class period.

~ The questions may be graded at the
teacher's discretion. Studies have shown
that reinforcement and feedback help
students learn new materiaL
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TELLUS ABOUT SCIENCE

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Students should be able to:

~  4I

INTRODUCTION

1. Identify and use science process skills in
problem solving situations.

2. Define the term "scientific method" and
list the steps used in scientifically solving
a problem.

3. Design and carry out a controlled
experiment, identifying the control group
and one or more experimental groups.

4. Distinguish between independent and
dependent variables,

5. Use graphing as a means to illustrate and
analyze data.

6. Form logical conclusions from collected
data.

Many students have the idea that science
is a mysterious activity involving test tubes,
bunsen burners, and smelly laboratories.
Further, they perceive scientists as gray-
haired, bespectacled men in white lab coats.
The following definitions from two Raleigh,
North Carolina, 6th-graders who were asked
to describe a scientist reflect this common
misconception:

A scientist is weird � probably never sleeps
or eats because he is always working. He tries to
make new discoveries. Scientists experiment a lot,
and they are smart,

Emily Barnes, Raleigh, NC

Some scientists have big universities as labs,
othersjust have a tree to lean against and a
clipboard. When I think of scientists, I think of
someone in a lab coat looking into a microscope,
but I know a scientist can do many things.

john Troutman, Raleigh, NC

By helping students see that most people
incorporate scientific principles and process
skills in everyday problem-salving situations,
this module will humanize the concepts of
science and scientists while it moves students
toward the stated learning objectives. Also,
by recognizing and practicing science process
skills, students will acquire the confidence to
use these in all academic endeavors.

TELLUS About Science introduces the
Project Tellus series and prepares students to
conduct the interactive lessons that follow in

the remaining modules � Biodiversity, Exotic
Species, Water Quality, Climatic Change, and
Overpopulation,

As these lessons proceed, students will
become aware of critical environmental

problems facing the Gulf Coast area. The
activities in each module are designed to
encourage creative thought and experiences
and this module on the scientific process will
provide students with the skills needed for
investigating questions that arise.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

The scientific method � an orderly
approach to answering questions about
nature � has been used by scientists since the
early 1600s when Sir Francis Bacon proposed
it as a way to accumulate knowledge.



Although the pattern called the scientific
method is succinct and logical, it is contrary
to the natural spontaneity of youth. The
rigidity of following a list of steps often
intimidates or mentally restricts students'
abilities to think, observe, and brainstorm.
In order to bridge the gap between what
students perceive as "doing science"  which
sometimes is considered boring! and the
actual creative activity of inquiry, the teacher
may choose to lead the class through th»
process once without identifying it as "the
scientific method,"

Present a situation which can be used as

a springboard for observations, then usher the
class through the process defining terms and
describing good experimental design. Using
an upbeat or local problem may stimulate
student interest in the activity. The idea
according to Don Herbert of the Mr. Wizard
Studios is:

1. Catch their attention.

2. Arouse their interest.
3, Develop a conflict.
4, Resolve the conflict.

Suggestions for situations which may
catch attention and arouse interest are:

~ Drop a handful of acorns in a large
beaker of water.  Some will float
others will sink.!

~ Put unopened cans of Classic Coke
and caffeine free Diet Coke in a large
beaker of water.  One will tloat, the
other will sink,!

+ Place several pillbugs on a desk and
ask, "What type of environment do
pillbugs prefer?"

The following scenario is an example of
how developing a conflict and resolving it
might be done using the case of the two types
of soft drinks.  Adapted from "It's the Real
Thing...," by Myra J. Halpin and Janice
Coffey Swab, Science and Children, April 1990.!

I. Put the unopened cans of Coke into the
water.  Usually, the Classic Coke sinks
and the Diet Coke floats.!

2. Have students state their observation.

3. Ask students to suggest hypotheses
based on their observation. Some are:

~ Sugar ha» more mass than nutrasweet.

~ There is more carbonation  CO�! in
Diet Coke than in Classic Coke,

~ The aluminum can containing Classic
Coke weighs more than the can
containing Diet Coke.

~ The density of Classic Coke is greater
than the density of Diet Coke.

Write all of students' plausible ideas on
the board. Emphasize that a good hypothesis
n7nst be a testable stateincnt.

4. Ask each student to identify the
hypothesis with which  s!he agrees
most, then group the class accordingly
in teams of 3-4.

5. Each team is to design a way to test its
hypothesis, listing chronologically the
steps of their proposed procedure,

6. After the brainstorming, have someone
from each group list the procedure on
the board under the appropriate
hypothesis.

7, As a class, choos» on» procedure to
discuss. In discussing the procedure's
strong and weak points, identify, define,
and explain the need for the following
parts of a well designed experiment
 definitions are in the Vocabulary section!:











The metric system is based on 10 and its
multiples; it is therefore easy to represen t very
large numbers and very small numbers by
merely moving the decimal or denoting the
measurement with a prefix such as milli-,
centi-, or kilo-. Because the metric system is
used worldwide, communication among
scientists from different countries is easier,

EXTENSIONS

Graphing: On a field trip from a marina
in Ocean Springs, Mississippi, to Horn
Island, a barrier island offshore, the
following data were recorded:

Di om Shore

 km!  ppt!

Prepare a line graph to represent these
data, then write a statement summarizing
what these data show.

Classifying: Divide the class into coop-
erative learning groups of two to three.
Give each group a bag containing four to
six related items. Have the students

identify the characteristic that the items
have in common, then have them subdi-
vide the collection into smaller groups.
Have each group tell the class the type of
collection it has and the characteristics
used to subdivided it.

Suggestions for sets are. kitchen equipment,
buttons, plastic lids, things that are red,
things that measure, geometric shapes, beads,
etc.

Examples may include:

Interview: Identify an adult whom you
think uses science process skills in his or
her daily work. Interview the person to
learn the following:

~ hours worked per week

~ education required to do the job

~ special talents needed

~ the easiest and hardest parts of the job

~ The post office uses zip codes fo speed up
the arrangement and delivery of mail.

~ High school athletic teams are assigned to
divisions based on student population.

~ Eating utensils are often placed in drawers
with dividers for spoons, forks, and
knives; cuptowels, pots and pans may
be assigned to other drawers in the
kifchen.

POSTVIEWING QUESTIONS & ANSWERS

Give each student a sheet of white lineless
paper. Ask each to draw a scientist on one
side of the paper and define what a
scientist does on the back side.

Compare the pre- and postviewing drawings
for the number of males versus females,
number with glasses versus no glasses, and
number with lab coat versus no lab coat.
Look for diversity in the type of science being
performed. As a class, decide on a description
of what a scientist does. The answer should
reflect the idea of seeking knowledge about the
world  natur e! through observation, measure-
ment, and experimentation.

Why are graphs and charts useful in
showing the results of an experiment?

They permit the easy organization of
information and rapid interpretation of the
data.

Name some models that are used to
explain things you have learned about in
classes other than science.

~ In social studies � maps, globes, graphs,
and charts

~ In math � graphs, charts, formulas, and
models of geometric shapes

~ In Enghsh � models of theaters such as the
Strafford-On-Avon, dolls depicting
the dress of a certain era of literature, and
sentence diagrams

Why are metric system measurements
used in scientific experiments?
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~ the range of salary one can expect

~ any other information that describes
the profession

Use the interview notes to write a report
describing the particular profession; be
sure to relate how process skills are used
in the work.

4. Newspaper articles: During one grading
period, collect 20 science-related news-
paper articles. For each article do the
following:

~ Mount it on a page of paper and put it
in a notebook.

~ Write a short summary describing its
content.

~ Identify four important science-related
words used in the article and

determine the meaning of each.



ACTIVITY I

Objective

~ To practice making observations

separate batches allows each group to
have a different color. Kept in an airtight
container at room temperature, the
compound will last several months.

Description

Students will work in small groups for
five minutes to identify as many charac-
teristics of a mystery substance as possible.
The mystery substance is a gel-like compound
called flubbergoo by some and oobleck by
others.

~ Pour Borax into the graduated cylinder
to the 10 ml mark. Add enough hot
water to make 100 ml of solution. Mix
and set aside.

~ Squeeze 40 ml of white glue into the
beaker.Materials

For mystery substance: ~ Stir in 20 ml of tap water.

Borax solution  9:1 mixture
of water and Borax!

100 ml graduated cylinder
Tap water
White glue
Food coloring  box of 4 colors

allows for various color combinations!
150 ml beaker

Stirring rod
Plastic wrap
Reclosable plastic bag for storage

~ Add 2 drops of food coloring  more
may be added to attain desired color
and intensity!.

~ Stir well.

~ While stirring, slowly add the Borax
solution �0-40 ml! until most of the
liquid has reacted to form a solid glob.

~ Place the glob on a piece of plastic wrap
and let it sit for two minutes. Because
the compound is gel-like, it can be
shaped into other forms, but will
eventually flatten or take the shape of
its container.

For class activity  per group!:

150ml beaker
Plastic spoon
Sheet of paper
Pencil or pen
One plastic bag containing the mystery

substance

~ Store in a reclosable plastic bag until
ready to use.

2. On the day of the activity, set out the
following lab supplies for each group of
3-4 students:Procedure

1, Make the mystery substance a few days
before doing the activity. Prepare one
recipe for each group of 3-4 students.
Although the recipe can be multiplied to
provide the desired amount, making

~ 150 ml beaker containing about 100 ml
of water

~ plastic spoon
~ sheet of paper
~ pencil

OBSERVING A MYSTERY SUBSTANCE

 Teacher Instructions!



3. After starting the video, distribute one
bag of the mystery substance to each
group.

5. Have the students return the substance

 by now they have surely given it a name! to
the plastic bag and wash their hands.

4, At the designated cue, stop the tape.
Have each group observe the mystery
substance and record as many of its
characteristics as they can identify in
five minutes.

CAUTION: Because the compound
contains Borax, warn students NOT to
taste it.

6, List their observations on the board, if
time allows.

7. Continue the video, alerting students to
check their observations with those

provided by the narrator.

[NOTE: The recipe for Flubbergoo is adapted from one
used by Flinn Scientific Inc.J



ACTIVITY II

VARIATION IN THE MOLLUSK SPECIES
Donar variabilis

 Teacher Instructions!

D. Have students answer questions 1-4 in the
Prelab Activity. Suggested answers are:

Description

2. The Introduction

Materials

E. Demonstrate how the students are to judge
color, and measure shell size and weight.

F. Allow time for students to collect the data.

G. Review averaging and graphing skills, if
necessary.  See Day 4 of the Teaching
Sequence on page 4,!

H. Allow time for students to make graphs and
answer the Questions for Analysis.  This
part may be assigned for homework,!

Procedure

I. Discuss answers to Questions for Analysis.

Objectives

~ To practice various science process skills

~ To introduce the concepts of species,
population, variation, and evolution

Students will work in small groups to
observe and measure variations among mem-
bers of the mollusk species Donax variabilis.
They will combine information in the activity's
introduction with their collected data to answer
questions and make inferences.

Activity sheets for each student  pages
13 -18!

Donax shells  enough for each group to have
25 shells!

Triple beam balances
Graph paper marked in 0.2 cm squares
Paper for labeling shells
Pencils

A. On the day of the activity, set out the fol-
lowing lab supplies for each group of 3-4
students: paper for labeling, graph paper,
pencils, a triple beam balance, and 25 Donax
shells  you may opt to have students get
their shells at the beginning of the activity!.

B. At the cue designated for Activity II, stop
the tape. Give each student a copy of the
activity sheets and allow time for them to
read the Introduction,

C. Explain the terms species, population, and
variation. Relate how variation influences
evolution.  Understanding this concept

will help students to answer some of the
Questions for Analysis.!

1. Do variations occur in the species Donax
variabilis? or

What are some variations in the species
Donax variabi lis?

3. Members of the species Donax variabilis will
vary in color, size, and weight.

4. By observing the color and measuring the
size and weight of a number of shells.

1. Variations occur because parents dier from
one another and offspring are combinations
of the parents' traits.  Older students may
mention concepts related to genetics.!

2, Variations are beneficial to species because
they may equip some individuals to survive
in a changing environment. For example, a
clam with a shell color that blends with the
color of the sand is more apt to avoid
predators.



3.

20.  b!

20.  a!

Evolution,  Inheritable variations that
are passed from one generation to the
next may over time lead to adaptations
and evolution in the species.!

Answers will vary.  This question
provides practice in analyzing data.!

Viewing the graphed data quickly shows the
most typical size and weight for Donax
shells. The most typical shell color can be
determined by counting the number of shells
in each color category � pink, tan, gray,
yellow.

Answers will vary but should be similar.

The average shell size may change some.
The greater the number of shells measured,
the more reliable the average becomes.  If
the shells were collected randomly�
without regard to size � measuring 25
shells should present a fairly reliable
picture.!

No. Based on observation, the shape of the
shell is consistent regardless of color or size.

Members of the species Donax variabilis
show variations in color, size, and weight.

Observing �  Procedure! Used to gather
data on shell color. Helped to form conclu-
sion.

Measuring �  Procedure! Used to gather
data on shell size and weight. Helped to
form conclusion.

Organizing data �  Procedure! Used to
record data in chart, Made the analysis of
data easier.

Classifying �  Procedure! Used to separate
shells into color categories,

Predicting �  Prelab Acivity! Used to form
the hy pothesis.

Hypothesizing �  Prelab Acivity! Told
what would be observed and measured
during the activity.

Experimentt'ng � Not a part' of this activity.

Analyzing data �  Graphing and Ques-
tions for Analysis! Gave meaning to the
collected data and provided a basis for
forming a conclusion.

Inferring �  Questions for Analysis!
Helpedin forming a hypothesis andin
relating background information and
collected data to a broader concept-
evol ution.

Modeling � Not a part of this activity.

Communicating �  Questions for Analy-
sis! Provided an opportunity to share
results with other interested people and, in
this case, helped to establish whether the
collected data was consistent and reliable.

Experimenting and modeling are the two
process skills not used in the activity.
Answers will vary in regard to possible
ways of incorporating the skills. Tell
students to listen carefully for the
suggestions offered by the video
narrator.

J. Watch the remainder of the video program.

Variations for the Activity

~ Donax shells  sometimes called butterfly
clams! can be easily collected along coastal
beaches. If a trip to the beach is not pos-
sible, try one of the following options.

~ Use zebra mussel shells. Zebra mussels are
exotic freshwater mussels that have invaded

many Gulf Coast rivers. Be careful to kill
the mussels in ethyl alcohol before trans-
porting them to the classroom. Clean the
organisms from the shells and rinse the
shells in tap water before distributing them
to students,

After the activity, store the shells for future
use.

~ Substitute ring openers from a variety of
aluminum soft drink cans  each company's
ring is slightly different!. Use the rings as a
model of variation within a living species.



ACTIVITY II

VARIATION IN THE MOLLUSK

~ ~ ~ ~
SPECIES Donax variabilis

 an activity on
scientific processes!

-9

Introduction

A population is composed of all the members of the same species living in a particular
area. A forest near your home, for example, may have populations of squirrels,
sparrows, and pine trees, to name a few. Members of the same species are usually easy
to identify because they are very similar in appearance. You probably would have no
trouble identifying the members of pine tree and squirrel populations.

Similar though they are, differences among members of the same species do exist.
Sometimes the differences are easy to see, such as differences among your classmates.
Other times, differences are more difficult to determine, as when comparing two
crickets or two earthworms, Differences among members of the same species are called
variations.

Variations are important in establishing which members within a population will be the
most successful. For example, the fastest deer will escape the most predators, owls with
the keenest vision will kill the most prey for food, and plants that produce the most
seeds will leave the most offspring for the next growing season.

In this investigation you will attempt to discover variations in a common marine
mollusk, a small coquina clam of the intertidal zone belonging to the species Donax
variabilis.

Materials  per lab group!

2. What part of this activity gives you the information you would normally get from

doing research?

25 Donax shells

 about 1 tablespoon!
triple beam balance

Prelab Activity

1. State the problem to be answered by this activity:

graph paper marked in
0,2 cm squares

25 squares of paper for
labeling shells



3. Based on the information that you have, state a hypothesis  a trial answer! for the

problem:

4, How will you test your hypothesis?

FOLLOW THE PROCEDURE, RECORD THE DATA, MAKE THE GRAPHS, AND
ANSWER THE QUESTIONS FOR ANALYSIS,

Procedure

~ Select 25 Donax shells at random from the container  do not try to pick special ones!.

~ Place each shell on a square of paper then assign each a number �-25!. Write the
number of the shell on its square of paper.

~ Place a shell on the graph paper and determine its size, To do this, draw around the
shell with your pencil, remove the shell from the paper, and count the number of
0.2 crn squares that were covered by the shell. For those squares that were partially
used, estimate the amount of area covered  if the amount is half or greater, count it
as one, but if it is less than half, ignore the square!. Add the numbers together to
determine the shell's size.  See example below.! Record the shell's size in the
appropriate space on your data sheet. Repeat this procedure for each of the shells,

total number

of squares
covered

~ Weigh each shell to the nearest 0.1  tenth! of a gram and record the weight on the
data sheet.

~ Determine the predominant color of each shell and record it in the proper space on
the data sheet,

~ Using the guidelines given on the graph axes, enter your data and make line graphs.



Questions for Analysis:

I. Why do you think variations occur within a species?

2. Are variations beneficial or harmful to a species? Explain.

3, Over time, successful variations may lead to what phenomenon?

4. What is the most typical size, weight, and color for Donax shells?

size:

weight:

color:

5. How did you determine the answers to question number 4?

6. How does your graph on shell size compare to those constructed by other lab groups?

7. Would your average shell size change if you measured a larger number of shells?

Explain.

8. Does there appear to be any relationship between color and shape?

Explain.

9. Based on your analysis of the collected data, what conclusion can you form?



10. Below is a list of scientific process skills. All but two were used in this activity.

 a! Select the nine skills that were used to study the variation in the mollusk species Dorrax
variabilis, identify where in the activity you used each skill, and explain why each was
an important part of the activity.

Observing:

Measuring:

Organizing data:

Classifying:

Predicting:

Hypothesizing:

Experimenting:

Analyzing data:

Inferring:

Modeling:

Communicating:

 b! Identify the two skills you did not use and explain how this exercise might be expanded

to incorporate each one.



DISTRIBUTION BY SHELL SIZE

Number

of shells

Number of 0.2 cm squares covered by a shell

DISTRIBUTION BY SHELL WEIGHT

Number
of shells

Weight in grams



DATA SHEET

This actiety was adapted from an exercise in Men and the Gulf of Afexico, "Diversity of Marine Animals," compiled and edited by Bobby N,
Irby, Malcolm K. McEwea, Sheila A, Brown, and Elizabeth M. Meek, t 984, pages 53-56.



EVALUATION QUESTIONS

MULTIPLE CHOICE: Select the BEST answer for each statement.

l. Using the following table, determine the probable time of sunrise on Wednesday.

2. The answer to question 1 requires the use of which process skill?

A. prediction
B. measurement

C. experimentation
D. modeling

3. On a field trip to a barrier island, a teacher made the following four statements, which one is
most likely an inference?

A. The island is two kilometers long.
B. Barrier islands serve as a buffer by protecting the mainland from strong winds

and wave action during hurricanes and storms.
C. Barrier islands are thin, narrow ridges of sand.
D. The sand that formed this island was probably part of a different island years

ago.

4. Using the graph below, determine which two times have the same temperature.

15

12

6
I

A. 6 am and 6 pm
B. 9amand6pm
C. noon and 6 pm
D. 3pmand9pm

6am 9am ilooe 3pm 6pm
Time oi Day

A. 6:11

B. 6.09

C. 6.08

D, 606

Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday

6:14 am

6:12 am

6:10 am

?



Which property was used to classify the substances below?

garou i~Qro~ui+

wood

rubber

ice

water

apple juice
Kool-aid

Helium

water vapor
methane

A. abundance on earth

B. chemical composition
C. size

D, state of matter  solid, liquid, gas!

Which of the following is an example of a model?

A. globe
B. ruler

C. encyclopedia
D. article in a scientific magazine

7. Instruments like the ones represented below are used to make

2 3 4 5 5

A. predictions
H. inferences

C. measurements

D. classifications

8. Which statement below could be considered a hypothesis?

A. Louisiana has over seven million acres of wetlands.

B. The bald cypress tree grows better in a wetland area than in a dry area.
C. The states of Texas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, and Florida border the

Gulf of Mexico.

D. What happens when pollutants like pesticides, make their way into the water
supply?



FILL IN THE BLANK: Some of the words below may be used to complete the statements.

l. l3ata obtained by using the senses � smell, sight, hearing, taste, touch � are called

2. One student describes the liquid in a beaker as being clear and colorless. Another student

immediately responds, "it's waterl" The second student's comment is a n!

3. The system of measurement used in science is the

4. A diagram produced by numerical data plotted on a gird is called a

5. A logical and orderly way to investigate questions is called the

6. Oral presentations and written journal articles are ways that scientists

what they have learned.

7. Measurements and observations made during an experiment are called

S. The group in an experiment used for comparison to show whether the independent

variable is having an effect is called the

9. In a controlled experiment the factor that the investigator changes is called

and the factor that respondsthe

10. to the change is called the

communicate

English system
inference

scientific method

independent variable

dependent variable
experiments
Metric system
model

observations

data

graph
analyze
control

chart



SHORT ANSWER:

A student is preparing for the school science fair and has set up the plant study shown below.

1. What is the question  problem! being studied in this experiment?

2. State a hypothesis for this experiment.

3. What type of measurements and observations could be made?

4, Identify the factors in the experiment that are apparently being controlled  the same for
each group!.

5. What is the independent variable?

6. How could this experiment be improved?

POTTING SOI

ANO WATER SANO AND

WATER



BONUS:

A student notices hummingbirds coming to red
flowers in her backyard and wonders if the birds are
attracted to red more than to other colors. Demonstrate

your understanding of the scientific method by designing
an experiment which may answer her question.

 HINT: hummingbird feeders filled with sugar-water can
be used as a source of food.!

a. State a hypothesis.
b. Identify the control and experimental groups,
c, Which factors in the experiment must be controlled  be the same in all the groups!?
d. What are the independent and dependent variables?
e, How will data be recorded and analyzed?

Be thorough and creative in your explanations.



EVALUATION - ANSWERS

MULTIPLE CHOICE:

5, D

6. A

7. C
8. B

1. C

2. A

3. D

4, C

FILL IN THE BLANK:

BONUS:
SHORT ANSWER:

Answers will vary, but should reflect the
problem of determining the best growing
medium for plants. For example:

~ Do plants grow better in potting soil or in
sand? or

~ What is the best type of soil for growing
plants?

The statement should be a testable answer
for the problem stated in question 1.
Examples are:

~ The plant in potting soil will produce more
new leaves,

~ The plant in potting soil will grow taller.
~ Plants will grow better in potting soil than

in sand.
~ Plants will grow better in sand than in

potting soil.
b. To experiment:

~ height of plant
~ number of new leaves
~ total mass of the plant at the end of the

test period
~ amount of starch produced in the leaves.

1. observations

2. inference
3. metric system
4. graph
5. scientific method
6. communicate

7. data

8. control

9. independent variable
10. dependent variable

Measurements may include:

Observations may reflect the color and
general health of the plant,

4. Factors being controlled are:

~ amount of light, growing medium, and
water

~ type of plant
~ size of plant at the beginning of the

experiment

5. The independent variable is the type of soil
being used as a growth medium,

6. This experiment could be improved by

using more plants per category � control
and experimental groups containing at least
pve plants each.

Be flexible in evaluating this question, but
look for the elements of good experimen-
tal design discussed during the unit:

~ a hypothesis that is testable
~ use of a control

~ all factors identical in the experimental
and control groups except the presence
of or changes in the independent
variable  in this case, colors other than
red; red would be the control!

~ good description of how collected data
will be organized,

A typical response may be:

a, Hummingbirds are attracted to red more
than to other colors.

~ Set up four hummingbird feeders in the
same part of the yard,

~ Put different colors of sugar water in
each feeder.

~ Count the number of times
hurnrningbirds come to each feeder
during a 30 minute period each day for
two weeks,
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Project TElLUS: Interactive Science Videos on Global Change Issves



LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Students should be able to:

1. Define biodiversity in terms of genetic,
species, and habitat variety.

problems such as pollution and overpopulation.
What does this term, biodiversity, mean? Why
is it important'? Why are the number of species,
their genetic variety, and the different types of
ecosystems declining? Is there anything that
can be done to reverse the trend?

2, Communicate the importance of bio-
diversity and reasons for maintaining it,

3, Identify factors contributing to declirung
biodiversity in the Gulf Coast region.

4, Recognize local, national, and international
strategies that will encourage biodiversity.

5. Plan activities to help maintain biodiversity
in their local area.

INTRODUCTION

An outcry on behalf of wildlife began in
the early 1960s as Rachel Carson's warning in
her now classic book, Silent Spring, stirred
Americans to action against pesticide con-
tamination in the environment. Among the
species to claim attention because of declining
populations were the bald eagles, brown
pelicans, and gray whales, Today, in an
environment protected by law, these species are
making steps toward recovery, but the fate of
many other species is still in question. Pollu-
tion is not the only environmental change
adversely affecting wildlife � declining
biodiversity is another,

Declining biological diversity, or bio-
diversity, is one of the most pressing environ-
mental problems we face today. It is, in effect,
the result of some of the more obvious

The purpose of this program is to answer
these questions while exploring several eco-
systems corrunonly seen in the Gulf Coast
region. The video program highlights some of
the inhabitants in each ecosystem and shows
how these species depend on each other and
the physical environment. It also identifies
some of the human induced changes that are
causing stress and potential harm to the
ecosysterns' life support mechanisms. These
life support mechanisms are the ecosystem's
means of maintaining each species' habitat
essentials � food, water, shelter, and space.

The theme, biodiversity, is developed
through the concepts: species, community,
habitat, niche, food webs, adaptations, extinct
species, threatened species, endangered
species, and sustainable use.  These terms and
others, identified by bold type in the video
guide, are defined in the Vocabulary section.!

The goals of the program are to help
students:

~ See themselves as part of the ecosystem in
which they live.

~ Develop an attitude of respect and appreci-
ation for the beauty that exists in nature.

~ Understand the economic, ecological, and
ethical issues associated with preserving
biodiversity.



~ Form behavior patterns that translate into
responsible action on behalf of preserving
biodiversity.

The background information which
follows will be helpful in discussing bio-
diversity prior to viewing the video and in
guiding students toward logical and meaning-
ful conclusions throughout the viewing and
postviewing activities,

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Biodiversity Defined

The term biodiversity, a contraction for
biological diversity, is used most commonly to
describe the variety of species in a given area
� the entire earth, an ecosystem such as a
desert or tropical rain forest, or a specific
habitat such as the bank of a pond or the floor
of a forest. The meaning of this relatively new
�980s! term has grown to also include the
variety of habitats in a given area. Hence, the
focus of this video module on biodiversity
includes both the diversity of species and
habitats common to the Gulf Coast region.

the values of biodiversity worldwide and more
specifically in the Gulf Coast region.

The dependency that exists among plants,
animals, and other living things within an
ecosystem hinges primarily on food and shelter
relationships. Food webs show the inter-
connectedness that exists among species living
in the same ecosystem. A greater variety of
food sources allows a greater diversity of
species to inhabit an area. Consider the number
of species that act as predators and prey in the
salt marsh food web below.

Shrimp

A third aspect of biodiversity refers to the
genetic diversity within a species � the
number of ways members of the same species
are different from one another  for example,
variations in skin color or bod> size in humans
or color in pansies!. Although an in-depth look
at genetic diversity does not fall within the
scope of this program, middle school is a good
time to introduce the idea that differences
among members of the same species provide
opporturuties for some individuals to survive
when conditions in their environment change.
By stressing the importance of adaptations, this
program introduces students to the notion of
genetic diversity. They begin to understand
why biodiversity is advantageous for species,
for ecosystems, and for the quality of life on
earth.

Values of Biodiversity

In the words of Rachel Carson, "... all the
life of the planet is interrelated ... each species
has its own ties to others ... all are related to the
earth." That means that no species can exist
isolated from others or independent of the
physical environment � air, water, minerals,
weather. This truth is verified as one considers

What would happen if shrimp were removed
from this salt marsh food web?

The loss of any one species weakens the entire
food web by putting more stress on available
prey or by opening a way for other species to
expand or become established that could
become a nuisance.

An ecosystem rich in diversity also
provides more shelter options. The trees,
shrubs, and other vegetation in a forest and the
grasses in meadows, marshes, and bogs
provide cover, hiding places, and nest sites for
numerous animal species.

A diverse community provides other
advantages to an ecosystem.

~ Soil organisms breakdown and recycle
substances vital for supporting the growth of
plants.



~ Plants and algae help maintain atmospheric
gas compositions by consuming carbon
dioxide and releasing oxygen during
photosynthesis.

~ Diverse predator-prey relationships
contribute to the regulation of pests and
diseases.

~ Forests and wetlands protect groundwater
and soil by filtering out pollutants, pre-
venting erosion, and absorbing stormwater
during floods.

When considering mankind's use of nature
for food, medicine, raw materials, and recrea-
tion, the values of biodiversity become even
more apparent.

~ Wild plants and animals supply oils, gums,
resins, construction materials, and other raw
ingredients from which scientists make new
products such as synthetic fabrics, plastics,
paint products, solvents, and rubber.

~ Many crops raised in the Gulf Coast region
� pecans, corn, grapes, blackberries � have
been improved by cross-pollinating them
with wild relatives more resistant to
diseases, pests, and weather damage.

~ Bacteria and other decomposers break down
and recycle organic waste. Organisms have
been found recently that are even able to
digest oil from oil spills. Their use as a
natural means of pollution cleanup is called
bioremediation.

~ Gulf Coast estuaries provide an ideal habitat
for many of the commercially valuable
seafood species � oysters, blue crab, shrimp,
redfish, trout, flounder, and menhaden�
harvested in America. This biodiversity
provides a livelihood for many coastal
fishermen, a valuable food source for
humans, and raw materials for products
such as cosmetics and pet food.

~ Three fourths of the world's population
depends on folk medicines derived from
plants or other organisms in nature. Nearly

one-quarter of the prescrip-
tions dispensed in the U. S.
are based on medicine of

natural origin, in fact,
some of the most

promising treat-
ments for cancer
and other diseases

'jjt ~ ' come from species
once thought to be

useless. The Pacific yew
tree, once considered a

nuisance by northwestern
loggers, produces a chemical called taxol that
is used in the treatment of breast cancer. The
rosy periwinkle, a flowering plant from
Madagascar, yields a substance used to treat
childhood leukemia, The heart medicine
digitalis is an extract from purple foxglove.
Hundreds of medicinal products have been
derived from a class of chemicals called
alkaloids, and chemicals from the skin of
certain frog species have proven useful as
antibacterial agents.

~ Biodiversity makes the world aesthetically
pleasing to humans who use the diverstiy of
habi tats and species for recreational and
spiritual activities such as hunting, fishing,
birding, scuba diving, gardening, or medi-
tating. Millions of dollars pour into the Gulf
Coast region from the recreation and tourism
industries as people bask on beaches, explore
wildlife areas  swamps, lakes, forests,
migratory bird flyways, etc.! and visit zoos
and nature centers.

Extinction and Biodiversity

Just as death is an inseparable part of life,
so extinction is an inseparable part of life' s
evolutionary story. When the environment
changes, helpful variations in individuals
magnify over time to become adaptations in the
general population, and the species endures.
Conversely, if a species cannot adapt to envir-
onmental change, it eventually becomes extinct.
Endangered species are those that are in
danger of extinction, and threatened species
are those whose numbers are in rapid decline
and are likely to become endangered within the
foreseeable future.

The exact number of species existing in the
world today is not known, About 1.5 million
species have been identified, but experts agree
that there are from 5 to 50 million more species
living in secluded or uninhabited areas�
tropical forests, coral reefs, deep in the ocean�
that have not been identified. Experts also
agree that the earth is experiencing a rapid loss
of many species.



Aside from periods of mass extinction
such as occurred 65 million years ago at the
close of the Cretaceous Period, the extinction
rate throughout history has been fairly
stable � about one species per year. Today,
however, the extinction rate is variously
estimated from one to five species per day,
This represents a yearly rate of 300 to 1500
times the historical average! And contrary to
other periods of mass extinction, one species is
primarily to blame for the dilemma � MAN.

Loss of biodiversity is largely due to the
destruction or degradation of natural habitats.
This is happening at an unprecedented rate in
developing nations where the human popu-
lation is seeking to raise its standard of living
or, often, just trying to meet its habitat needs of
food, water, shelter, and space. Habitat
degradation and loss is also a problem in the
Gulf Coast region where a growing number of
people are moving into ecologically fragile
areas.

During the last decade, the human
population in the Gulf Coast region increased
by 33 percent, and this trend is expected to
continue. As the number of people increases,
so does the need for habitat. People are
developing wetland areas and cutting down
forests to make way for new houses, busi-
nesses, shopping areas and highways. When
the original habitats are lost, degraded, or
changed into forms that the native species
cannot use, the species disappear
During this century,
crawfish, and musse
have become rare or

extinct, and native
songbirds are
declining at
alarming rates.

Although habitat lass is the major cause of
declining biodiversity, other factors contribute,
including:

~ Pollution � Excess fertilizer, improper use of
pesticides, sewage from homes and boats,
and toxic waste from industrial, agricultural,
and residential runoff degrade the water,
soil, and air. As these substances accumulate
in an ecosystem, they may cause a variety of
changes. Excess fertilizer in aquatic eco-
systems stimulates rapid algal growth called
blooms. When the algae die and decay,
dissolved oxygen levels become low and the

pond or lake can no longer support a high
level of animal diversity. Pesticicles that do
not break dawn in the environment may
accumulate in food chains and adversely
affect organisms near the top of the food
chain.  This caused the decline and near
extinction of bald eagles, brown pelicans,

and peregrine falcons
during the 1960s.!

Also, the accumu-
lation of heavy
metals  lead,
mercury,

cadmium! and
toxins in plants and

animals may interfere
with normal cell and

tissue physiology or reduce the organism's
resistance to disease.

~ Introduction of exotic species � If an exotic
 non-native! species has aggressive growth
and reproductive capabilities and has few
predators  as in the cases of nutria, fire ants,
kudzu, and water hyacinth!, it may compete
with the native species for habitat essentials.
By reducing the native species' food, space,
shelter and water supply, the exotic disrupts
the ecological balance in the ecosystem.

~ Overexploitation � When resources such as
fish, game, and native plants are nat
managed, their populations may be reduced
to levels which make recovery difficult or
unlikely. This has happened with sea turtles
in the Gulf of Mexico and with old-growth,
longleaf pine forests in the Gulf Coast states.

~ Modern agricu! ture and forestry � Fewer
varieties of crops are used in agriculture and
forestry. Traditional varieties and wild types
have been abandoned in favor of higher
yielding, disease resistant hybrid varieties.
In the early 1800s there were 7,000 varieties
of apples growing in the United States,
today, 85 percent of those varieties are gone.
In many areas of the Gulf Coast, the forest
industry has replaced mixed forest ecosys-
tems with monoculture pine forests, As the
variety of plant species decreases, many of
the insect, bird, and mammal species that
feed on and find shelter in them also

decrease.

Global climate change � Many scientists
believe that the earth is in the midst of a
major warming trend. Increases in certain



atmospheric gases that trap the sun's heat,
prevenhng its reflection back into space  "the
greenhouse effect"! may be the cause. If this
warming trend continues, sea levels will rise
and climates will change. Species that can-
not adjust to changes in temperature,
precipitation, and salinity are likely to
become extinct.

As the human population swells along the
Gulf Coast and coastal habitats are reduced or
changed by residential and commercial devel-
opment, agricultural use, and infrastructure
development, wild inhabitants are pushed
further and further into a spiral of decline, The
Gu1f's diverse habitats become more difficult to
maintain.

Maintaining B i odiversity

The World Resources Institute identifies
three basic steps in maintaining biodiversity:

1. Save it,

2. Study it.
3. Use it sustainably.

These steps serve as a springboard for action.

During the 1970s the U.S. government
took an active role in combating irresponsible
envirorunental behavior by passing several
laws. The Endangered Species Act regulates a
wide rage of activities affecting plants and
anima1s designated as endangered or
threatened, and the Clean Air and Water Acts
regulate and limit the amount and types of
pollutants that can be released into the
atmosphere and waterways. Other large scale
efforts to save habitats and species include:

~ Maintaining corridors between forested areas�

This insures that species do not become
separated from others of their kind when
land is cleared for development or
agricultural use.

Reintroducing endangered speciesin their native
habitats � Because of pesticide accumula-
tion, brown pelicans had almost disappeared
from Louisiana and Mississippi waters
during the 1970s. With reintroduction and
careful management, they have made a
remarkable comeback and are once more
gliding gracefully over coastal waters.

~ Sinking retired oil and gas platforms in marine
habitats � The platforms provide a hard
surface upon which sessile marine organisms
can attach. Once new colonies of marine
plants and animals are established, the base
of a marine food web is in place and the reef
becomes habitat for many species. An
example of this type effort is the Louisiana
Artificial Reef Program sponsored by the
Louisiana Department of Wildlife and
Fisheries. To date there are 55 such struc-
tures in the Gulf of Mexico and each has
been successful in providing habitat for
barnacles, various corals, spiny oysters, and
the numerous fish that feed on them.

As an individual, one can help conserve
biodiversity by:

~ Taking part in environmental organizations�
Join ones that attempt to educate the public
about the dangers of habitat and species
destruction.

~ Writing letters to congressmen � Urge them to
take action on behalf of endangered and
threatened species,

~ Providing a place for native plants to grow�
Use them in your own yard. Plan, plant, and
maintain them in a school wildlife area.
Collect seeds in the wild, then grow and sell
the native plants as a club fund-raiser.  Be
careful not to harm the plant when obtaining
seeds. Harvest only one seed pod per plant,
leaving plenty of seeds for natural dispersal.!

A strip of trees and 0nderbrush, called a corridor, connects
two areas of forest in a plowed field.

~ Participating in the Backyard Habitat Program
sponsored by the Natural Heritage Program of
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Department�
Request information on this program by
writing the National Wildlife Federation.
1400 Sixteenth Street, N.W., Washington DC
20036-2266.



13AY 2

DAY 1

The second step calls for studying
biodiversi ty.

~ Learn by reading magazines, attending education
programs at miiseums, zoos and nature centers,
and watching natrire programs on television.

~ Work as a volunteer at a local park or zoo.

~ Educate others to regard wild species as a source
of beauty and economic potential. Speak to local
garden clubs about projects they can sponsor
and carry out, such as community com-
posting and preservation of wildflower
meadows.

Finally, use the earth's resources sustain-
ably, That means using them in a way that will
not change or reduce them for future genera-
tions. To do this:

~ Make changes in buying habi ts and lifestyle to
reduce consumption. Carpool, bike, or walk
whenever possible. Try to reuse or repair
articles rather than buying new ones.

~ Follow responsible environmental
practices. Recycle paper, glass,
and aluminum in your
classroom. Cut six-pack rings
before throwing them away.
Carry litter bags to clean up
recreational areas while on outings.

~ Support legislation to finance research for new
medicinal, agricultural, and aesthetic uses of
plants and animals.

~ Use pesticides and fertr7izers properly. Follow
the directions on the product's label for
mixing and application.

~ Reduce the demand for biological resources by
reducing population growth.

~ Support businesses that donate to environmental
research or take an active rolein environmental
protection.

By safeguarding habitats, the wildlife that
live within them is protected, but saving habi-
tats often means restraining human activity.
During the last 40 years there have been highly
publicized confrontations between industry
and environmentalists on issues concerning
endangered species � logging industry and the
spotted owl, Tennessee Valley Authority and

the snail darter, chemical industry and the bald
eagle, peregrine falcon, and brown pelican.

Because protecting species and habitats has
in some cases cost people their jobs and stifled
econoinic growth in a region, some in America
have viewed these confrontations as battles in
which man has emerged the loser. Today,
however, as a result of intensified education on
environmental issues through schools, the
media, and environmental groups, most people
agree that a middle ground must be found
where human welfare and economic growth
can exist in balance with the conservation of

natural resources and biological diversity,

As the dominant species on earth, humans
must embrace the challenge to choose a lifestyle
that reflects respect and care for Earth's life
support systems. This means responsible use of
resources and management of species and
habitats in ways that insure sustainability.

TEACHING SEQUENCE

Begin BackgroundIIIII
Information

and Activity I

1, Use the procedure !outlined in the Teacher

Instructions for Activity I  page 13!.

~ Introduce the theme � biodiversity.
~ Divide the class into investigative

teams.

~ Allow time for students to collect

and record data, [45 minutesj

2. Ask volunteers to do the same activity
with a parent, sibling, or friend in an
undisturbed area near their home�

vacant lot, forest, stream, swamp, etc,
[5 minutes j

3. Have students complete the graph on the
Class Data Sheet for homework.

Complete Activity I and ContinueIIIII Background Information
4. Using the chalk board or an overhead

projector, show students how the graph of
Total Diversity at Different Habitats should
look. Afterwards, add data collected by
students who did the survey at







PREVIEWING QVESTIONS AND
ANSWERS

The Gulf Coast region of the United States
includes all the states that border the Gulf of
Mexico � Florida, Alabama, Mississippi,
Louisiana, and Texas. Within this span of land
there are many types of ecosystems, and each
ecosystem provides habitat for a diverse group
of plants, animals, fungi, and microbes. Among
the most common ecosystems found in this
region are freshwater lakes and ponds, pine
forests, grassy meadows, and salt marshes;
these ecosystems are the ones highlighted in
this video module. Most students have some
prior knowledge of these areas, therefore
discussing the following questions should
spark interest in the lesson.

1. Lakes and ponds are bodies of water
completely surrounded by land. Lakes are
usually larger and contain areas of differing
depths and water temperatures. Ponds are
smaller and more shallow than
lakes, There are three areas

common to each o
bodies � the sho
open water, and th
bottom � the
organisms
that populate
these areas
may vary in
kind  species!
and/or number  density!. Name a few kinds
of organisms you would expect to find in
each area of a freshwater lake or pond.

Shoreline � Plants may include cattails, grass,
water hyacinth, native iris, duckweed, and trees
such as red maple, willow, tupelo gum, and
cypress. Algae  phytoplankton! often form a
green scum along the bank, especially during
warm months. Common insects are dragonflies,
cnddisflies, water striders, and butterflies. Other
animals such as nutria, beaver, ducks, herons,
egrets, snakes, turtles, fi ogs, salamanders, and
small fish, can also be found close to the water' s
edge.

Open zvater � Plants may include water lilies
and duckweed  these also may be close to the
shoreline!. Algae float close to the water's surface
where light is available, Fish often swim in
deeper, open waters � common types are bass,
perch, bream, catfish, and gar, Various insects
may fly over open water.

Bottom � Because thereis little if any light at
the bottom of most lakes and ponds, vegetation
 algae and plants! is usually absent. Bottom
dwellers are primarily detri tivores � decom-
posers such as bacteria and aquatic fungi and
scavengers such as grass shrimp, crawflsh,
worms, and catfi'sh. Freshwater mussels  fllter
feeders! may attach to hard siirfaces or burrow
partially into the mud or sand on the bottom.

2. Pine forests are located in sa

soils throughout the Gulf
Coast region. Although
pines are the dominant
plants, other vegetation�
trees, shrubs, and
herbaceous  non-woody!
plants � coexists with the
pines. What kinds of
plants, animals and other
organisms would you
expect to find in a pine forest?

Answers will vary, but may include; loblolly,
slash, spruce, and longleaf pines; other trees may
include birch, willow, oak, hickory, magnolia, and
bayberry  wax myrtle!. Some shrubs are wild
azalea and ha~thorn parsley. Plant's growing on
the forest floor may include ferns, palmetto, and
poison ivy. Some animals are white-tailed deer,
squirrels, rabbits, snakes, and many birds.
Mushrooms, bracket fungi, and lichen may also
be mentioned.

3. Meadows are grassy fields which form after
forested land has been

cleared and left to
repopulate.

What kinds
of organisms
live in

meadows?

Grasses may include Johnson grass, Bermuda
grass, bahia grass, etc. Some wildflower
examples are goldenrod, milkweed, yarrow, wild
ageratum, and asters during late summer and
fall, and ranunculus, clover, sage, lobelia,
coreopsis, and black-eyed Susans during the
spring. Animals which feed on and find shelter
among the plants are small rodents  mice, rats,
rabbits!, snakes, lizards, turtles, and birds such as
bobwhites, quail, meadow larks, blue birds, dove,
and red-winged blackbirds, Other common
organisms are insects, worms, and spiders.



1. What is biodiversity?

When the soil in a meadow is acidic and stays zoef
most of the time, the meadow is called a bog,
Bogs support a variety of carnivoror<s plants such
as sr<ndezvs, bladderworfs, and pitcher planfs.

4. Salt marshes are found in estuaries  places
where saltwater from the ocean and

freshwater from inland streams and rivers
meet and mix! and along the coast where salt
water from the Gulf merges with the land.

The land is covered with grass and is often
subdivided by many narrow, channels that
wind inland. Daily tidal changes cause salt
water from the Gulf to move into and out of

the channels, changing the water depth and
chemistry  salinity, pH, dissolved oxygen,
etc.!. Organisms that live in salt marshes
must be able to adjust to these daily changes,
Although the environment is harsh, salt
marshes are teeming with life. Name some
of the organisms you associate with salt
mar shes,

Plants iiicl«de willows and a ni<niber of grasses,
prinrarily cordgrass  Sparfina! and black
needleriish  jr<»eris!, Algae grow on the plants
and in the water. Wildflozoers sr<eh as Indian
blankets, oxeye daisy, goldenrod, niorning glories,
and saltniarsh mallow add color to fhe niarsh

from spring fhrorigh fall. Animals living in the
water inclr<de snails, oysters, barnacles, crabs,
shrimp, and many types offish. Nr<fria, m«skraf,
foxes, and water birds such as ibises, herons,
rails, and Iar<ghi ng gulls are often seen in and
around the water. The i»sects niost often seen are
mosqi<itoes and gnats.

POSTVIEWING QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS

The following questions are posed during
the video. Answer them in class discussions
during the viewing of the video, then allow
the students to respond individually as a
postviewing activity, A few options for
answers are given here, more are identified
in the Background Information, and of

course, students may suggest answers from
their own reasoning and creativity.

Biodi versify is the variet ji of life that exists in a»
area. The variety »ray be described as tire nriniber
of different species and habifats in an area, b«t
may alsoi»clride the genetic differences witfrin a
species.

2. What are some of the things that can harm
biodiversity?

Destrr<cfiorr a»d degredation of natr<ral habitats
cai<se the greatest loss in biodiversity. Aiiy of tIre
follozviirg niay be i»cli<ded as specific carises:

~ Deforesfatiorr

~ Dredging and filling of wetla»ds

~ Poll r<tion of wa terzvays � streanrs, rivers,
lakes, est«aries, a»d flic Gr<lf of Mexico

~ Habitat fragnie>rtatio» ca«sed hj the
building of highzvays, shopping centers,
»ezra hoi<si »g, etc.

~ Monoci<ltiire far»ring a»dforestng

3. Why is biodiversity important?

All the organisnis in a habitat benefit from the
complexihj provided by a diverse community.
Diversify provides »<ore food and shelter options.
Recycli rig essential ni<frients is accomplished by
a diverse con<»i«nity of deconiposers, Diverse
vegetation prevents erosion and filters poll r<ta»ts
fronr the soil a»d zvafer.

Hi<mans rely ori the earth's variefrj of living
things to provide the basics of life such as food,
medicine, bi<ilding materials, and clean air and
water, Aside from these basic needs, diverse
nat«ral habi tats provide recreational and
spiritrial enrichment for humans.

4. What can individuals do to maintain the
variety of species and habitats in the Gulf
Coast's ponds and lakes, forests, meadows
and salt marshes?

Answers will vary according to the area dis-
crissed � pond, forest, meadow, marsh � b«t
sho«ld revolve aroiind ideas such as:

~ Learn aboi<t wildlife and fheir habitat needs.
~ Take an active part in educating others about

the need to protect habitats,



~ Participate in beach clean-ups on a regular
basis. Dispose of all waste wisely.

~ Use native plants � t~ees, shrrrbs, and
flowers � in t'heir own yards and encourage
others to do so as well.

~ Follow good, sound environmental
practices � reduce, reuse, recycle.

5. What is your niche as a human being? Do
you think your niche will be the same
throughout life? Explain.

Answers will vary but should reflect an under-
standing of the firnction of hrrnrans relevant to
each other, other species, and the physical
environment  i.e., as a part of the local and global
ecosystems!.

EXTENSIONS

1. Research and writing: Ask students to
research one of the threatened or endangered
species in the Gulf Coast area  refer to pages
26-28!, Ask them to draw a picture of the
organism and give some information about
it. Where does it live? What might have led
to a decline in its population? What part
does it play in its habitat's food web? Why is
it important? Have them conclude their
assignment by writing a story or poem to
describe the experience of being among the
last of their species,

2, Research and writing: Examples of
threatened habitats in the Gulf Coast region
are: coral reefs, coastal wetlands, old-growth
longleaf pine forests, and polluted rivers and
lakes. Have students research a threatened

habitat  ideally, a specific one with which
they are familiar! and either write a story or
take photographs to describe the habitat.
They should identify and describe the
activities of the plants and animals that live
there, tell why the habitat is important to
humans, why it is threatened, and how they
would feel should it disappear.

As another alternative, have students write
the above information as if describing the
habitat to a deaf or blind friend,

3. Write a legislator, On one side of a postcard,
have students draw, color, identify, and
relate the plight of an endangered or
threatened species. Send the postcard to a
state legislator.

4. Make a commitment: Provide an oppor-
tunity for students ta commit to specific
actions to protect biodiversity. Have them
consider what they will do, plan a course of
action, then write it in contract form. For
example:

I,  full name!, will provide a habitat for bats in
my backyard by providing a source of water and
building a bat house to be placed in a tree away
from our horrse. The bats'food will be the mos-
quitoes and other insects that fly through our
nei ghborhood.

5. Nature area: Help students plan, plant,
and maintain a natural area on the school
grounds. Plant native trees and shrubs to
provide shelter for animals. Make bird
feeders and bird baths to supply food and
water. Plant sweet smelling flowers to
attract butterflies and bees. Develop a
maintenance schedule to assure continuous
care for the area.

6. Debate: Have students who enjoy debating
argue the pros and cons of hunting and
trapping  cruelty to animals, the right of every
animal to exist, income, food, clothes, recreation,
poprrlation control!. In a class discussion, after
the debate, identify each point of argument
as being based on emotion or fact.

7. Guest speaker: Invite someone from a local
wildlife organization to speak on species and
habitats that are threatened or endangered in
your area. Have each student write three
questions to ask the speaker.

8. Creative writing: Using endangered coastal
animals or plants as the focus of the stories,
have students work in groups to compose
kindergarden or lower elementary level
children's books. Have them emphasize the
role  niche! of the endangered species in the
habitat.

9, Role playing: Assign each student a
particular species to portray in an ecosystem
 use only one ecosystem � pond, meadow,
forest, or marsh � and have a food web in
mind that incorporates each species!. Give
each student a piece of yarn 3-5 feet long and
a large index-card-necklace with his/her
species' common name in bold letters.

~ Have them mingle with classmates to find
three or four others with whom to form a



believable food chain. The chain must

include a producer, an herbivore, and two
or three carnivores. Students will use the
yarn to join one organism to another. Set a
time limit of about 5 minutes for this part
of the activity.

~ Have each group justify its food chain to
the class.

~ Next, guide the students in forming a food
web. Help them identify animals that eat
more than one type of food. Using extra
pieces of yarn, attach the animals to the
extra food sources.  Some plants and
animals may have many strings attached,
indicating that they eat or are eaten by a
variety of organisms.!

~ Once the web is intricate, have one or two
students, representing key species, leave
the web  become extinct!. Have students
infer possible results to the ecosystem.



ACTIVITY I

WHO'S THERE?

SCHOOL YARD BIODIVERSITY INVESTIGATION

 Teacher Instructions!

Objectives

Description
join the Backyard Habitat Program
sponsored by the National Wildlife
Federation. !

Materials  per team! Procedure

Hand lens

Pencil

Team tally sheet

Clipboard  or stiff
cardboard with a clip!

Preparation

+ To investigate the diversity of organisms in a
habitat,

~ To compare species die ersity in disturbed ~ s.
undisturbed areas.

Students v ill work in teams to locate and
identify the diversity of species in a particular
school yard habitat, Some teams will inves-
tigate habitats that are subjected to much
human use, while others will investigate less
disturbed areas, A fter comp ar ing data from the
various groups, the class i~ ill discuss how
human impact can affect biodiversity in a
habitat,

1, This investigation should be done at the
beginning of the module, before students
view the video.

2. A few days before doing the activity,
identify as many different habitats as you
can find on your school campus. Examples
of undisturbed areas are a ditch, a stream,
pond or wetland area, large trees, and an
overgrown flower bed. A playing field, a
concrete play area or sidewalk, and a well
kept flower bed are examples of disturbed
areas.  Using a flower bed may give an
interesting twist to your findings and be
useful later when encouraging students to

3. On the day of the activity, draw a chart on
the chalkboard similar to the one on the
Student Data Sheet  page 16!. Make enough
copies of the Student Data Sheet for each
pupil to have one, and enough Tally Sheets
 page 15! for each group to have one,

1. Using examples that are familiar to your
students, describe the major groups of
organisms � bacteria, protists  algae and
protozoans!, fungi, plants, and animals.
Teach the meaning of the terms habitat,
species, and biodiversity.

2. Divide the class into teams of three or f'our
students each, and assign each team a
specific area  habitat! to investigate.
 More than one team can investigate the
same area, if needed.!

3. Explain that they will be trying to locate
and identify all the different species that
live in their assigned habitat. Relate the
following:

~ Due to the time of day and the amount
of activity on the school grounds, larger
animals will be scarce � look for small
ones such as insects, birds, and toads.



~ Many organisms hide during the
daytime; look carefully under leaves,
logs, and straw.

~ Look for plants such as grasses,
wild flowers, vines, bushes, and trees.

~ Some organisms grow on other
organisms � Spanish moss, lichen,
mistletoe.

~ Students may record organisms that they
hear  bird in a tree! or see evidence of
 squirrel scratching a flea!.

~ Younger students may simply identify
organisms as species 1, species 2, etc. and
describe their appearance.

Discussion of Results

Students should find the most species in
areas that have been least disturbed by
humans.

Ask students to predict the effects of habitat
destruction � cutting down trees, filling in
wetlands, polluting rivers and streams-
on the variety of organisms in an area.

Emphasize that wild areas provide a huge
variety of habitats that give many different
organisms a place to live. When wild areas
are reduced or destroyed, many species
disappear from the area and along with
them go their contributions to the web of
life in that area.

4. Give each team a tally sheet, pencil, clip-
board, and hand lens. Have them select one
person to record the team's findings on the
tally sheet and on the class data chart.

5. Once outside, disperse the groups to their
assigned habitat and allow 10-15 minutes
for them to survey the area.

6. Return to the classroom and have each team
record its findings in the correct place on
the class data chart.  lf two teams surveyed
the same habitat, have them consolidate
their data,!

7. Give each student a data sheet  page 16!
Have each student copy the class data on
his/her own worksheet and create a bar
graph to represent the class results,  Help
students determine the scale numbers for
the y-axis, based on the range of data
collected.!

Relate that during the lessons that follow on
biodiversity, they will be learning more
about the web of life in several types of wild
areas located throughout the Gulf Coast
states.

Extension

~ Encourage students to join with a friend,
sibling, or parent and do the same survey at
a wild area near their home � forest, beach,
swamp, vacant lot, etc. Have them report
their findings to the class.







ACTIVITY II

GULF GONERS

 Teacher Instructions!

Introduction

Objectives

Description

Materials

Interdependency is a thread woven
throughout the theme biodiversity, Every
species has a place to live  habitat! and a
function  niche! in an ecosystem. Some species
have multiple functions that cause them to
affect the lives of many other species  i,e�oak
trees produce food, provide shelter, and cycle
oxygen into and carbon dioxide from the air!.
These affected species in turn impact many
others. Therefore, when a species' habitat is
lost or degraded to the point that the species
can no longer live and function in the eco-
system, the loss of that species' niche may
throw nature off balance.

Competition, predator-prey, and symbiotic
relationships among species in an ecosystem
help maintain an equilibrium known as the
"balance in nature." When nature or man
upsets that balance by altering the environ-
ment, factors that affect species such as the
availability of food, water, shelter, and space
change. These changes may create beneficial
opportunities for some species, yet inay
jeopardize the survival of others.

Normal environmental changes, occurring
gradually over thousands of years, provide
enough time for natural selection to equip
species with adaptations that allow their
survival, But in the past two centuries,
especially the last 50 years, changes to habitats
have accelerated � deforestation, pollution,
saltwater intrusion, invasion of exotic species,
and erosion.

Changes in an ecosystem may benefit some
species. More often, though, abrupt changes
kill members of some species outright or
interfere with their natural functions � niches.
Either way, the loss of the species' contributions
to the interconnected workings of the ecosys-
tem results in a decline in biodiversity.

The following game, Gulf Goners, will help
students identify ways that environmental

changes affect species with various
characteristics. It will also suggest some
harmful and helpful human activities that
impact biodiversi ty.

+ To relate the effects of environmental changes
on animals with differing characteristics,

~ To identify some human activities that affect
biodiversity.

Students will design and name an animal,
using choices provided under the habitat, food,
reproduction, and movement headings on the
Animal Characteristics list. The teacher will
then read a series of scenario cards. Each
scenario describes an environmental change
and tells its impact on animals with particular
characteristics. If the animal is adversely
affected by the change, the student will place a
"gotcha" chip on her/his game card. If the
species is helped by the change, the student will
remove a chip from the card. After reading 12
to 15 scenarios, the results will be evaluated
and discussed.

Gulf Goners game cards
Animal Characteristics Iis t
Scenario description cards
"Gotcha" chips  dry beans, beads, pennies, etc.!
Pencils



Preparation

Make enough copies of the game cards for
each student to have one.

Using colored card stock, make copies of
the scenario pages, then cut out and
laminate the individual cards.

Purchase enough "gotcha" chips to allow
eight chips per student.  Dried red beans
are ideal.!

On the day of the activity, display the
Animal Characteristics list so it can be

easily seen by all students, Use an over-
head transparency, poster board, or write
on the chalkboard,

Procedure

When directed by the video, stop the tape
and distribute one game card and eight
"gotcha" chips to each student.

Relate the purposes of the game � to show
how animals with differing characteristics
are affected when their habitat changes and
to identify human activities that affect
biodiversity.

Have each student create an imaginary
animal by doing the following:

+ Select one characteristic from each

category on the Animal Characteristics
list.

~ Depending on the animal's charac-
teristics, it will be adversely affected by
the change  add a "gotcha" chip!, or
helped by the change  lose a "gotcha"
chip!.

~ Students will record changes that harm
and help their animal in the chart at the
bottom of the game card.

~ The removal of "gotcha" chips cannot be
"banked."  For example, if a scenario
card says to remove two chips, but there
is only one chip on the card, the student
may not save the extra chip removal for
later in the game.!

+ The goal is to finish the game with as few
"gotcha" chips on the card as possible.
Once a card is full � eight "gotcha"
chips � the animal is extinct and the
student must stop playing.

Before beginning the game, practice once
by reading one of the scenario cards and
relating the procedure. Answer any
questions.

The scenario cards can be read by the
teacher or a student. After reading a
scenario card, set it aside or put it at the
bottom of the stack.  OPTIONS: Have
different students read scenarios to the

class. Once students are comfortable with
the game format, have them predict the
effect of the change, remind them to con-
sider all elements of the habitat � food,
water, shelter, space.!

~ Record the choices in the blanks on the
left side of the game card.

~ Draw the animal in the space below the
game grid.

~ Give the animal a name and write it at
the top of the game card.

 Once the garne begins, students cannot
change their animal's characteristics.!

Briefly describe the garne

~ Scenario cards will be read that describe
a change in the environment.

The duration of a game can be determined
by the teacher � 12 to 15 scenarios should
be sufficient to achieve the objectives.

Discussion of Results

Have each student evaluate the status of his
or her animal.

~ A full card  eight "gotcha" chips! � the
animal became extinct.

~ Five to seven chips � the animal is
endangered.



~ Three or four chips � the animal is
threatened.

~ Two or fewer chips � the animal is well
enough adapted to survive in its
modified envirorunent.

2. Determine how many imaginary animals
are in each category � extinct, endangered,
threatened, well adapted,

3. Referring to their charts, have students
discuss the helpful and harmful changes.
Are they aware of such changes occuring in
their neighborhood or in the town? Are
they familiar with local and national groups
that work to protect the environment?

4. Continue the video.

Extension

~ Have students brainstorm some additional
conditions that may be "gotchas" for
species with specific characteristics and
create both helpful and harmful scenarios
for another game.



ANIMAL CHARACTERISTICS

HABITAT REQUIREMENT

Salt Marsh

River

Pine Forest

Meadow

FOOD SOURCE

Mammals

Small Fish

Plankton

Plants

METHOD OF REPRODUCTION

Lay eggs in water
Lay eggs on land

Live birth

Fission  simple cell division!

METHOD OF MOVEMENT

Fly
Walk

Swim

Stationary



GULF GONERS
GAME CARD

My Name

My Animal's Name

Habitat Requirement:

Food Source:

Method of Reproduction:

Method of Movement:

Sketch of Animal:

Ways my animal was helped and harmed:



SCENARIO CARDS

A massive oil spill occurs. In an effort to
remove the oil from the feathers of btrds,
well-meaning humans bathe the birds with
liquid dish washing soap. The soap washes
away natural oils in the feathers. Lacking
the protection and water repellence from
these oils, the birds have difficulty flying or
swimming. If your method of movement is
flight or swimming, add one "gotcha" chip to
your card.

A gambling boat has a sewage spill which
contaminates the water. The sewage is
toxic to many fish, causing a large fish kill.
As the sewage decays, the released
rrutrients encourage rapid growth and
reproduction of algae; this is called an algal
bloom. If your habitat is the river, add one
"gotcha" chip. If you eat small fish, add
another chip. If you eat algae  plankton!,
take away a chip.

When a truck carrying hazardous waste
collides with a bridge railing, the truck's tank
is damaged and the waste spills into the river.
The pollution interferes with cell division in
living organisms. If your habitat is the river,
add one "gotcha" chip. If your method of
reproduction is fission  simple cell division!,
add another "gotcha" chip.

A factory releases heated water into a river.
This thermal pollution makes it impossible
for eggs to hatch that are laid in the immedi-
ate area by fish, amphibians and insects.
The warmer water, however, creates a
perfect environment for an exotic species of
sea grass. If your environment is a river,
and you lay eggs in the water, add one
'gotcha" chip. If your environment is a river
and you depend on plants for food, remove
one "gotcha" chip.

When vehicles are banned from a grassy
meadow, the lives of many land-based
organisms are saved. If your method of
rnovernent is walking, remove one "gotcha"
chip. If your method of reproduction is to lay
eggs on land, you may remove a "gotcha"
chip.

A ten year warming trend has resulted in
melting glaciers and a rise in sea level.
Many low-lying coastal areas, which were
once brackish, are now under water and the
soil and water have become more salty.
Those species unable to adapt to this
increased salinity have died off. If your
habitat is the salt marsh, add one "gotcha"
chip.

Ozone depletion has resulted in increased
amounts of UV light penetrating earth' s
atmosphere. The excess UV light damages
living cells and kills many types of plankton,
a source of food for many small fish. If your
source of food is plankton or small fish, add
one "gotcha" chip to your card.

A new shopping area is being built on a
meadow. Bulldozers have destroyed your
nesting area and have crushed the small,
slow moving animals in the irnrnediate
area. If you live in a meadow and lay eggs
on land, add one "gotcha" chip. If your
method of movement is walking, add a
"gotcha" chip.



An ocean liner is transporting chlorine to be
used in coastal water treatment plants. The
captain of the ship falls asleep at the helm
and the ship runs aground in a marsh area.
Damage to the ship causes the chlorine to
leak into the water. Most of the mobile

animals get away, but stationary animals
such as oysters and barnacles die. If you
are a stationary animal living in a marsh, add
one "gotcha" chip.

For years, many pleasure boaters have
dumped their trash in the middle of lakes,
rivers, and bays. Plastic six-pack rings are
especially dangerous to animals that swim;
they get caught in the rings which then
restrict their growth and movement. If you
live in a river or marsh, add one "gotcha"
chip. If your method of movement is
swimming, add another "gotcha" chip.

A local toxic waste disposal firm reports
that high levels of poison were acciden-
tally released, The toxins create a variety
of health risks on land and in water,

including spontaneous abortions in mam-
mals, lf your method of reproduction is
live births, add one "gotcha" chip to your
card.

A new phosphate plant and a fertilizer plant
are both located on the same mouth of a

river near a salt marsh. The phosphate
plant has an accidental chlorine leak at the
same time the fertilizer plant has an
ammonia leak, resulting in the formation of
deadly ammonium chloride. If your habitat
is a salt marsh or river, add one "gotcha"
chip.

Seven hundred acres of an old growth pine
forest are about to be clear cut, An envi-

ronmental group successfully lobbies for
this area's preservation so that the forest is
protected under federal law. You may
remove one chip if your habitat is a pine
forest.

CURE-ALL Pharmaceutical Company has
discovered a new drug derived from the
seed pods of a wildflower native to Gulf
Coast meadows. In harvesting the plant,
the environment is damaged. If your
habitat is a meadow, add one "gotcha" chip.
If you eat plants, add a second chip.

When an alternative source of energy
ends our need for fossil fuels, oil drilling
along the Gulf of Mexico coastline is
halted. If you live in a salt marsh, you
may remove one chip.

When a power company sprays an
herbicide under its power lines, trees,
shrubs, and other vegetation are killed.
If you eat plants, add one chip. If you
live in a forest, add two chips.



Land developers are filling in a local marsh
area to provide more waterfront property for
building homes. If you live in a marsh add
one "gotcha" chip. If you eat small fish or
plankton, add one chip.

The voters of a city approve the building of
an airport on a large local meadow. If you
live in a meadow, add one "gotcha" chip. If
your method of movement is flying, add a
chip,

Local students join a beach cleanup pro-
gram and over a year's time, collect two
tons of garbage from local wetland areas.
If your habitat is a salt marsh or river,
remove one "gotcha chip.

Deforestation continues at an alarming rate,
as forests are cleared for residential, agri-
cultural, business, and highway develop-
ment. The trees, shrubs and wildf lowers in
forests provide food and shelter for many
animals. If you live in a pine forest, add one
"gotcha" chip. lf you depend on plants or
mammals for food, add a "gotcha" chip,

A garden club successfully campaigns
to preserve the wildf lowers in a local
meadow. If you live in a meadow,
remove one "gotcha" chip.

In order to earn money to repair and build
streets, a city council votes to allow toxic
waste incineration near your habitat.
The harmful fumes enter the air, and are
transported by wind in all directions, all
habitats are affected, Everyone add one
"gotcha" chip,

Some agricultural crops are sprayed with
pesticides from crop duster airplanes.
Wind transports the pesticides to areas
beyond the planted fields, polluting water
and coating other vegetation. If your food
source is plants or plankton, add one
"gotcha" chip.

Last year, legislation signed to stop the
dredging in a local salt marsh allowed the
community of organisms that live in the
marsh to once again flourish. If you live in
a marsh, remove one "gotcha" chip. If you
depend on small fish for food, you may
remove a second chip.



EXTRA SCENARIO CARDS



SOME THREATENED  T! AND ENDANGERED  E! SPECIES
IN THE GULF COAST STATES

U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service

COMMON NAME SCIENTIFIC NAME STATE S! FEDERAL

STATUS

Sarracenia rubra alabamensis AL

Clematis socialis AL

Xyris tennesseensi s

Hymenoxys texana
Phlox ni vali s

AL, FL

TX

TX

INVERTEBRATES

Medi onidus acutissimus IVIS, FL, AL

Lampsib's altilis

Pleurobema taitianum

Potarnilus infiatus

AL, FL

MS, AL

AL, LA

Lampsi /is perovalis

Pleurobema perovatum

MS, AL

MS,AL, FL

Epioblasma othcaloogensis
Pleurobema decisum

AL, FL

MS, AL, FL

jpioblasma penita MS, AL, FL

Ptychobranchus greeni

Epioblasma metastriata
AL, FL

AL, FL

Alabama Canebreak

Pitcher-plant

Alabama Leather Flower

American Heart' s-tongue

Fern

Florida Golden Aster

Florida Skullcap
Green Pitcher-plant

Mohr's Barbara's Buttons

Pygmy Fringe Tree
Pondberry
Price's Potato-bean

Smooth Conef lower

Tennessee Yellow-eyed
Grass

Texas Prairie Dawn Flower

Texas Trailing Phlox

Alabama M occasinshell

Mussel

Fine-lined Pocketbook

Mussel

Heavy Pigtoe Mussel
Inflated Heelsplitter Mussel

Orange-nacre Mucket

Mussel

Ovate Clubs hell Mussel

Southern Acornshell

Mussel

Southern Clubshell Mussel

Southern Combshell

Mussel

Triangular Kidneyshell
Mussel

Upland Combshell Mussel

Phyllitis scolopendri um

Chrysopsis floridana
Scuteilaria floridana

Sarracenia oreophila
Marshallia mohrii

Chionanthus pygmaeus
Lindera melissifolia

Apios priceana
Echinacea laevigata

AL

FL

FL

AL, FL

AL, FL

FL

MS, FL

MS, AL

FL



STATE S! FEDERAL

STATUS

FISH

Bayou Darter

Blue Shiner

Gulf Sturgeon

MS

AL

MS, AL, LA, FL

MS, LA

AL, FL

Pallid Sturgeon
Snail Darter

E

T T T

E E E
T T T

COMMON NAME

AMPHIBIANS AND REPTILES

Alabama Red-bellied Turtle

Blue-tailed Mole Skink

Eastern Indigo Snake
Gopher Tortoise
Green Sea Turtle

Hawksb ill Sea Turtle

Kemp's Ridley Sea Turtle
Leatherback Sea Turtle

Loggerhead Sea Turtle
Red Hill Salamander

Ringed Sawback Turtle
Salt Marsh Snake

Attwater's Prairie Chicken

Bachman's Warbler

Bald Eagle
Brown Pelican

Florida Scrub Jay
Kirtland's Warbler

Least Tern

Mississippi Sandhill Crane

Peregrine Falcon

Piping Plover

Red Cockaded

Woodpecker

Whooping Crane

Wood Stork

SCIENTIFIC NAME

Etheostoma rubrum

Cyprinelfa caerulea

Aci penser oxyrhynchus

desotoi

Scaphi rhynchus albus
Percina tanasi

Pseudemys aiabamensis

Eumeces egregius ii vidus

Drymarchon corais couperi

Gopherus polyphemus
Chelonia mydas

Eretmochelys imbricata

l epidocheiys kempii
Dermocheiys coriacea
Caretta caretta

Phaeognathus hubrichti

Graptemys ocu ifera
Nerodia fasciata taeniata

Tympanuchus cupido attwateri
Vermi vora bachmanii

Hali aeetus leucocephalus
Pelicanus occidentaiis

A phelocoma coerulescens

Oendroica chrysoparia kirtlandii
Sterna antillarum

Grus canadensis pulla

Falco peregri nus
Charadrius melodus

Picoides borealis

Grus americana

Mycteria ameri cana

AL, FL

FL

MS,AL, FL

MS, LA

TX, LA, MS, AL, FL

TX, LA, MS, FL

TX, LS, MS, AL, FL

TX, LA.AL, FL

TX, LA, MS, AL, FL

AL

LA, MS

FL

TX, LA

LA, FL

TX, LA, MS, AL, FL

TX, LA, MS

FL

FL

TX, LA, MS

LA, MS

TX, LA, FL

TX, LA, AL, FL

TX, LA, MS, AL, FL

TX, LA

AL, FL



T = threatened E = endangered



EVALUATION QUESTIONS

1. Provides wood for making homes,
furniture, and paper

2. Decorates the land with many
wildflowers during spring, surn-
mer, and fall

Pond or Lake

3 Body of water completely
surrounded by land � home to
species such as water lilies,
beavers, and salamanders

4. Hiding place where many types of
baby marine animals � shrimp,
crab, turtles, and fish � grow

Pine Forest

5 S partina, commonly called
cordgrass, is the vegetation most
typical of this harsh coastal habitat

6. Place where people hunt deer,
turkey, and squirrel for food

Meadow 7. Resting place for many birds that
migrate north in the spring and
south in the winter

8. A cleared, open place where
trees once grew � home to many
insects, weedy plants, and small
mammals such as mice and rabbitsSalt Marsh

MATCHING: Using the choices in the left column, identify the habitat described in
the right column. Write its name in the space provided, There is one
BEST answer for each,



MULTIPLE CHOICE: Select the BEST answer for each statement,

A species that has died out and is gone forever from the earth is described as

A. threatened

B. exotic

C. endangered
D. extinct

Which of the habitats below would suffer the most from the wreck of a fuel tanker

transporting oil in the Gulf of Mexico.

A. salt marsh

B. freshwater pond
C. grassy meadow
D. pine forest

A squirrel's niche is to

A. replenish the air with oxygen
B. live in a meadow

C. eat acorns and pine cones
D. decompose dead plants and animals

The place that provides food, water, shelter and space for an organism is its

A. niche

B. habitat

C. life cycle
D. food chain

Sparrows, bluebirds, cardinals, and blackbirds are

A. different species
B. endangered species
C. in the same food chain

D. predators of hawks

A believable food chain is  arrows point to the consumer!

A. beetle ~clover ~ snake ~toad

B. pine tree ~hawk ~dandelions ~ rabbit
C. algae ~ snail ~ raccoon ~crawfish
D. decaying leaves ~ earthworm ~ robin ~ cat



Which of the following statements best describes the relationship between biodiversity
and the size of the human population?

A. Greater diversity leads to increased human population.
B. Greater human population leads to increased biodiversity.
C, Greater human population leads to reduced biodiversity.
D. There is no relationship between biodiversity and the size of the human

population,

Which of the following changes could have caused the disappearance of a species of
green frogs from a stream where it once lived.

A. Weed killers entered the stream when a farmer over sprayed his nearby fields.
B, Water levels dropped drastically when a newly built dam diverted the water

to use in a power plant.
C. Repeated insecticide spraying to kill the mosquitoes in a nearby town resulted

in the death of many insects.
D. All the changes could have harmed the frogs, causing them to disappear.

The biodiversity of a salt marsh wouM be harmed most by the loss of the

A. grass shrimp
B. marsh grass
C. blue crab

D. brown pelican

10. Biodiversity is

A. the variety of species in an area
B. the number of different habitats in an area

C. the number of differences among members of the same species
D. All of the above describe biodiverstiy.

11. Which of the following is an adaptation in bullfrogs?

A. They help control the size of insect populations.
B. They can produce their own food by photosynthesis.
C. The color variations in their skin help hide them in the environment.
D. All of the above are adaptations in bullfrogs.

12. A place where living things interact with each other and with the nonliving
environment is called a n!

A. wetland

B. ecosystem
C. niche

D. community



DISCUSSION: Use your best writing skills � spelling, punctuation, grammar � in
responding to the following statements.

l. In your opinion, what is the most important ecological, economical, or ethical reason for
maintaining biodiversity in the Gulf Coast region and throughout the world? Support
your opinion with an example, and in your explanation, use at least two terms you
learned during the lessons on biodiversity.

2. Demonstrate your understanding of food chains by diagramming a believable one in
which you are the top consumer. Identify the producer, herbivore, and carnivores.
Name the Gulf Coast habitat where these organisms live.

~ [BONUS: Create a food web using your food chain as the beginning.]

3. Name three things you, as a citizen of the Gulf Coast region, can do to help maintain
biodiversity.



EVALUATION - ANSWERS

MATCHING:

5. Salt Marsh
6. Pine Forest

7. Salt Marsh

8. Meadow

1. Pine Forest

2. Meadow

3. Pond or Lake
4. Salt Marsh

MULTIPLE CHOICE:

DISCUSSION:

The following examples of answers should
be modified by the teacher to fit appropriate
grade level expectations.

Examples:

1, Answers will vary but should describe
some ecological, economical, or ethical
reason for maintaining biodiversity. A
specific example of why the reason is
important should be cited in which several
associated terms are used correctly or
defined. For example:

Of

Ecological reason Biodiversity should be
maintairied in order to preserve the balance in
nature. An example might focus on the nature
of food chains arid food webs, predator/prey
relationships, or niches that, if disrupted, would
weaken the ecosystem,

Economical reason � The hunting, fishing,
and trapping of various species provide a
livelihood for many hunians. Forestry provides
wood for making homes, furniture, paper and
other products. Diverse habitnts offer a variety
of recreational opportunities which in turn fuel
the tourist economy. Associated terms may
include sustainable use, species, habitats.

Ethical reason � Humans, as the dominant
species on earth, have a responsibility to use the
earth and its resources in ways that insure a
healthy and diverse environment for future
generations. Examples may focus on the plight

1, D

2. A

3. C

4. B

5. A

6. D

7. C
8. D

9, B

10, D
1'1. C

12. B

of endangered and threatened species and habitat
loss and degradation. Associated terms may
include sustainable use, extinct species, endan-
gered species, threatened species, habitat frag-
mentation, deforestation, niche, etc.

2. Look for three parts in this answer,

a. The appropriate flow in a food chain:
producer ~ herbivore ~ carnivore s!

b. Specific organisms  species! that fit the
categories  part a! � student's name  or
the word human! must be last in the
chain.

c. The identity of the ecosystem or habitat
where the organisms live.

ALGAE M ZOOPLANKTON ~ TROUT M HUMAN

 producer!  herbivore!  carnivore!  carnivore!

GRASS SEEOS ~ OOVE ~ HUMAN

 producer!  herbivore!  carnivore!

~ For the BONUS portion of the question,
award points based on the number of
correct branching connections shown.
 See example in the Backgioiind section on
page 2.!

3. There are a number of possible responses.
Accept any that you think are reasonable.
You might offer the HINT: Save, Study, Use
Sustainably, then look for answers that
reflect that philosophy.
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Project TElLUS: Interactive Science Videos on Giobal Change Issues



EXOTIC SPECIES

INTRODUCTION

Water Hyacinth
Eichhornia crassipes

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Students should be able to.

1. Define exotic and native species and cite
examples of each from the Gulf Coast
region.

2. Identify adaptations which allow exotic
species to succeed in new areas.

3. Cite both positive and negative reasons for
introducing exotic species in the Gulf Coast
area.

4. Predict the impact of introducing a specific
organism to a known environment.

5. Suggest possible plans for the containment
of specific exotic species.

Humans are not the only immigrants to
the United States. Thousands of animal, plant,
and microbial species are also newcomers to
this country. Because they were brought to the
United States from another country, they are
called exotic species. Some exotics have been
introduced intentionally by man, while others
have entered accidentally in ships' ballast
waters, in packing materials, attached to other
plants or animals, or even in hurricane winds.

Man has introduced some exotic species in
an effort to improve the quality of human life.
Cattle, pigs, wheat, and soybeans are exotics
that are controlled by farmers and are therefore
agriculturally beneficial. Many Americans
enjoy tropical fish, birds, and snakes as pets
and use foreign plants such as roses and tulips
to beautify their yards, But some exotic species
are able to adjust successfully in the wild.
These reproduce and spread outside their
designated habitat.

Exotic species that make their way into
natural ecosystems  into the wild! can threaten
native habitats and the organisms in them.
They may have adaptations that allow them to

outcompete the native species for food, shelter,
or space. Eventually they may even displace
natives that occupy the same or similar niches.
When no natural predators of an exotic species
exist in its adopted environment, its population
grows unchecked, causing further pressure on
the established ecosystem. Populations of
exotic species sometimes increase uncontrol-
lably, interfering with human activitites such as
industry, agriculture, and recreation.

Because of its mild climate and geo-
graphical location, the Gu1f Coast region has
been particularly susceptible to the invasion
and spread of exotic species. Water hyacinth,
kudzu, Africanized honey bees, nutria,
Argentine fire ants, and zebra mussels are
examples of exotic species that have adapted
quickly and easily to the Gulf Coast
environment.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

The following information will be helpful
in discussing exotic species prior to viewing the
video and in guiding students toward logical
and meaningful conclusions throughout the
viewing and postviewing activities.

One of the most troublesome of

the Gulf Coast's exotic plants i h
water hyacinth. This beautifu
free-floating aquatic herb inha
most lakes, bayous, swamps,
and freshwater marshes of
the coastal states from early
spring through the first
hard freeze of winter. It is

easily recognized by its
flowers, which are lavender
and blue with a conspic-
uous yellow spot in the top
petal. The flowers are
arranged in a spike that is
held erect above a floating
cluster of leaves.



Kudzu

Pueraria lobata

Water hyacinths are native to Central and
South America but were brought into the
United States for an exposition held in New
Orleans in 1884. Because of their beauty, they
were admired by many exposition attendees
who enthusiastically divided the plants and
took them home to add to backyard ponds.
By 1900 they had escaped cultivation and had
become a serious pest, clogging waterways
throughout the coastal states.

The water hyacinth's success in its new
habitat can be traced to a number of
adaptations.

+ They reproduce vegetatively through
fragmentation. If a plant is broken into
pieces  fragmented!, each piece can root and
grow into a new plant. Fragmentation may
be caused by the churning blades of boat
motors, the thrashing of swimming and
grazing animals, and water agitation during
stormy weather.

~ Their stems are hollow in the middle and
lined with spongy tissue, facilitating
fioatation,

~ Their leaves are fanlike and slightly cupped;
as the wind blows, the plants are spread from
one area to another like little sailboats.

~ The plants are fed nutrients, water, and
carbon dioxide through a dense, feathery
network of roots.

With these advantages, water hyacinths
are able to cover the surface of their aquatic
habitat in a relatively short period of time.

The effects of water hyacinths on natural
systems can be devastating. As the hyacinths
cover the water surface, they restrict life
sustaining sunlight to submerged native plants.
Eventually the shaded plants die and decay.
The decaying process depletes the amount of
dissolved oxygen in the water. As the oxygen
level declines, fish such as bass, perch, and
bream either die or seek new habitat areas
leaving less desirable fish � catfish, carp, and
gar � to populate the water.

Humans are also affected by the invasive
overgrowth of water hyacinths. Dense mats of
the plants interfere with boat navigation, clog
drainage systems, and prevent fishing,
swimming and other recreational activities.

When water quality declines, everything that
depends on the water for food, drink, habitat,
or recreation suffers.

For the most part, efforts to control water
hyacinth populations have been unsuccessful.

~ Mechanical croppers cannot reach all the
plants and may increase fragmentation
among the plants that remain.

~ Because the herbicides that are most effective
have harmful side effects on the ecosystem,
they are seldom used.

~ The use of natural predators  a weevil
species from Argentina and a carp species
from the Soviet Union feed on water
hyacinths! would mean introducing other
exotic species that may, in time, become as
much of a pest as the hyacinth itself.

When growing out of control, water
hyacinths are a nuisance, but some researchers
have suggested uses for this exotic that would
make it a harvestable resource.

+ Use as a food for cattle,

~ Use as a fertilizer and soil conditioner.

Produce a biogas fuel similar to natural gas
to meet some energy needs,

Other research has shown that water

hyacinths may be useful in removing harmful
chemicals from polluted waterways. Even
though these are all possible uses, so far, the
negative impact of these aquatic plants on their
adopted habitat far outweighs their
contributions to the environment.

Another exotic plant
that is wreaking havoc
throughout the Gulf
Coast region is kudzu.
This perennial, high-
climbing, leafy vine can
grow as much as 60 feet in
a single growing season and
as much as 12 inches in a

day, As it grows, kudzu
covers shrubs, trees, and
everything else in its way.



From a distance, a forest or field covered with
kudzu may appear to be a wavy sea of green
leaves.

funded the planting of 84 million kudzu
seedlings along highway and railway em-
bankments. The seedlings thrived.

Kudzu was introduced to the United States
from the Orient by a Japanese delegation
exhibiting at the 1876 Centennial Exposition in
Philadelphia. Because kudzu is a fast growing
cover plant, the Japanese used it to shade and
decorate their pavillion. To sweltering southern
exposition attendees, kudzu seemed so effective
in shading the pavillion that many took cut-
tings home to plant around their porches for
shade, In the warm, humid south kudzu did
indeed grow and spread like wildfire.

Kudzu's success in its adopted environ-
ment can be attributed to a number of factors.

~ It spreads quickly by producing horizontal
stems called runners. When these runners

contact a moist surface, they begin to pro-
duce their own roots and eventually their
own horizontal stems, Once rooted, the
runner can continue to grow even if it be-
cornes detached from the parent plant.

~ Throughout the growing season, kudzu
produces and stores an abundance of starch
 a food source! in its extensive root system.
These roots survive the winter months and
provide a storehouse of quick energy for new
growth when light and temperature condi-
tions are favorable in the spring,

~ Because farm animals � goats, hogs, chick-
ens and cows � readily eat this vine, rich in
protein and vitamins A, C, and D, farmers
during the early 1900s planted kudzu on
their land so it could be used as a feed

supplement.

~ Like clover and alfalfa, kudzu is a nitrogen-
fixing legume, which means that it can
convert atmospheric nitrogen into com-
pounds that can be used by the plant for
growth. Before kudzu became a nuisance,
farmers were encouraged to grow and then
plow under kudzu so that its decomposition
would release nitrogen compounds to restore
soil fertility.

~ During the 1930s and 1940s, kudzu's ability
to quickly cover eroding gullies was her-
alded as a quick fix for America's erosion
problems. Subsequently, the government

By the mid 1900s people throughout the
south � especially in the Gulf Coast region
where mild winters allow kudzu to grow year
round � were becoming disenchanted with
this exotic plant that was spreading over the
landscape. It was adversely affecting the native
ecosystem by:

~ over-shading and causing the eventual death
of the covered plants

~ interfering with power lines and rights-of-
way

~ preventing the establishment of new tree
seedlings

~ destroying the food supply of many wild
animals

Kudzu continues to cause the same prob-
lems today. The following methods are being
used to help control its growth:

~ overgrazing by farm animals

~ regular cultivating or disking

~ burning it with ground fires

~ killing it with herbicides such as !Roundup.

Even though kudzu becomes an environ-
mental nuisance when unattended, some hold
hope for its use as an agricultural product. In
the Orient, where human overpopulation
makes space a premium, this fast growing vine
is a valuable resource,

~ Its fibrous stems are used to make cloth and a
high-quality paper.

~ A powdered starch made from its roots is
used as an ingredient in beverages, noodles,
salads, jelled desserts, and sauces.

~ Kudzu-based medicines are used for the
treatment of ailments ranging from acid
indigestion and gonorrhea to alcoholism.



Nutria

Myocastor coypus

The nutria is
a South American

animal species that
has made a new

home in the Gulf
Coast region. These
furry animals live in
wetland areas and look very much like huge
rats  an average adult nutria weighs about 12
pounds! hence their nickname, "swamp rats."
Like their relatives � mice, beaver, muskrat,
and gophers � nutria are gnawing mammals
that belong to the order Rodentia.

With claws on their front feet and webbing
on their hind feet, nutria move effectively on
land and in water. During the day, they swim
leisurely, resting occasionally in burrows that
they build in the banks of the wetland areas
they inhabit. During the night hours, they eat
and seek mates.

Comparison of similar aquatic mammals

Nutria are herbivores that feed primarily
on aquatic plants such as water hyacinth, alli-
gator weed, and young cypress trees. Typical of
most rodents, they have a high reproductive
potential. When food supplies are plentiful and
other habitat conditions are good, females may
begin breeding by four months of age, and have
litters of four to six young twice or three times a
year. These two attributes � having a diverse
diet and being prolific � have contributed to
the nu.tria's success in adapting to their adopted
habitats in the Gulf Coast region.

Like beaver, nutria have a dense, velvety
fur, which is ideal for making into coats. In
1938, hoping to spur the Louisiana fur industry,
E.A. McIlhenny  the Tobasco sauce magnate!
imported 20 nutria from Argentina and placed
them in specially constructed enclosures. In
captivity, well fed, and free of natural predators

� alligators, eagles, large snakes, garfish, and
turtles � his nutria flourished. Unfortunately,
during a hurricane some of the animals
escaped.

Nutria were also imported and deliber-
ately released in coastal states during the early
1940s to help curb the spread of undesirable
aquatic plants that were clogging waterways.
By 1943  only five years after their introduction
in Louisiana!, the animals could be found in
ponds, swamps, freshwater marshes, lakes, and
rivers throughout the coastal area.

By the late 1940s trappers were harvesting
nutria and selling their soft pelts. The fur
industry began to grow; during its peak be-
tween 1977 and 1984, an average of 1.3 million
pelts were being harvested annually from
Louisiana alone. Then, in the late 1980s the
demand for fur coats began to decline. With
the fur industry on the wane, nutria were no
longer trapped in numbers sufficient to
counterbalance their high reproductive rate.
Their populations began to grow exponentially.

Today, the number of nutria in some Gulf
Coast areas such as southeastern Louisiana,
where as many as 6,000 per square mile have
been counted, has exceeded the carrying
capacity. In these areas of high density, nutria
are causing ecological and economical havoc.

~ They eat all the available vegetation, leaving
the land bare and vulnerable to storm
damage and erosion.

~ As nutria build burrows, they weaken and
often destroy water retaining structures.
Manmade levees and dikes used to regulate
water flow for rice and sugarcane crops are
often damaged and must be replaced.

+ During the last ten years, the estimated
annual damage to crops and land structures
caused by nutria has exceeded one million
dollars.

In the past, the trapping industry kept
nutria populations in balance, but since there is
less demand for fur and therefore less trapping,
alternatives for population control must be
found.

~ Fences and walls have been used to reduce
nutria invasion, but the high cost of instal-
lation limits their use.



Zebra Mussels

Dreissena po lymorpha

~ Zinc phosphide, a poison that is effective in
killing nutria, is highly toxic to other wildlife
and humans. Thus, it must be used carefully.

+ Ultimately, nature may contain nutria. In
areas where their numbers are extremely
high, disease and starvation will eventually
cause population crashes. Unfortunately, the
damage done to native ecosystems before
these crashes occur may be longlasting and
in some cases permanent.

The story of the nutria's introduction,
dispersion, and prominence throughout Gulf
Coast wetlands demonstrates the negative
impact an exotic species can have on a
hospitable environment.

One of the most recently identified exotic
species to affect American aquatic ecosysterns
is the zebra mussel. These tiny, freshwater
bivalves � usually no larger than a fingernail
� derive their common name, zebra, from a
distinctive shell pattern of alternating light and
dark bands, The exact pattern of stripes varies,
reflecting the species name, polyrrtorpha.

Zebra rnussels were inadvertently intro-
duced to the United States from Europe during
the rnid 1980s when ships emptied their ballast
water in the Great Lakes.

Ships preparing for transoceanic voyages
often take water into holding tanks ta use as a
stabilizing weight, or ballast. As water is
sucked into these ballast tanks, a huge spec-
trum of marine life � everything from protozoa
to fish � also enters. When the ships reach
their destination, the ballast tanks are emptied
and the hitchhiking organisms are released in a

new location. These foreign organisms may or
may not find the new environment hospitable.

In the case of zebra mussels, the Great
Lakes provided an ideal habitat. In less than 10
years they have spread throughout the Great
Lakes region and into the South Central United
States.

Several environmental factors appear to be
critical to the growth and reproduction of zebra
mussel populations � water temperature,
salinity, pH, mineral content, an abundant food
supply  algae, zooplankton, and detritus!, and a
firm surface to which adults can attach.

Favorable ranges for factors affecting
zebra mussel growth

Zebra mussels hatch from eggs into free-
swimming larvae called veligers. During this
larval stage, which lasts two to three weeks,
downstream currents easily transport the
mussels from one body of water to another.

By the third week, the larvae enter a
"settling stage" and must attach to a firm
surface � rocks, pier pilings, boats, concrete,
or even another animal's shell. Each mussel
secretes strong protein fibers called byssal
threads that holds it to the substrate. The

characteristic banded shell also develops
during this adult stage.

As with most successful exotic species,
zebra mussels possess a number of charac-
teristics that allow them to outcompete native
species and extend their range rapidly.

> Mature females produce from 30,000 to
1 million eggs per year.

~ The microscopic, free-swimming larvae are
easily moved downstream by currents.



< As adults, the mussels often attach to the
outsides of boats and insides of boat bilge
pumps and live wells; they are then readily
moved to new locations.

Zebra mussels often form massive
colonies that include thousands of individuals
attached to each other. These densely popu-
lated colonies cause damage to the native
ecosystem.

There are poisons that kill the mussels,
but the toxins also harm native animals. The
best hope for slowing the spread of this exotic is
to raise public awareness about the problem
and solicit the help of both industry and private
citizens in cleaning boats before moving them
from one body of water to another:

~ Wash the outside of boats with hot, high-
pressure water.

~ They filter large amounts of plankton and
detritus from the water, reducing the amount
of food available for native species. The
excessive removal of plankton and detritus
which form the base of aquatic food chains
eventually disrupts the entire food web.

~ Zebra mussels weaken or kill other
freshwater bivalves by attaching to their
shells, interfering with the host's ability to
open and close,

~ When they populate an area to the extent of
covering most available solid surfaces, they
destroy the nesting places of other aquatic
animals.

~ Their colonies clog municipal and industrial
water-intake pipes, cover pier pilings, docks,
and buoys, interfere with recreational
boating and beach use, and, in general,
compromise the efficiency of anything to
which they attach,

Although the northeastern region of the
United States has suffered the most from zebra
mussel damage, it is not the only area at risk.
These tiny, colonizing mollusks have moved
into southern waters by hitchhiking on barges
and boats moving down the Mississippi River,
They have been found as far south as New
Orleans, Louisiana and have populations in
Arkansas, Alabama, Mississippi, and Oklahoma
as well.

Once established, zebra mussels are very
difficult and expensive to control. In Europe,
they are kept in check by a natural predator-
a species of fish with a grinding mechanism
that enables it to eat them. There are no such

fish predators in the United States and other
potential native predators, such as diving ducks
and crawfish, have yet to adopt zebra musssels
as a major part of their diet.

~ Disinfect the inside of boat bilge pumps and
live wells with a 10 percent chlorine bleach
and water solution.

An aggressive campaign to deter the
spread of this exotic is necessary to keep the
waterways of America productive and
enjoyable for humans and other organisms.

Argentine Fire Ants
Solenopsis invicta

More than 8,800 different species
of ants have been identified in the world. One
of those species, the Argentine fire ant, is a new
migrant to the Gulf Coast area and is becoming
a serious ecological problem,

Like most other

members of the insect
order Hymenoptera, these fire ants are social in
behavior. They live in colonies that include an
egg-laying queen, a few winged males and
females, and many wingless female workers.

The males have one function in the colony
� to mate with flying females. Once mating
occurs, the males die, The fertile females, now
queens, descend from the nuptial flight, shed
their wings, and begin burrowing into the
ground to begin new colonies, Within two days
each new queen begins her life's work of laying
eggs � hundreds of eggs a day.

The role of the workers, who may number
from 500 to 500,000, is to protect, feed, and
groom the queen. If something disturbs the
colony, the workers aggressively attack, biting
with their pinching jaws and injecting a venom
with their lance-like stingers.

A fire ant nest, which appears to be only a
foot or so high on the surface of the ground, is



really an extensive underground system of
tunnels that may reach out 50 feet from the
central mound and six feet down. The ants
move up and down the tunnels according to
the temperature and water level.

As with many other exotics, Argentine fire
ants were accidentally introduced into the
United States. They were brought from Brazil
to Mobile, Alabama, in the hold of a ship
during the 1940s. During the past 50 years,
they have moved across farm lands, parks,
orchards, and suburban lawns to extend their
range from the Florida Keys westward through
Texas and northward as far as Tennessee.

Entomologists believe that the success of
these fire ants can be attributed to two factors.

~ An abrupt change in the social behavior of
some colonies that began during the 1970s.
Mounds appeared that contained hundreds
of egg-laying queens instead of one. As
before, each queen produced her own horde
of workers who recognized her pheromone
 a chemical scent! and that of their nestmates.
But instead of killing fire ants having a
different scent, the workers of the various
queens began to cohabit.

With so many queens in one area, the
population density increases drastically.
Also, the workers produced by the con-
sortium of queens build many more mounds
per acre � instead of 50 there may be as
many as 500 interconnecting mounds. These
supercolonies have been located throughout
Louisiana, Florida, Georgia, and Alabama,
and are the dominant type in Texas,

~ Research has shown that biodiversity
declines in areas where these ants settle.
The variety of ant species declines by as
much as 70 percent and the number of other
arthropod species � insects, spiders, ticks,
and fleas � drops by about 40 percent.

Efforts to control the growth and spread of
Argentine fire ant colonies have followed
serveral courses.

~ Some chemical toxins have been effective in

killing the ants. Because they also kill native
species, these can no longer be used. Less
toxic insecticides merely slow the ants'
spread to new locations.

~ Current emphasis is on the use of biological
weapons. One is a pheromone that rnimics
the scent of the queen. The synthetic
pheromone is added to a toxic bait which is
then made available to the queen by the
workers.

~ Another approach is the use of a growth
regulator that makes the queen incapable of
egg production.

~ Some think the introduction of South

American predators highly specific for the
ants would be the best method of control.

Although their presence reduces
populations of some insect pests such as boll
weevils and surgarcane borers, for the most
part, Argentine fire ants are considered a blight
on the landscape and a detriment to the
ecosystem.

~ The Argentine fire ants have few natural
predators in the Gulf Coast region. In South
America, where they originated, a variety of
predators  a protozoan parasite, a fly that
attacks the queen, and a mimicing parasitic
ant! help keep fire ant populations in check.

The ecological impact of these Argentine
fire ants has been pronounced.

~ In areas of severe infestation they are known
to damage crops, expensive farm equipment,
and electrical equipment.

~ Farm animals and workers are continually
annoyed with stings.

Africanized Honey Bees,
Apis mellifera scrrtellata

All honey bees are alien to
North America. The European
honey bee, common throughout
the United States during the
spring and summer, was
imported to the New World by
early settlers. In contrast to the
other exotic species discussed in
this background information,
the European honey bee's
assimilation into its adopted
habitat is a success story for both the
honey bees and the native species.



Today, European honey bees are a vital
part of United States agriculture. Besides
producing nearly 200 million tons of honey
each year, honey bees are invaluable as
pollinators. About one third of the American
diet is directly or indirectly dependent on crops
pollinated by bees as they seek pollen and
nectar for food.

Because of their value to agriculture,
European honey bees were introduced into
South America during the 1900s, but they did
not thrive in the hot, humid climate. So, in 1956
a Brazilian scientist, hoping to breed a honey
bee variety more suited to the tropical
environment, imported several hundred honey
bees native to the savannas of Africa. He
crossed them with the European variety, but
before he could determine the outcome of his
experiment, the hybrids were accidentally
released. These experimental bees quickly
interbred with the resident bees, creating the
offspring now called Africanized honey bees,

Africanized honey bees 1ook identical to
the European honey bees but other character-
istics set them apart. Compared to the
European honey bees the Africanized bees

~ have a shorter life span.

~ produce less honey.

~ are less efficient pollinators.

~ live in srna11er colonies,

~ are more aggressive in defending their hive.

Because of their defensive behavior, the
Africanized honey bees have gained much
notoriety. But these insects, dubbed "killer
bees" by Hollywood, are not as hostile as they
have been portrayed. They generally react
defensively only when their hives are threat-
ened, and their sting is no more poisonous than
that of the European honey bee. However, once
provoked, they sting in greater numbers and
will chase the offender farther.

cou!d be devastating to the $20-billion-a-year
American farming industry.

The hybridized honey bees would become
less useful as pollinators and honey producers
and because of their defensive behavior, would
be more difficult for beekeepers to handle.

Africanized honey bees first entered the
United States during the fall of 1990 and have
since spread through Texas. Entomologists
expect them to extend their range westward
into New Mexico and eastward into the Gulf
Coast region. Various methods of controlling or
mitigating their effects are being investigated.
The following are some of the more promising
ideas.

~ Arrange for more domestic bees to interbreed
with the Africanized bees in order to mitigate
the undesirable traits.

+ Develop a honey bee that is resistant to a
bacterium that would kill only Africanized
bees.

~ Develop a hive for trapping swarms of the
Africanized bees by attracting them. with a
specific scent. Once in the hive, they could
be eliminated.

~ Encourage beekeepers to identify their own
queens by marking them with paint. Then,
if an Africanized queen tries to take over the
hive, she can easily be spotted and killed.

The solution for the general public is to
stay away from all bee hives. If one is spotted,
trained professionals should be asked to
remove the colony. Should an individual
accidentally provoke bees,  s!he should cover
the head with a jacket or sweater and run to
shelter or until the bees stop chasing. European
bees will chase only about 25 feet and
Africanized bees a few hundred feet. Most
people can outrun a swarm.

In the opinion of most entornologists, the
real danger presented by the Africanized honey
bees is the negative impact that they will have
on American agriculture. Ninety crops culti-
vated in this country depend on the pollination
accomplished by honey bees. Interbreeding
between the European and Africanized bees







What is an adaptation?

What is a food web?

PREVIEWING QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS

An adaptation is a special trait that helps an
organism succeed  live and reproduce! in its
environment.

An exotic is any non-native species that has
made itself a home in a new area. Can you
think of any exotic plants and animals in
our area?

Answers will vary buf might include wheat,
roses, cattle, armadillos, cat t1e egrets, and fire
ants.

A food web is a diagram that sho~s the feeding
relationships within a habitat � what eats what.

Do you think an exotic species that is
introduced into an area will alter the food
web? Why or why not?

Answers will vary � accept any reasonable
response, as long as it is explained. Explana-
tions may include outcompefing native species
for food, water, shelter and space, destroying
property, providing a new food source for other
species  predators!, efc.

How do you think most exotic species get
into a new area?

Several answers are possible. Most students
will reply that they are brought in by humans,
eifher accidentally or on purpose. Emphasize
that some manage to enter naturally like fhe
armadillo, which slowly made its way up from
South America,

Before viewing the video, remind students to
note the:

~ adaptations that have alloroed each exotic
species to become successful in the Gulf
Coast region.

~ effects � both good and bad � that exotic
species have had on their adopted
environments.

POSTVIEWING QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS

1. Name the most common ways that exotics
enter new areas.

~ Humans introduce them on purpose or
accidentally.

~ Nature brings them in during sforms.
~ They enter through natural migration,

2. Describe at least three general characteris-
tics of successful exo ties.

~ They are aggressive in getting food, water,
shelter, and space.

~ They grow fast.
~ They have a high reproductive rate.
~ They have few, if any, nafural predators.

Some of the exotic species on the video are
potentially beneficial. Name some which
could be beneficial and explain how.

~ Nutria have valuable pelts,
~ Water hyacinth and zebra mussels could

help purify water.
~ Water hyacinth can be used fo make a

biogas and as a food for cattle.

Identify some problems associated with
each of the following exotic species:

a. Africanized honey bees
b. Zebra mussels
c. Water hyacinths
d. Nutria

e. Argentine fire ants

Africanized honey bees � produce less bonny,
have a short life span, are poor pollinators, and
are very aggressive in protecting their hive.

Zebra mussels � fi lter plankton from wafer
supplies depriving native species of food sources,
clog water intake valves, cover the nesting areas
of some native species.

Water hyacinths � shade submerged plants
from light, clog waterways interfering with
recreation and transportation.

Nutria � destroy wetlands by eating all the
vegetation, disturb muskrat nests, cause agricul-
tural damage.
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Argentine fi re ants � reduce the arthropod
diversity in a habitat, inflict painfI d bites to
humans and other animals, produce unsightly
mounds which damage expensive farm
machinery.

5. Develop a plan to control or eliminate at
least one exotic species presented in the
video.

Examples are:
~ paying bounties for nutria pelts
~ setting poison baits for Africanized

honey bees
~ developing herbicides that will kill or slow

the growth of water hyacinths and kudzu
without harmi ng other plants.

EXTENSIONS

1. Adopt a Native Species: Adopt a native
species threatened by the invasion of an
exotic species and decide on ways to help
to support the adopted species.

2. Exotic Species Book: Prepare a booklet of
exotic species in your area, Include
pictures or silhouettes of each species,

3, Map Time: Using different colors of yarn
for each species, have students identify
points of origin and invasion af exotic
species on a large world map.

4. Wanted! Make "wanted" posters for
various exotic species.

5. Reintroduce a Native: Ask students to
research how some endangered wildlife
species have been reintroduced in their
original habitats, Have the students dis-
tinguish between "reintroductions" and
"exotics."

6. School Yard Nature Walk: Lead your
students in a walk around the school
grounds to identify any exotic plants that
live there.

7. Stop an Exotic: Have students research
exotic species that live in your area and
plan a campaign to eliminate or curtai! the
spread of those species. Ideas include
using signs, buttons, songs, poems, skits,
bulletin boards, etc, to heighten public
awareness.

8. Future Shock: The presence of some
exotic species could make our world very
different in the future. Have students
write a story predicting how an exotic
plant or animal might affect the Gulf Coast
region during the next 100 years, if its
population continues to spread.

9, Exotic Cartoons: Draw your favorite
exotic species, cartoon-style.

10. Debate Time: Have each student choose
an exotic species and defend its place in its
adopted habitat,

11. Food Web Dramas: Assign each student
the role of an organism in the food web of
a particular habitat, Some students should
be exotics. Each should justify its own
existence, "I have a right to be here
because..."

12. Learn a Law: Investigate state and federal
laws regarding the import and export of
native organisms.

13. Here Comes Trouble: Consult local
agricultural extension agencies for
information on the spread of potentially
harmful exotic invaders. Predict their
spread on a map of the United States.



EXOTIC SPECIES

IN THE

GULF COAST REGION

Water Hyacinth Kudzu

Zebra MusselsNutria

Argentine Fire Ant Africanized Honey Bee



ACTIVITY I

Objectives

Description Water Hyacinth

Materials  per group!

Preparation

Procedure

WHAT ARE THE ADAPTATIONS

OF WATER HYACINTHS?

 Teacher Instructions!

~ To practice making observations and
inferences

~ To identify adaptations in water hyacinths

Students will work in groups to identify the
structural adaptations of water hyacinths and
tell why the adaptations are helpful for
su rvival.

Small clump of hyacinth plants  roots,
stems, leaves!

Scapel or scissors
Small plastic tub or 5 gallon aquarium

l. Obtain enough water hyacinths for each
group to have a small clump of plants.
They can be found in ditches, marsh chan-
nels, bayous, and ponds throughout the
Gulf Coast region from May to frost,

2. Before class, fill each tub or aquarium with
water and add one clump of hyacinth.

l. At the designated point, stop the video tape.
Have each group observe their hyacinth
plants and make a list of the external char-
acteristics,

2. Have one student in each group break a
single stem loose from the clump and, using
a scalpel or scissors, cut crosswise through
the stem. Have the students make addi-
tional observations.

3. Based on their observations, students
should suggest how each of the hyacinth's
characteristics has helped it to'successfully
adapt to an aquatic environment,

4. Using suggestions from each group, make a
list on the board of the water hyacinth's
adaptive characteristics.  Information on
the hyacinth in the Background section
will be helpful.! Compare and contrast the
hyacinth to other aquatic plants such as
water lilies, duckweed, and algae.

5. Continue the video, alerting students to
check their observations with those pro-
vided by the narrator.



Objectives

Description

Materials

Procedure

Extension

ACTIVITY II

INTRODUCE AN ALIEN!

 Teacher Instructions!

~ To identify adaptations that help various
types of organisms survive

~ To predict the impact of an exotic species on
a food web

Students will read the description of a
specific habitat and make inferences about
environmental conditions within that habitat.
They will then create an exotic  alien! species
with adaptations designed to help it survive in
the habitat. The students will predict the
impact of the exotic on the habitat's food web
and project its success/failure in its adopted
environment.

Student instruction sheets for "Introduce
an Alien!"

Habitat/Food Web Cards
Plant and Animal Cards

Unlined paper and pencils or pens
Markers or colored pencils

For the Plant and Animal Cards and the
Habitat/Food Web Cards, copy matching pages  for
example pages 17 and 18! on the back and front of
one sheet of paper then cut and laminate the cards.

1. Divide the class into groups of 3-4 students
each.

2. Give each group a Habitat/Food Web Card,
a Plant Card, an Animal Card, and a piece
of unlined paper.

3. As a class, read the student instructions
 page 16! step-by-step. Allow time for the
students to interact and discuss options
within their group at each step.

Help students synthesize the information
about the habitats and food webs. Guide
them, as necessary, in making inferences
about the habitats. Inferences may include
the following:

~ Grassy Meadows: sunny area, soil
contains decaying organic material, wide
variety of life, animals tend to be small,
trees are nearby,

~ Rivers and Streams: wet area, wide
variety of wildlife in and around the
water, land and water come together at
the shore or bank, water speed  current!
is important.

~ Salt Marsh: rapid temperature and
salinity changes, rich sediments, muddy
with shallow water, water level changes
with the tide, contains a variety of life,
sunny, no trees � mostly grass.

~ Pine Forest: a few broadleaf trees are

present but the dominant trees are pines,
may have an understory of shrubs and
wildflowers, shady, age of forest deter-
mines the variety of plants, and therefore
the animals that live there,

~ Sandy 8eaches: sunny, only the tough
organisms survive they must endure
wind, salt spray, and the pounding of
waves � getting food requires special
adaptations, a large variety of animals
live in the water, soil is sandy.

Allow time for students to complete the
activity. Provide guidance as needed.

Have each group describe its alien species
to the class.

Have students sketch or make a model of'
their habitat showing the presence of both
native and exotic species. Display these on
walls or in a media center, library, or other
appropriate area for students, teachers, and
parents to view.



INTRODUCE AN ALIEN!

 Student Instructions!

Read your Habitat Card. List the characteristics about the habitat that you need to
remember in creating your new species.

A food web that occurs in the habitat is illustrated on the back of your Habitat Card. Study
the food web and imagine how all the organisms in the habitat contribute to the well-being
of each other and the habitat as a whole. Notice that some animals eat plants and others eat
animals.

Now, look at your Plant and Animal Cards, Notice the questions on the back of the cards.
Answering these questions will help you to describe the organism you are about to create.
Work with your group to answer each of the questions.

Within your group decide whether to create an exotic plant or animal.

After agreeing on its characteristics and adaptations, draw a sketch of your alien species.

Include a food web, using the Habitat/Food Web Card as a guide. Show where your exotic
fits into the food web.

Predict the impact of your exotic species on the habitat. Will any native species die out?
How successful will your organism be in finding food, protecting itself, and adapting to the
habitat? What benefits might it have? What harm might it cause?

Select one group member to describe your alien to the class. Everyone should be prepared
to answer questions the class or teacher might ask,

8.

You are about to create a new exotic  alien! species and introduce it to a foreign environment,
Read and follow the steps listed below to complete the assignment.





Plant Adaptations

1. What are the plant's require-
ments for food, soil, water,
light, and temperature?

2. What are its growth habits?
 fast or slow growing? tree,
shrub, vine or wildflower?!

3. What pollinates this plant?

4, What special adaptations
does this plant have  thorns,
poisons, color, scent,
shape, etc,!?

5. How big does this plant grow?

6. How did your species get
here?

7. How will you control it?

Animal Adaptations

What does the animal eat?

2. In what temperature range is
the animal active?

3. How does it reproduce? How
often? In what numbers?

4, What is the behavior of the
animal?  passive or aggres-
sive!

5. Are there any other special
adaptations  color, size,
location of body parts, poison,
claws, stingers, and fangs!?

6. How did your species get
here?

7. How will you control it?
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HABITAT � FOOD WEB CARD

GRASSY MEADOW

In the Gulf Coast area, a grassy meadow is usually a temporary clearing in the midst of a forest, along a forest edge, or
along a roadside. Some facts you should know in order to create an alien species that can live in a meadow are:

~ Plants here thrive with a full day of sun, but do not grow well in shade.
~ Grasses are successful because they spread through a network of underground stems. They do not have to rely on

seeds to reproduce.

~ Flowers are pollinated by wind. Their seeds are light and blow freely to new areas.

~ As old leaves rot, they act as compost � they hold inoisture in the soil, shade roots, and return nutrients to the soil.
~ A thick mat of grasses and decaying leaves develops in the meadow, keeping most other plants from growing.

Exceptions include wildflowers such as goldenrod, meadow beauties, and clovers, which force their way through
the mat in early spring.

~ Flowering plants attract insects that feed on them and help in pollination.
~ Animals that live in the meadow include worms, insects, toads, snakes, tortoises, birds, and mammals. Mammals

such as rabbits and mice eat plants and their seeds. Other mammals such as moles and shrews eat insects,
Reptiles like snakes feed on small inammals and birds, Birds of prey � the hawks and eagles by day and the
owls by night � also scan the meadow in search of food such as mice and small birds,

~ Some animals find shelter in the ground or on the plants, while others return to trees that surround the meadow.

The grassy meadow may seem like a sunny and serene playground for buzzing insects, but in reality, it is an area of
fierce competition for food, space, and shelter.

GRASSY MEADOW

Hawk

Ame

To arred
Owl

Gree
Grassho



HABITAT � FOOD WEB CARD

SANDY BEACH AND DUNE

Sandy beaches form as erosion breaks rocks into tiny grains of sand. Currents and wind move the grains of sand up and
down the beach forming swells called dunes. Same facts you should consider in creating an alien species that can survive
on the sandy beach are:

Sea oais are plants that help hold grains of sand together on a beach, They grow horizontal, underground stems called
runners that produce the blades of a new sea oat plant. These blades trap blowing sand ta help lorm sand dunes.

~ Plants must be adapted to the drying conditions caused by the perpetual wind. Some have a waxy covering on their
leaves, Other plants prevent water loss by tilting their leaves away from the sun. Some store water in thick stems,
and others have many fibrous roots that provide an increased surface area through which water and minerals can be
absorbed.

~ Animals living closest to the surf are the toughest for they are pounded by waves, tumbled hy backwash, and then
exposed to the drying sun and wind.

~ Animals that live higher up the beach must endure high winds, salt spray, higher temperatures, and dry surface
conditions. Their food often consists of dead organisms washed ashore by waves.

~ Creatures such as coquina clams and mole crabs burrow into the sand when they are not scouring it for something to
eat. Ghost crabs emerge from their holes to feed, while the clams filter food from the water.

~ Various species of birds patrol the shoreline for food.
Nocturnal animals like raccoons and opossums search the beach for food.
Sea turtles and horseshoe crabs lay their eggs on the beach,
Animals that live in the dunes include small reptiles and mammals; these attract bird predators such as hawks. insects

and their predators are also common in dune areas. Bog plants such as gentians and bayberries are found in the
moist hollows between dunes.

Each beach inhabitant has special adaptations that allow it to live in this rigorously drying environment, Some adaptations
allow the organisms ta store water ar to go for long periods without moisture while others enable them to hide.

HABITAT � FOOD WEB CARD

PINE FOREST

Many of the Gulf Coast's forests are dominated by pine trees. Some facts you should consider when designing an alien
to live in a pine forest are:

~ The sail of the pine forest is sandy and slightly acidic.

Wild fires help to clear out the understory of slower growing hardwoods such as oak and hickory trees, Pines can
survive these fires because of their thick bark and high growing branches, The saw-palmetto quickly recovers
from a fire because new leaves grow from its large root to replace burned ones.

~ Young pine forests have thick canopies that shade the understory.

~ Ground-dwelling wildlife find little food in the young pine forest but animals that feed on bark-insects can find a
wealth of food on pine trunks,

~ As the pines get older, they allow enough light to the understory to support some other types of plants � deer's
tongue, partridge pea, and poison ivy, Animals such as white-tailed deer, mice, and rabbits eat these plants. The
understory provides food and cover for song birds like warblers and nuthatches. Squirrels, raccoons, wild turkeys,
woodpeckers, bobcats, and black bears are all native to the pine forest.

~ Old growth pine forests are mixtures of needle leaf and broad leaf plants. !n this mixed forest you can find many
species of oak trees; their acorns are used by about 185 different species of wildlife.

~ Older pines may be infected by a kind of fungus that softens their inner wood. These trees are valuable nesting sites
for the red-cackaded woodpecker, The holes this woodpecker makes may be used as hiding places by other
wildlife like flying squirrel, bluebirds, and wood ducks.

~ The gopher tortoise digs tunnels in the soil. These tunnels are then used for hiding and protection by other wildlife.
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HABITAT � FOOD WEB CARD

RIVERS AND STREAMS

In a rainy area like the Gulf South, many rivers and streams drain the land. Some facts you should consider when
designing an alien to live in a river or stream are:

~ The speed of the river or stream depends on the amount of water in it and the slope of the land. Although most land
in the Gulf Coast area is flat, at times enormous amounts of water from heavy rains flow over it toward the Gulf
of Mexico.

~ Some streams are clear, Others are a rich brown stained by dead vegetation. Others are muddied by eroded soil.
~ Plants growing in or on the edges of rivers and streams must be able to adapt to the speed of the water, the changing

water level, and the sediments in the water,

~ In rivers and streams where the waters flow rapidly, currents carry the food and dissolved oxygen needed by aquatic
organisms. Plants and algae that live here quickly recover after strong currents tear them apart. Some plants like
watercress are flexible and have slick coverings so that water flows over them easily. Plants such as mosses
form great cushions so that water flows around them.

~ In rivers and streams where water does not flow rapidly, plants such as cattails, reeds, and lilies may grow, These
plants offer food and shelter to many animals, including fish, like bass and bream, amphibians like frogs and
salainanders, reptiles like water snakes and snapping turtle"., insects tike mosquitoes and dragonflies, and birds
like kingfishers and bank swallows, Raccoons and otters are mammals that search for food at the edges of rivers
and streams.

Water and land are intertwined in this habitat, Runoff from rain provides nutricnts and water for aquatic organisms,
Land organisms may depend on water for a variety of supplies, including food and shelter,  For example, cattails, with
their roots in the water, provide a place for red-wing blackbirds to build nests,!

HABITAT � FOOD WEB CARD

SALT MARSH

The salt marsh is a highly productive area that links the oceans with fresh water rivers and streams. Some facts you
should consider as you design an alien species to live in the salt marsh are;

~ All organisms that live here inust adapt to harsh conditions daily rise and fall of the tide causes periods of
wetness and dryness and variations in salinity occur with each influx of fresh water from rain-swollen rivers.

~ All organisms must have adaptations that allow excess salt to be removed from their bodies. Spartina, a marsh
grass, excretes salt through its leaf pores.

~ Sediments provide a rich bottom in which many different plants grow,
~ Common grasses growing throughout the marsh are cordgrass and black needlerush. The tides wash dead

fragments from these grasses into the marsh channels. This detritus becomes the basis for many salt marsh food
webs,

~ Shrubs grow in the sediments trapped by salt marsh grasses. Common bushes are bayberry, and yaupon holly.
Blossoms from marsh pinks, swamp mallows, atid oxeye daisies brighten the marsh.

~ Tall grasses and shrubs provide cover as well as food for tnarsh animals like crabs, shrimp, and clams that live in
the water surrounding the grasses.

~ Birds nest in the stems of plant, and insects eat the leaves. Long legged birds hunt the muddy flats for insects and
crustaceans. Other water fowl like ducks, gulls and pelicans eat fish for food. Crustaceans like shrimp, crab and
crawfish eat detritus  decaying matter!. In turn, they are eaten by otters, which also eat fish.

~ Meadow voles scurry along the ground beneath the tall marsh plants. They are hunted by hawks, owls and snakes.
~ Lizards stalk insects in the grass, and terrapins chase fish in the shallow waters.

Although the grasses seem to dotninate the marsh at first glance, closer examination reveals a large variety of wildlife,
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EVALUATION QUESTIONS

MULTIPLE CHOICE: Select the BEST answer for each statement.

Which of the following adaptations would NOT be helpful to an exotic species in a
new habitat?

A. a general diet
B. a broad temperature tolerance
C, a specific diet
D. an aggressive lifestyle

The water hyacinth would be most damaging to

A. submerged freshwater plants
B. salt marsh grasses
C, understory vegetation in pine woods
D. sand dune sea oat populations

The zebra mussel most likely arrived in the United States

A. through the port of Mobile, Alabama
B. carried in the ballast water of ships
C. by migrating through Central and South America
D. during an exhibit at the Aquarium of the Americas in New Orleans

Africanized honey bees originated in

A. Africa
B, South America
C. North America
D. Europe

The most beneficial characteristic of the nutria is its

A. fur
B. ability to remove huge tracts of vegetation from marshes
C. meat
D. ability to build burrows in the banks of waterways

Which of the following pairs of exotics show possible commercial value in water
purification  cleaning! systems?

A. water hyacinths and nutria
B. nutria and fire ants
C. fire ants and zebra mussels
D. zebra mussels and water hyacinths



Which of the following describes the harmful effect of exotics on native ecosystems?

A. They cause the loss of native species.
B. They disrupt food webs.
C. They spread rapidly, taking over their new habitat.
D. All of the above.

Which of the following is NOT a way that exotic species enter a new area?

A. deliberate human introduction
B. accidental human introduction
C. natural migrations
D. evolution

Species whose ancestors came from a foreign land are called

A. end emics
B. natives
C. exotic s
D. floras

10. The role or function of a species in its environment is called its

A. niche
B. food web
C. habitat
D, ecosystem

ll. Which of the following is an ecosystem?

A. the sun
B. a television
C. the freezer section of a refrigerator
D. an aquarium containing fish and algae

12. Species whose populations are declining and nearly extinct are classified as

A. endangered
B. endemic
C. exotic
D. threatened



DISCUSSION: Use your best writing skills � spelling, punctuation, and grammar � in
responding to the following statements.

1. Identify an exotic species that lives in the Gulf Coast area and explain its impact on
native organisms and habitats.

2. What usually happens to native species when an exotic species is successful in its
adopted habitat~ Explain you answer.

3. Describe two ways exotic species may be introduced in a new area and give an
example for each.

4. Explain why an exotic animal that eats a wide variety of foods can adapt to a new area
more quickly than one that eats only a few types of food.

5, A local nursery imports a beautiful, fast growing exotic plant. Once established in a
yard, the plant spreads quickly because its roots give off a toxin that kills other plants
rowing near it. When temperatures dip below freezing, this exotic species dies.
redict its impact on local plants.

6. A storm washes several king snakes onto a small barrier island where some sea bird
species come to nest each spring and summer. King snakes eat small birds and bird
eggs. Predict the outcome of this situation. Will the snakes be able to survive in their
new habitat? What will be the impact on the sea bird populations?

7. Attack or defend the statement, "all exotic species are harmful in their new
environments."



EVALUATION � ANSWERS

MULTIPLE CHOICE:

DISCUSSION:

The following examples of answers should
be modified by the teacher to fit appropriate
grade level expectations.

Answers will vary. Refer to the Background
Information section for the names and

impact of the exotic species highlighted in
the video.

Successful exotic species usually harm native
populations.

~ Native species have nat'ural enemies such as
parasites, disease, and predators. Because
these natural eriemies have little if any effect
on a new exotic species, the exotic population
may grow faster than that of the native
species. Natives that are in direct competi-
tion with the exotic for food, water, shelter,
and space may be deprived of their habitat
needs.

~ Over time, these native populations may
decline in number, die out completely, or
move to new habitat areas where the exotic

has not invaded.

Exotic species may be introduced:

~ accidentally by humans � as when attached
to a boat or plant or in something like soil or
ballast water being transported into an area.

~ on purpose by humans � to provide food,
sport, beautification, pets, or as a treatment
for another exotic.

~ by natural migration � as in the case of the
armadillo and Africanized honey bee which
migrated from South America.

1. C
2. A

3. B
4. B

5, A

6. D

7. D

8. D

9. C
10. A

11. D

12. A

4. An exotic animal that eats a variety of foods does
riot have to spend as much time and energy
looking for food, This allows more time for it to
find a mate and seek hiding and nesting space, all
of which are necessary for survival. An exotic
animal that eats only a few types of food may
have to spend all of its time and energy looking
for food, If its food is not available or is in
limited supply, it will become weak and eventu-
ally die.

5. The exotic plant would spread rapidly the first
year, but low winter temperatures would kill it.
The following year, native plants would begin to
grow again in the area where the exotic had
grown, unless its root toxins were still in the soil.
If the toxins continued to kill new native growth,
erosion of the soil would eventually occur,

6. Since king snakes eat small birds  nestlings! and
bird eggs, their impact on the sea bird population
over a period of years would be catastrophic,
especially if the snakes represen ted a breeding
population. Fewer and fewer sea birds would
survive to return and nest. The bird populations
would dwindle and they may begin to nest at a
different site. Eventually, with less food avail-
able, the king snake population would also
decline. In time, as the snakes died off new
colonies of birds might return to the barrier
island.

7. Answers will vary. The following are some
reasonable responses.

Attack:

~ Exotic pets provide entertainment and com-
panionship for thei r owners.

~ Exotic plants such as roses and many orna-
mental shrubs and trees add beauty to neigh-
borhood landscapes.

~ Exotic crops such as wheat, cotton, and soy
beans provide food and clothing for hiimans.

Defend:
~ Most exotic species that succeed in the wild

cause harm to the established ecosystem. They
may disrupt t' he food web, dominate and/or
damage habitat shelter and nesting sites, and
ultimately drive out native species with whom
they compete for food, water, shelter, and
space.
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WATER QUALITY

2. Identify the major rivers in the United
States' Gulf Coast region.

3. Explain the water cycle and relate its
importance.

4. List the major types of water pollutants and
describe their effects on aquatic ecosystems,

5. Explain how pollutants enter aquatic and
marine ecosystems.

6. Name ways that individuals can protect
water quality and reduce water
consumption.

INTRODUCTION

It cleanses, cools, and refreshes the body....

It beautifies the landscape with the reflected
light of sun and moon,...

Its movement can be forceful to generate
electricity or peaceful to lure the human soul
to solitude and meditation....

MfATER � the single most important
substance found in nature � is essential for life.
It transports vital substances into, out, and
throughout all organisms. It is the place where
many organisms live. For these and other
reasons, an environment with clean water acts
like a magnet, attracting a wide variety of life.

The Gulf Coast region with its many aquatic
habitats � ponds, lakes, bogs, rivers, streams,
swamps, salt and freshwater marshes, bays,
and the Gulf of Mexico � is among the most
biologically diverse areas of the United States.
But the water provided by these aquatic
habitats is not limitless. It is finite, The water

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Students should be able to:

1. Relate the values of water.

seen and used today is the same water that has
been present since earth's beginning billions of
years ago. Nature continually cleanses and
replenishes this water through a process called
the water cycle. However, if water becomes
polluted or is used faster than the water cycle
can renew and replenish it, the amount of
usable water diminishes.

The modern industrial age, filled with
things that make life easier, is also responsible
for water pollution. Factories, which make the
products we use, release foreign and sometimes
toxic substances in wastewater, Chemicals that
increase crop yields or protect plants from
insects and disease are washed by rain into
lakes and rivers. Used motor oil and antifreeze,
which are necessary to modern transportation,
are dumped into residential storm drains.
These contanunated waters are less usable,
difficult to clean, and often persist in the
environment.

The abundance of fresh water throughout
the Gulf Coast region has allowed residents to
use it unsparingly, At a whim, it has been
drawn from faucets for drinking, bathing,
washing, and watering lawns. Except during
floods and brief periods of summer drought,
most people have taken fresh, clean water for
granted. But those carefree days are changing.

As the increasing human population and its
technological advances create a greater demand
for the water resource, humans must find ways
that will neither change nor reduce the water
for future generations � that is, ways to use
this resource sustalnably. Classroom teachers
are in a position to instill the knowledge and
encourage the attitudes necessary to bring
about this change from indulgent to responsible
behavior.

This module on water quality will help
students to identify the values of water and the
causes and effects of water pollution, Students
should then be able to deduce ways that they,
as individuals and as communities, can help
bring about a change toward sustainable use as
we enter the twenty-first century. The Back-
ground Information and Activity suggestions



that follow will be helpful in discussing water
quality prior to viewing the video and in guid-
ing students toward logical and meaningful
conclusions throughout the viewing and
postviewing activities,

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Sources and Uses of Water

Many parts of the world suffer from a
severe shortage of fresh water, Although three-
i:ourths of the earth is covered with water, less
than one percent is fresh water that is available
for use by humans and other organisms.
Ninety-seven percent is saltwater and another
two percent is frozen in glaciers or trapped too
deep in the ground to be economically re-
trieved. One advantage to living in the Gulf
Coast region is the abundant supply of fresh
water.

The average rainfall varies between 40 and
60 inches per year in the Gulf Coast states. Rain
touching the ground either drains into surface
waters  lakes, ponds, rivers, etc.! or soaks into
the soil to become groundwater, A watershed
 also called a drainage basin! is all the land that
delivers runoff water to a particular body of
water. A watershed may be as small an area as
a ridge dividing one creek from another or as
large an area as the Mississippi River watershed
which drains two-fifths of the contiguous
United States. Rain that drains from a water-
shed helps replenish surface and groundwater
sources for both urban and rural areas.

In urban areas, the water for most human
uses is withdrawn from a nearby lake, river, or
aquifer, The water is pumped to a treatment
station where bacteria and other harmful

substances are removed. It is then made
available to homes, businesses, and factories
through water lines that run underground
throughout the community. In rural areas,
people dig wells that tap into aquifers. Because
groundwater filters through layers of gravel
and sand before collecting in an aquifer, this
water is usually free of pollutants and can be
used directly from the well.

Humans require fresh water for

~ drinking

~ bodily processes such as the transport
of food, waste, hormones, oxygen, and
blood cells

~ growing plants for food, clothing, and
building materials

~ cooking

~ bathing and waste removal

~ manufacturing

~ producing electricity for use in homes
and industry

~ transporting people and products

~ recreation � swimming, canoeing,
skiing, sailing, and fishing

The Mississippi River watershed drains two-fifths of the contiguous
United States.



The Water Cycle

Parts of the water cycle

Water Pollution

Humans are not alone in their need for
clean fresh water. All living organisms need
water for survival. The earth is equipped with
a natural and continuous process that provides
this resource for life.

Water changes from a liquid to a gas and
back to a liquid or solid as it circulates through
a series of processes that purify and move it
between the atmosphere and the surface of the
earth. Rain, sleet, hail, and snow are forms of
precipitation that move water to earth. The
precipitation falls either an land or directly into
surface water. On land, it moves across the
surface as runoff or it infiltrates the soil and
porous rock to become groundwater.

During evaporation, liquid water, heated by
the sun or some other source, changes to water
vapor  a gas! and rises, separating from impur-
ities which are left behind. As the vapor con-
tinues to rise, it cools and condenses to form
droplets. These droplets accumulate to form
clouds, Eventually, the droplets fall to earth as
precipitation and the cycle repeats.

Why, then, do we not always have enough
water? What can affect this natural recycling
process?

As water falls through the atmosphere,
traverses the land, and moves through soil and
rock, it comes in contact with a number of sub-
stances that can reduce its quality. Some of

these substances are attracted to and dissolved
in water molecules. Substances like oil, dirt,
and bacteria, which do not dissolve, are carried
or suspended in the solution. But, whether
dissolved or suspended, if these added sub-
stances change the usability of the water, they
are called pollutants. Their presence decreases
water quality and can make water unfit for use
by wildlife and humans,

Factors that reduce water quality are
divided into several categories.

i Organic pollutants � These pollutants are
living organisms such as bacteria, or the
waste and remains of organisms � feces,
blood, hair, feathers, leaves, etc. Bacteria,
viruses, and other pathogens thrive in animal
wastes. If these wastes wash into rivers and
streams, the pathogens, when consumed in
drinking water, can cause illness and even
death in humans and wildlife. Diseases such
as typhoid, dysentery, and hepatitis are
examples of serious waterborne diseases.
The decay of these untreated wastes also
reduces the level of dissolved oxygen in the
water which can lead to hypoxia and the
death of fish and other aquatic life.

+ Chemical pollutants � These substances are of
two types plant nutrients and toxic chem-
icals. Plant nutrients such as nitrates and
phosphates come from fertilizers and some
detergents. During heavy rains, excess
nutrients drain from fertilized lawns and
agricultural areas and, once in surface
waters, stimulate the rapid growth of algae
and aquatic plants, As the excessive vegeta-
tion dies and decays, dissolved oxygen is
depleted, reducing the quality of the water
habitat.

Toxic or poisonous chemical pollutants come
from industrial and automotive discharges,
leaking landfills, excessive pesticides dis-
solved in residential and agricultural runoff,
and the natural leaching of metals such as
mercury, cadmium, selenium, and lead from
the soil, When mixed with runoff water,
these toxic chemicals make water unfit to
drink and harmful to living things,

~ Thernral pollution � Industrial processes such
as the manufacture of steel and the produc-
tion of electricity create steam and hot water
which is then released into surface waters.
This heated water may kill organisms



directly or reduce the amount of dissolved
oxygen in the waterbody. This can degrade
the water for wildlife living in and around
the water.

~ Physical characteristics � Water quality is also
affected by turbidity. Soil eroding from
agricultural, logging, and construction sites
adds suspended sediment to surface waters,
These suspended sediments make water
cloudy and prevent light penetration. With
less light, fewer algae and aquatic plants are
able to photosynthesize and grow, therefore
the dissolved oxygen level and the food
supply for many aquatic organisms declines.
Excessive suspended sediments can also clog
the gills of aquatic animals and can ruin
spawning sites.

If the previously mentioned sources of
water contamination come from a specific
location such as the outflow pipe of a factory or
power plant, they are called point source pollu-
tion. This type of pollution is moderately easy
to monitor and correct. Most pollutants, how-
ever, are picked up by water as it flows over
the land. Since the sites where these contami-

nants  insecticides, fertilizers, antifreeze, motor
oil, animal wastes, etc.! enter the water are
difficult to pinpoint, they are classified as non-
point source pollution. Nonpoint source
pollution is very difficult to control.

Although runoff has the potential to carry
harmful substances, it is necessary to replenish
surface waters that would otherwise dry up.
With a concentrated effort from individuals and
industry, contamination of runoff water can be
reduced and water quality improved.

Water Consumption

irrigation! the water table drops  see illus-
tration on page 3!, the groundwater source
becomes depleted, and the aquifer may be
destroyed as pore spaces collapse and the land
sub sides.

Using Our Waters Sustainably

In 1972 the U.S. government enacted the
Clean Water Act. In 1986 that law was revised
and an additional law, the Safe Drinking Water
Act, was enacted. These laws provide stan-
dards for pollution control and money to build
water treatment plants. The U.S. Environ-
mental Protection Agency  EPA! monitors
public waters to make sure that cities comply
with both laws, Since the mid-1970s, water
quality has gradually improved and many
once-polluted streams and rivers are now safe
for swimming and fishing. But there is still
work to be done.

We, as a country and as individuals, must
strive to practice a philosophy of sustainable
use, that is, using water in ways that will main-
tain its quality and supply for future genera-
tions. To accomplish this, we must look beyond
our immediate personal or corporate incon-
veniences to future environmental benefits.

The following are actions that, if followed,
will help ensure an adequate supply of high
quality water for the future.

~ Loggers can harvest trees in ways that do not
expose the land to soil erosion  stop clear
cutting forests!.

~ Engineers can design highways and roads to
avoid affecting the flow of streams and
rivers.

Another water problem facing residents of
the Gulf Coast region is overconsumption. In
the United States, the average person uses
about 188 gallons of water per day for drinking,
cooking, and sanitation. If industrial uses of
water are considered, that amount increases to
over 1000 gallons per day. Since the amount of
available fresh water is limited, increases in the
human population means less water for each
person. Increased population also means a
greater demand for industrial and agricultural
v ater usage and, as this use increases, supplies
of clean water decrease. When groundwater is
withdrawn at rates that exceed its replenishing
 as during drought or through excessive

+ People who raise animals can take measures
to prevent animal wastes from washing into
streams and rivers.

~ Industry can continue to improve ways to
prevent the release of toxic chemicals during
manufacturing processes and waste disposal.

~ Power plants can cool water in evaporation
towers before releasing it into streams or
lakes.

~ Farmers can use purified sewage water to
irrigate their crops rather than using water
from wells that deplete aquifers.



Individuals can also help.

~ Dispose of household chemicals such as
paint and motor oil by taking them to a
recycling stabon rather than pouring them
directly on the ground or into a storm drain.

~ Store household chemicals and chemical
wastes in leak-proof containers.

~ Conserve water that comes from the faucet
by taking short showers instead of baths and
turning off the water while brushing teeth
and washing dishes.

~ Install water saving devices on shower heads
and toilets, and repair leaky faucets.

~ Wash cars and boats over grass instead of
concrete � the runoff will water the lawn
instead of washing into storm drains.

~ Landscape with native plants that, once
established, can live on the water provided
by rain,

~ Buy environment-friendly products such as
recycled and bleach-free paper products.

~ Use pesticides only when necessary. Choose
environment-friendly pesticides such as
insecticidal soaps, or better yet, use natural
deterrents such as ladybugs to help control
insect pests or marigolds to ward off nema-
todes  roundworrns!,

~ Use natural organic fertilizers such as cotton-
seed meal, blood meal, and bone meal to
supply nitrogen, phosphate, and potash for
plants.

~ Plant ground cover on slopes and under trees
to help prevent erosion.

~ Compost grass clippings, leaves and other
yard trimmings. Use the compost as a water
absorbing mulch in flower beds and around
trees.

~ Participate in an adopt-a-stream program
that monitors the health of local streams.
Advise the regional EPA office if pollution or
other signs of declining water quality are
noticed.

Agriculture, industry, and individual citi-
zens all contribute to water problems. All must

unite to correct and prevent pollution and
overconsumption, so that our waters will
continue to be a source of health, beauty, and
enjoyment.

TEACHING SEQUENCE

Introduction:INNN Sources and Uses
of Water

1. Introduce the topic,
Sources and Uses of Water, by doing the
following: [20 minutes]

~ Have students guess the amount of
water that they use individually per day.
Record student guesses on the board.
The 1993 Information Please Environ-
mental Almanac reports that the average
American uses 188 gallons of water per
day.

~ Have students cite reasons why water is
a valuable resource, i.e. how they use
water. Write their responses on the
board.  Refer to the list in the Back-
ground Information on page 2.!

~ Begin Extension ¹3  page 11! by giving
each student a copy of pages 26 and 27.
Over the coming weekend  Saturday and
Sunday!, each student will measure his
or her family's approximate water
consumption by recording the family's
water use activities and the accom-
panying estimates in gallons on the Log
of Water Use chart. The results will be
discussed in class as a postviewing
activity, [OPTION: You may want to
delay introducing this activity until the
Friday before it is to be done.]

2. Model the limited supply of fresh water on
earth by doing the following: [5 minutes]

~ Display a one gallon container of water
representing all the water on earth. Ask
students to identify the measuring tool
 cup, ladle, pitcher, tablespoon, tea-
spoon, eyedropper, etc.! that they think
would most closely represent the
amount of water from the container that
is drinkable.









PREVIEWING QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS

3. Why do you think so many people like
living in the Gulf Coast region?

1. List at least three reasons why water is
important to you.

Typical answers include;

~ health � drinking, bathing, cooling off
~ cooking � mixing with other ingredients or

boiling, canning, etc.
~ cleaning � washing clothes, dishes, cars, etc,
~ recreation � swinnning, fishing, sailing, et'c,
~ watering the yard � to n ur t ure grass,

flowers and vegetables
~ agricultural uses � irrigation for growing

crops
~ industrial uses � as coolant, solvent,

ingredient  reactant!

2. Name and give an example of four types of
water ecosystems found in your state.

~ Ecosystems cited may include: rivers, creeks,
lakes, ponds, bayous, bays, marshes, swamps,
estuaries, saltwater  ntarine!

~ Specific examples will vary depending on the
state, For example, in Louisiana tite answer
might include.

River � Mississippi
Lake � Pontchartrain

Swamp � Atchafalaya
Creek Thompson

~ The many rivers, lakes, and bayous provide
opportunities for a variety ofjobs, industry,
food sources, recreation, and e»joying the
beauty of nature.

~ The climate is ntild.

POSTVIEWING QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS

1. What is pollution? Name some water
pollutants and physical con taminants,

Pollution is anything that harms the environ-
ment, makingit unfit for use. Exatnples of
water pollutants are:

~ harmful bacteria

~ chemicals found in runoff � nutrients
 fertilizers!, pesticides, metals, oil, antifreeze,
and other petroleum products

~ chenricals released i n wastewater from
industrial plants

~ lit ter

~ suspended particles of dirt

2. For each pollutant listed in question
number one, suggest at least one individual
or community action that could reduce the
problem.



Answers will vary. Refer to the lists in Using
Our Waters Sustainably on pages 4-5.
Suggestions include:

~ Harmful bacteria � People who raise animals
can take measures to prevent animal wastes
from washing into streams and rivers.

~ Chemicals in runoff � Use environmentally
safe pesticides such as insecticidal soaps and
horticulture oils,

Use organic or other slow releasefertilizers
and apply them at the rates and in the quan-
tities described on the package.

Dispose of household chemicals such as paint
and motor oil by taking them to a recycling
station rather than pouring them directly on
the ground or into a storm drain.

~ Chemicals in industrial wastewater�
Industry can continue to improve ways to
prevent the release of toxic chemicals pro-
duced during manufacturing processes.

~ Litter � Participate in a beach cleanup.

Always put trash in a wastebasket or proper
receptacle.

~ Suspended particles of dirt � Landscape your
yard to reduce soil erosion,

3. Why is nonpoint source pollution consid-
ered more difficult to control than point
source pollution?

Nonpoint source pollutants enter a water supply
 usually in runoff! from many different and
difficult to identify places.

4. You are a member of a country club that has
recently purchased a large parcel of land
adjacent to a saltwater marsh. The club is
planning to add another 18-hole golf course.
You know that runoff containing pesticides
and fertilizers from the golf course will
contaminate the wetlands area. Will you

a. stay in the club and do nothing?
b. stay in the club and speak out strongly

against the project?
c, resign from the club?
d. take some other action?

Defend your answer.

Answers will vary. Address the pros and cons of
each response during a class discussion.

EXTENSIONS

1. Geography: Develop an awareness of Gulf
Coast geography by giving each student a
copy of the map shown on page 24 and
having them label the following places:

~ Provide a roadmap of the Gulf Coast
states for students to use as a reference
tool � one roadmap per group of three to
four students should suffice.

~ You may want to add places more rele-
vant to your region or simplify the list for
younger students.  If you add or delete
names on the list, change the lines on the map
accordingly before making copies for the
students.!

2. Where is your watershed? Every water-
shed is part of a larger watershed. Discuss
the meaning of watershed  drainage basin!,
then have your students do some or all of
the following:

~ Walk around their neighborhood after a
rain to determine where the water drains.

~ Use a local topographical map to identify
their neighborhood's watershed

~ Mark the general location of their town
on the Gulf Coast Map  page 24!, then
use the Watersheds of the Gulf Coast
Region Map  page 25! to identify the
major watershed to which they belong.

~ Use a state or regional map, to determine
how water from their watershed reaches
the Gulf of Mexico.

Corpus Christi Bay
Colorado River

Brazos River

Trinity River
Sabine River

Toledo Bend Lake
Red River

Atcha falaya River
Vermilion Bay
Terrebonne Bay
Barataria Bay
Mississippi River
The Everglades
Pearl River
Mexico
Galveston Bay

Tombigbee River
Alabama River
Coosa River
Tennessee River

Mississippi Sound
Mobile Bay
Pensacola Bay
Apalachicola River
Suwannee River

Tampa Bay
Lake Okeechobee
Rio Grande River

Yucatan Peninsula
Gulf of Mexico
Cuba

Lake Pontchartrain



+ Explain to a friend or someone in their
family how water from their neighbor-
hood can affect the Gulf of Mexico.

3. How much water do you use? Develop
student awareness regarding personal water
consumption by having them calculate their
family's water usage over one weekend
 Saturday and Sunday!. This is the activity
mentioned by the narrator at the end of the video
tape.

~ Give each student a copy of pages 26 and
27 for monitoring their family's weekend
water usage.

~ After completing the video tape, have
students discuss their findings and brain-
storrn ways that consumption could be
reduced.  Refer to suggestions in the
Background Information under Using
Our Waters Sustainably, page 4.!

4. Guest speakers:

~ Ask someone from the water company to
visit your class to talk about the local
water supply � the source, how it is
purified, how it is distributed, the
average daily use citywide, etc. Ask the
speaker to show students how to measure
water usage on a residential water meter.
As a follow up activity, have the students
read their home water meter to determine

their family's water usage over a three
day period.

~ Invite a hazardous waste expert from a
local environmental quality office to
speak to your class about everyday
chemicals  cleaning agents, paint, used
motor oil, batteries, etc.! that pose a
threat to water supplies. Ask the speaker
to re1ate ways individuals can properly
dispose of these chemica.ls.

5. Math: Call the local water company to
inquire about the number of gallons of
~ater used in residential areas citywide per
day. Ask students to divide by the total
population to get the average amount used
by each person per day. Have students
measure their family's daily use of water
 see Extension 44! to determine if they use
more or less than the average.

6. Field Trip: Visit a local water treatment
plant. Have students prepare questions to
ask concerning the treatment, distribution,
and future availability of water.

7. Class or club projects:

~ After obtaining permission from the
proper city authorities, stencil warn-
ings such as "Protect Our Water. No
Dumping" on neighborhood storm drains
to alert people that chemicals and trash
carried by storm runoff can pollute
streams and ponds.  Make sure that the
stencil design is neat and easy to read�
network with the art teacher for this
project.!

~ Make homemade water sampling/testing
devices such as Secchi disks, invertebrate
samplers, dip nets, sieves, etc.  The
Tennessee Valley Authority manual,
Homemade Sampling Equipment, Water
Quality Series, Booklet 2 is a good
resource for showing how to make these
devices.

~ Participate in a clean-up campaign at a
Gulf beach or local water body in your
area. Recycle some of the materials you
collect by making an educational display,
a work of art, or a useful item,

~ Plant grass, coverplants, or trees in areas
of the school yard that are subject to
erosion.

8. Research: Have students collect informa-
tion about ecological problems  pollutants,
development, dredging, industrial dis-
charges, etc.! affecting the waterbodies
listed in your state from Extension 81.
Have them report their findings to the class
in an oral or written report. Have the class
respond by suggesting possible solutions to
the problems.



ACTIVITY I

Introduction

When chemicals such as insecticides,
fertilizers, gasoline, and motor oil are poured
on the ground or down a storm drain, they seep
into the ground or are carried by runoff to a
stream, river, or lake. As they move through
the environment, the chemicals mix with water
and their concentration becomes so dilute that
the substances can no longer be seen, Unfortu-
nately, the invisible chemicals can still poison.
For example, one gallon of used motor oil
dumped into a storm drain may be invisible by
the time it is discharged into a local river or
lake, but that one gallon is enough to contami-
nate one million gallons of fresh water.

of food coloring  dye! to total solution. They
will make inferences and answer questions
based on their observations.

Materials  per group!

2 medicine droppers or pipets
11 clear cups or small beakers
White lineless paper
Food coloring  blue, red, or green!
Grease pencil or marking pen

Because contamination is not always visible,
people routinely test water for the presence of
pollutants, and, when found, determine whe-
ther the concentration of the pollutant would be
harmful to man or animal. That gallon of oil
dumped into a storm drain will be diluted at
least a thousand times before it is identified at a
local water treatment station. Because of the

magnitude of dilution, water technologists use
mathematical ratios to measure the concentra-
tion of pollutants in parts per million  ppm! or
parts per billion  ppb!, These measurements
can be difficult for students to comprehend.
This activity on serial dilutions will help
students to understand how pollutants are
measured and that pollutants may be present
even though they cannot be seen.

Procedure

A. Make enough copies of the Student
Instructions and Data Sheets  pages 14-16!
for each student to have a set,

B. Separate the required materials for each
group before class begins.

C. When directed by the video narrator, stop
the tape and distribute the Student
Instructions and Data Sheets.

D. Have the students read the introduction,
then discuss the concept of measuring in
parts per million and billion.  Percentage is
the same concept expressed in parts per hundred
rather than parts per thousand, million, or
billion.!

Obj ectives

~ To relate how pollutants are measured.

~ To strengthen math skills in place value,
ratios, and scientific notation  optional!. E. Review the meaning of place value, ratios,

and � for more advanced students�
scientific notation.  Network with math
teachers so they can explain the math concepts
before you use them in science.!

Description

Students will work in small groups to
perform a serial dilution using food coloring
and tap water. They will describe each dilution
visually by color and mathematically as a ratio

F, Demonstrate the procedure for preparing a
serial dilution as outlined in the Student
Instructions.

FIRST YOU SEE IT .... NOMf YOU DON' T!
 Teacher Instructions!



I, Discuss the results and the answers to the
questions.  The answer key follows.!

ANSWER KEY FOR ACTIVITY I

1. Complete this chart based ort the serial dilution activity.

2. Why was it necessary to rinse the dropper, tap out excess water, and refill cup 8 after each
serial dilution?

To avoid adding dye from the previous dilution

3. What was the purpose of the white paper?  Hint: It was not used as a spill mat.!
The white paper provided a background that allowed the color to be seen ntore easily.

4. In which cup is the food dye at a concentration of I part per million? ~ Can you see
any of the dye? No In which cup is the food dye at a concentration of 1 part per
billion? ¹9 Can you see any of the dye in that cup? No

5. At which dilution did the solution first appear colorless to you? ¹6

6. Do you think "pollutants"  food dye! are present in the "colorless" solutions, even though you
cannot see them? Explain.

Yes. Some molecules of the dye tvere passed along in each drop that was transferred from c«p to cup.

7. Predict what would happen if the water in cups 1-9 was allowed to evaporate?
A film of powder the color of the dye would be left behind.  The color ojthe film would dim as the number
of the cup increased.!

G. Assign students to groups and have one
member of each group get the materials
required for the activity.

H. Tell students to follow the procedure
outlined in the Student Instructions and to
answer the questions on the Data Sheet.

J. Encourage students to do one of the
extension activities suggested at the end of
their activity sheet  page 15! and report
their findings to the class.

[This activity was adapted from Activity ¹3 in U4an Stormyfrater
Runoff: Hofdf fo srem the Toxic Tide, written by Sue Ellen Lyons
and Mary M. Banbury, Ph.D. C' Pro}ect CEED, University of New
Orleans College of Education. f 993.]



ACTIVITY I

Introduction

Procedure
One drop of food dye in
16 gallons of water

One large mouthful in a
lifetime of eating

One dollar bill in a stack
of dollar bills 250 feet

high

FIRST YOU SEE IT ... NOW YOU DON' T
 Student Instructions!

Pollutants enter our waterways from
many different sources. Often the amount
of pollution in the water is so small it
cannot be seen, smelled, or tasted. Never-
theless, the pollution affects the water
quality and can make the water unsafe for
wildlife and humans.

Scientists determine whether the water

is safe by measuring the type and amount
of pollutants present in a sample of water.
They report their findings in measurements
called parts per million  ppm! or parts per
billion  ppb!. These measurements are
ratios  comparisons! of the number of
pollutant parts to the total number of
solution parts in the sample. Although
the numbers � millions and billions � are
quite large, the concept is easy to under-
stand in the following everyday terms:

~ One part per million  ppm!
is about the same as:

~ One billion is such a huge number that
if you started counting to 1 billion right
now, it would take you over 60 years to
finish counting!

~ A billion dollar stack of $10 dollar bills
would be 2500 feet high. WOW! That' s
almost half a mile high.

So, you see, a few parts in a million or
billion is a very small amount. You may
not be able to detect that small amount of
pollutant by smell, taste, or the unaided
eye, but it may be enough to make an
aquatic habitat unfit for some organisms,

This activity will help you to under-
stand how pollutants can be present even
when you cannot see them.

1. Place 9 clear cups or beakers in a
straight line on top of white lineless
paper and use a grease pencil or
marking pen to label them 1-9 as shown
in the diagram below.

2. Label the remaining two cups A and B.



Extensions:

DDT

cadmium
selenium

mercury

arsenic
nitrates

lead
chromium

3. Fill cups A and B with clean tap water
Assign one dropper  pipet! for cup A
and the other dropper for cup B. Cup A
will be the source of water for each serial
dilution. The water in cup B will be
used to rinse dropper B between dilu-
tions.  Be careful to keep the droppers
separated during the activity.!

4. Squeeze 10 drops of food coloring from
the original container into cup ¹1  food
coloring is a 1:10 dilution � 1 part dye in
10 parts of total solution!.

5, Squeeze 1 drop of food coloring from
the original container into cup ¹2.

6. Using dropper A, add 9 drops of water
from cup A to the one drop of food
coloring in cup ¹2. Gently swirl the cup
to mix the solution.  Do not use the
dropper to mix the solution.! What part
of the solution is dye? �/10 x 1/10 =?!
Record the concentration in cup ¹2 on
your Data Sheet as a ratio of parts dye:
parts solution.

7. Use dropper B to transfer 1 drop of
solution from cup ¹2 to cup ¹3. Rinse
the dropper in cup B, tap out any excess
water in the dropper, then replace the
water in cup B with fresh tap water.

8. Using dropper A, add 9 drops of water
from cup A to the solution in cup ¹3.
Gently swirl the cup to mix. Put
dropper A back into cup A. What
part of this solution is food dye?
�/100 x 1/10 =?! Record the concen-
tration in cup ¹3 on your Data Sheet as
a ratio of parts dye: parts solution,

9. Use dropper B to transfer 1 drop of
solution from cup ¹3 to cup ¹4. Rinse
the dropper in cup B, tap out any excess
water in the dropper, then replace the
water in cup B with fresh tap water.

10. Using dropper A, add 9 drops of water
from cup A to the solution in cup ¹4.
Gently swirl the cup to mix. Put drop-
per A back into cup A. What part of
this solution is dye? �/1000 x 1/10 =?!
Record the concentration in cup ¹4 on
your Data Sheet as a ratio of parts
dye: parts solution.

11. Continue the serial dilution process in
this manner until all dilutions are com-
pleted  Remember to keep droppers A
and B separated and to rinse dropper B
and replace the water in cup B after each
dilution.!

12. Record your observations and answer
all the questions on your Data Sheet.

Research one polluting substance from
the list below. Investigate such things as
its effect on humans and wildlife, how
long it persists in the environment, how
it is used, and how it gets into the
environment.

~ Call the regional Department of Envir-
onmental Quality  DEQ! to inquire
about pesticide use in your community.
Which pesticides  insecticides, herbi-
cides, fungicides! have been found in
local waters? In what concentrations
have they been found'?



FIRST YOV SEE IT .... NOW YOU DON' T!

 Student Data Sheet!

1. Complete this chart based on the serial dilution activity.

2. Why was it necessary to rinse the dropper, tap out any excess water, and refill cup B after
each serial dilution?

3. What was the purpose of the white paper?  Hint: It was not used as a spill mat.!

4. In which cup is the food dye in a solultion of 1 part per million? Can you see

Can you see any of the dye in that cup?

5. At which dilution did the solution first appear colorless to you?

6. Do you think "pollutants"  food dye! are present in the "colorless" solutions, even though
you cannot see them? Explain.

7. Predict what would happen if the water in cups 1-9 was allowed to evaporate?

any of the dye?

billion?

Name

Period

In which cup is the food dye in a solution of 1 part per





Materials for Secchi Disks

5 white, nine-inch plastic dinner plates
5 yardsticks with centimeter measurements

or 5, 30-36 inch wooden dowels
1 small can of black spray paint
5 thumb tacks or 10 sturdy push pins
Masking tape
Hot glue gun

Materials for Mock Field Study

5 Secchi disks  one per site!
5, 5-gallon buckets  dark plastic! or

classroom trash cans of comparable size
1 bag of sterile cow manure  soil!
5 long spoons or dowels for stirring
Instruction and Data Sheets for each student

 pages 20-22!

Procedure

A. Make the Secchi disks ahead of time.

1. Use masking tape to mark-off and cover
two quadrants on the back of each dinner
plate as shown below.

2. Spray the unprotected quadrants with
black paint and allow the plates to dry
over night.

3. If using dowels instead of yardsticks, use
a meter stick or metric ruler to calibrate
the dowels in centimeters. Mark scale

numbers every 2 centimeters.

4. The next day  or after the paint is dry!,
remove the masking tape from the plates.

5. Using the hot glue gun, fasten the zero-
end of the yardsticks or dowels to the
center of the painted side of the plates
 at the intersection of the quadrants!.

6. After the glue dries, press two push pins
or a thumb tack through the bottom of
each plate into the end of the yardstick or
dowel to further secure the plate.

7. The Secchi disks are now ready to use.

B. Before class the day of the activity:

1, Label the five buckets A � E.

2, Fill each bucket with 4 gallons of water
and add sterile manure in the amounts

shown in the table below.  Do not pack the
manure into the cup.!

3. Using a Secchi disk, measure the tur-
bidity in each bucket,  Stir the mixture
before measuring.! The relationship
between turbidity and visibility is inverse,
therefore, the greater the turbidity, the less the
visibility. Bucket B should have the lowest
turbidity reading since it contains the most
sediment. Bucket C should have the highest
turbidity reading since it contains the least
sediment, If necessary, make adjustments
in the amounts of manure added to each
bucket to obtain desired results.

4. Label Bucket A Muskrat Bay and Bucket C
Lily Pad Pond.  Students will name the
source of site B [the lake], site D [the
river], and site E [the creek] before
beginning the activity.!

C. Begin the activity by giving background
information on the causes and effects of
turbidity.

13. Explain and demonstrate the use of the
Secchi disk.

~ Use two buckets of water for the
demonstration � one without any
sediment and one containing one cup of
manure.

~ Stir the mixture in the bucket before
taking a rneasurernent.



~ Read the measurement to the nearest half
centimeter,  It is helpful to have a stu-
dent read the measurement while the
teacher raises and lowers the Secchi disk.!

The Secchi disk will be visible to the bottom of
the bucket contai ning no sediment and will be
visible for about seven cenfi meters in the
bucket containing one cup of nranure.

~ Optional: Provide students an opportu-
nity to practice taking turbidity readings
at one of the stations.

E. Divide the class into teams of 3 or 4
students each.

F. Give each student a set of Student Instruc-
tions and a Data Sheet. Ask the students to

read the Introduction in the Student

Instructions  page 20!.

G. Using the map on the Student Data sheet,
explain how measuring turbidity at sites
upstream and downstream can help
pinpoint an area where erosion or other
sources of contamination are entering the
water.

lf fhe turbidity reading upstream is higher
 more visibility! than the turbidify reading
downsfream  less visibility!, then sediments
are enteri ng the water between the two sites.
 For this activity, the site with fhe lowest
turbidity reading will represent the area
contributing the new source of contamination.!

H, Ask the students to read the scenario and
procedure in the Student Instructions.

I. Answer any questions concerning the
procedure and explain the requirements for
the team report.  See Description at the
beginning of the Teacher Instructions.!

J. Allow time for the students to complete the
activity and write their team report.

K. Discuss the results and collect the reports,

L. Return to the video.

Extension

~ Invite a water technologist  field biologist!
from the Department of Environmental
Quality to talk to your class about  I! water
quality in the local lakes, streams and rivers
and �! ways that individuals and commu-
nities can become better stewards of the
water resource.

[This activity was adapted from a classroom exercise written by
Parti McGehee, Harnrnond Junior High, Hammond, Louisiana.!



ACTIVITY II

Introduction

Scenario

Procedure

TURBIDITY: A Mock Field Study
 Student instructions!

Turbidity is a term used to describe the
cloudiness in water caused by suspended
substances such as soil sediments, algae,
and bacteria. Water with low turbidity
appears fairly clear because it contains few
suspended particles. Because it is clear, you
can see objects in the ~ater. On the other
hand, water with high turbidity appears
cloudy because it is transporting suspended
matter. Once an object is a few centimeters
under the surface of water with high
turbidity, you can no longer see it,

Scientists and water technologists mea-
sure the amount of turbidity in water to
help determine water quality. When a
waterbody becomes extremely turbid,
photosynthesis decreases, the waterway
may become clogged with silt, and the
spawning sites of some animals may be
destroyed. High turbidity may indicate a
new pollution source or a new area of soil
erosion. Examples of human activities that
can lead to the erosion of soil and therefore
an increase in water's turbidity are impro-
per farming methods, highway construc-
tion, and harvesting timber too close to a
. tream or river.

Most river systems have many adjoining
waterways � small creeks, ponds, lakes,
and sometimes a bay or the ocean.
Navigating all the adjoining
waterways to locate a
hidden or new source of

contamination can be

difficult. However, by
using a Secchi disk to
measure turbidity above
and below each one,
scientists can determine

where excess sediments are

entering a river system.
Action can then be taken to
correct the problem. Secchi disk

The map on your Data Sheet describes a
picturesque river system that could be
located in the Gulf Coast region. Imagine
yourself in the following scenario and
complete the procedure outlined below to
discover where a new source of contami-
nation is entering the river system.

You belong to a team of biologists
employed as water technologists by the
State Department of Environmental Quality
 DEQ!. About three months ago, fishermen
began reporting excess sediment in one of
the state's most beautiful rivers. Two

months ago, citizens living along the river
near Muskrat Bay reported a color change
in the water. The normal color, a trans-
parent tea-brown, changed to a muddy
yellow-brown. Fishing has declined during
the last three months and no fish have been
caught near the mouth of the river during
the last two weeks.

Your team has been assigned the task of
locating the new source of water contami-
nation. A map of the river system showing
its adjoining lake, pond, tributaries  streams
and creeks that feed into the river!, and bay
is shown on the Student Data Sheet.

With your team, decide on names for
the river, lake, and creek. Label them on
the map,

2. Your teacher has prepared buckets of
water representing the different test
sites identified on the map,

3. Use the Secchi disk provided at each site
to measure the water's turbidity.



Extensions

~ Stir the mixture in the bucket with a

dowel or spoon  NOT the Secchi
disk!! before taking the turbidity
reading.

~ To take the turbidity reading, slowly
lower the Secchi disk into the water

until the disk visually disappears
 all the quadrants appear the same
color!.

~ Measure the turbidity reading to the
nearest half �.5! centimeter and
record the measurement in the

appropriate space on your Data
Sheet.

4. Create a bar graph to display your
results.

5. Use your graph and. map to determine
which area in the river system is the
probable source of new contamination.

6. Write a group report to submit to your
DEQ supervisor  teacher! giving the
following information:

~ An introduction � background
information about the causes and

effects of turbidity.

~ The purpose of the field study.

+ The procedure you followed in
collecting the data � write it in story
form telling your obser vations as you
investigated each test site � be
creative!

~ The results of the turbidity tests�
include the labeled map, turbidity
readings, and a graph of the data
 your Data Sheet!.

+ A statement of your conclusion
 where the contaminant is entering
the water and what is the probable
cause! and suggestions for solving the
problem.

You may use your textbook, class notes,
and information on this activity sheet as
references. Be creative and have fun!

Look at all the land uses described on
your map. What can people who are in
charge of these various activities do to
protect the aquatic ecosystem from
pollution and erosion?

~ Use a state or regional map to deter-
mine the names and locations of aquatic
ecosystems located downstream from
your community. What can you per-
sonally do to reduce pollution in these
aquatic ecosystems?



STUDENT DATA SHEET
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MULTIPLE CHOICE: Select the BEST answer for each statement.

Rain, sleet, and snow are common forms of ? .

A place where groundwater is trapped.2.

The process of liquid water becoming water vapor  a gas!.3.

All the land that delivers runoff to a particular water body is called a ? .

The measuring device shown in the illustration below is a ? .

The device shown in question ¹5 is used to measure the ? in a water body.

A. number of bacteria
B, types of invertebrates
C, amount of turbidity
D. number and types of fish

A. condensation
B. pollution
C. precipitation
D. participation

A, aquarium
B. aquifer
C. cave
D. watershed

A, condensation
B. evaporation
C. precipitation
D, eutrophication

A. reservoir

B. shoreline
C. watershed
D. all of the above

A. sieve plate
B. turbidity stick
C. Sushi bisque
D. Secchi disk

EVALUATION QUESTIONS



Two-fifths of the runoff in the contiguous United States drains into the Gulf of Mexico
through the ? watershed.

A. Gulf Stream
B. Mississippi River
C. Tombigbee River
D. Rio Grande River

Which of the following is NOT a pollutant in waterbodies  lakes, rivers, estuaries, etc,!?

A. insecticides
B. fertilizers
C. heavy metals such as mercury, lead, and zinc
D. dissolved oxygen

Which of the following measurements is used in describing the concentration of pollutants
in water?

A. parts per million  ppm!
B. grams per liter  gf L!
C. centimeters of visibility  cm!
D. grams per gallon  g/gal!

Which of the following may cause the amount of dissolved oxygen in water to decrease?

A. wind
B. waves

C. photosynthesis in aquatic plants and algae
D. high concentrations of soil sediment in water

SHORT ANSWER: Use the space provided to answer the following statements.

Why is runoff after a rain both an advantage and a disadvantage to local water bodies?

Use the following terms to identify the parts of
the water cycle indicated by numbers in the
diagram. Write the term on the blank that
corresponds to its number in the diagram.
 transpiration, precipitation, condensation,
evaporation, surface water, groundwater!

�!

�! The water cycle. Adapted from The Story o/Drinking
Water, by permission. O 1992, American Water Works
Association.



3. Name two types of pollutants and describe at least one cause for each,

 ~A!jE

Explain how fertilizers can harm lakes, ponds, and rivers when they are used improperly
in agricultural and residential areas.

5. List four ways that you and your family can reduce water consumption at home.

DISCUSSION: Use your best writing skills � spelling, punctuation, grammar � in
responding to the following instructions,

News Flash! An explosion at a chemical plant located on the banks of the Mighty-Mighty
River has sent poisonous gases into the air and water for a one hundred mile radius. The local
water source has been contaminated and is unusable. Write a paragraph relating four reasons
why clean, fresh water is important to humans and describing how peoples' lives will change
since water will be scarce.  Write your paragraph at the top of the next page.!



DISCUSSION:

MAP LABELING: Name the Gulf Coast locations identified by numbers on the map below.
Write the names ort the blanks provided below the map. You may use the
list that follows as a reference.

Corpus Christi Bay
Pearl River

Mexico

Galveston Bay
Colorado River

Brazos River

Tiinity River
Sabine River

Toledo Bend Lake

Red River

Atchafalaya River

Tombigbee River
Gulf of Mexico

Cuba

Lake Pontchartrain

Alabama River

Coosa River

Tennessee River

Mississippi Sound
Mobile Bay
Pensacola Bay
Vermilion Bay

The Everglades

Mississippi River
Barataria Bay
Terrebonne Bay
Yucatan Peninsula

Rio Grande River

Lake Okeechobee

Tampa Bay
Suwannee River

Apalachicola River



EVALUATION ANSWERS

MULTIPLE CHOICE:

1. C

2. B

3. B

4. C

5. D

6. C

7. B

8. D

9. A

10. D

SHORT ANSWER:

DISCUSSION:

MAP LABELING:

The following examples of answers should
be modified by the teacher to fit appropriate
grade level expectations.

Advantage � Runoff replaces water that has
evaporated or been used from lakes, streams, and
other waterbodies, insuring the continuation of
the water cycle  or, runoff keeps waterbodies
from drying up!.

Disadvantage � When substances that reduce
water quality such as excessive fertilizers,
pesticides, heavy metals and soil sediments are
dissolved in surface water, they move as part of
runoff to rivers, lakes, and other aquatic
habi tats.

Labels for the water cycle diagram:

�! precipitation �! transpiration
�! surface water �! groundwater
�! condensation �! evaporation

Refer to the Background Information on
pages 3 -4 for types of pollutants and their
causes. Possible responses might include:

~ Biological or organic pollutants � fecal
coliform bacteria from animal wastes and the
decaying remains of living organisms such as
hair and feathers from animals and grass
clippings and leaves from plants

~ Chemical pollutants � runoff carrying
fertilizer and pesticides from residential and
agricultural areas and petroleum residues
from streets and parking lots

~ Thermal pollutants � abnormally hot or cold
water released from plants that manufacture
steel or produce electrical power

~ Physical contaminants erosion of soil from
agricultural, logging, or construction sites

When excess fertilizer, carried by runoff
reaches a waterbody, it stimulates the rapid
growth and reproduction of aquatic plants and
algae  eutrophication!. As the excessive vege-
tation dies and decays, the amount of dissolved
oxygen declines and many fish, amphibians, and
other aquatic wildlife cannot survive,

Answers will vary. Refer to the list on page
5 of the Background Information under the
heading Using Our Water S ustai nably.

Answers will vary, but should include
references to at least four values of water to
humans plus a description of changes in life
style caused by a reduction in water supply.
The list on page 2 of the Background Infor-
mation, Sources and Uses of Water, provides
possible answers to the first part of the
question. The second part of the question
should contain description that points
toward the increasing expense of water,
decreasing sanitation for both the individual
and the community, or more preoccupation with
obtaini ng water than enjoying it. Be flexible,
and encourage creativity regarding the
second part of the answer.

Answers will vary depending on the
particular sites numbered by the teacher.
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Project TELlUS: Interactive Science Videos on Global Change Issues



CLIMATIC CHANGE

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Students should be able to:

1. Describe some of earth's past climate
changes and cite reasons for those changes.

2, Compare earth's atmosphere to a
greenhouse.

3. Name the greenhouse gases and identify
factors contributing to their increase in
earth's atmosphere,

4. Recognize some possible consequences of
global warming.

5. Identify personal and corporate actions to
control the volume of greenhouse gases and
reduce the impact of climatic change on the
environment,

INTRODUCTION

The Gulf Coast region that we enjoy
today ...,

its meadows, marshes, and forests ...,
its lakes, rivers, and bays ....
its rich biodiversity �..
and, yes, its sunny, mild climate ....

is the result of changes that have occurred on
the earth over billions of years. Climate has

been a driving force in shaping those changes
in the earth. Climate continues to influence the
contour of the land, the level of the waterways,
and the types of vegetation and wildlife
present. However, during this era of history,
human activities may be accelerating the
changes that nature would otherwise take
thousands of years to accomplish.

Earth's history, as recorded in rocks, fossils,
ice, and ocean floor sediments, shows that the
dinosaurs of 150 million years ago lived in a
warm, tropical environment. Conversely, our
Cro-Magnon ancestors of 35,000 years ago
experienced an ice age environment in which a
third of the earth was covered by glaciers,
 See Geologic Timetable on page 28.!

Historical examples of climate change seem
to be caused by huge swings in temperature,
because people tend to look at each period as a
separate entity. Actually, during a climate
change from cold to warm or vice versa,
temperatures increase or decrease by small
increments in a definite direction over long
periods � thousands of years. This gradual
change is good, because it allows species time
to adapt through natural selection or to
migrate, as their required habitat moves,

Earth's average temperature has increased
by 1'F over the last 100 years. Relative to past
records of change, this is rapid. However, this



increase has failed to alarm the public. Unfor-
t~ately, most people do not realize that it only
takes a little change in the planet's average
yearly temperature to upset the balance in
nature.

The greenhouse effect and earth's position
in relation to the sun are responsible for our
planet having a climate that will support life.
13ut, some people think the climate may be
changing.

~ Are human activities responsible for
causing an enhanced greenhouse effect
that may be fueling the current warming
trend?

~ How will rapid global warming affect life
on earth?

~ Can the warming be slowed or halted?

~ Could the current warming trend be a mere
quirk in the climatic pattern that will correct
itself with time?

~ Should we as citizens of the next century
take a "wait and see" stance or should we
change our lifestyles in terms of consump-
tion of goods and energy to mediate the
predicted effects of climatic change?

The answers to these questions are not clear,
and drastically changing our consumption
patterns could cause far reaching economic
problems. Therefore, the issue of climatic
change is a topic of hot dabate, People on both
sides � those who believe that inuninent
=limatic change is too speculative to have
=redibility and those who believe that earth' s
environment,, as we know it, is headed for
drastic change, if not doom � are leading
campaigns to sway public sentiment.

Only time will tell the outcome; however,
today's students will be faced with making
personal and political decisions that may affect
the future outcome, To make intelligent,
responsible choices, they must understand

~ the greenhouse effect � its causes and
consequences

~ the need for maintaining a balance in nature

+ the wisdom of using resources sustainably

This module will help your students to
understand climatic change so they can make
informed choices concerning their opinions and
actions.

The background information which follows
will be helpful in discussing climatic change
prior to viewing the video and in guiding
students toward logical and meaningful conclu-
sions throughout the viewing and postviewing
activities.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Change Happens

Earth's global climate is primarily deter-
mined by three conditions. The orbital pattern
of the earth around the sun, the tilt of the earth
toward the sun, and an atmospheric phenome-
non called the greenhouse effect.

Earth's orbital pattern changes from circular
to elliptical and back to circular in a 100,000
year cycle. Earth also tilts on its axis toward
and away from the sun over a 40,000 year cycle.
The coldest climate occurs when the most

elliptical orbit coincides with the greatest tilt
away from the sun. It was such a situation that
probably triggered the beginning of the last
major ice age about 80,000 years ago,

Because of these orbital and tilt cycles, the
earth goes through cold periods, commonly
called ice ages, followed by shorter times of
warm climate called interglacial
periods. During ice ages,
much of the earth's water
freezes and accumulates in

glacial sheets of ice, Sea
level is low. It was pro-
bably during an ice age
that land bridges allowed
early man to migrate from
one continent to another.
Conversely, during inter-
glacial periods, when the
climate warms, the ice
melts, sea level rises, and
migration is slowed or made difficult.

Scientists have learned a great deal about
earth's past climate through studying the fossil
record, the annual rings of trees, and most
recently, by analyzing sediments from the floor
of the ocean for the amount of silicate present.



The Greenhouse Effect

 Silicates help grasses stand upright, therefore the
amount of silicate in sediment samples indicates the
extent of grasslands during various periods of
history,! Scientists analyze deep core samples
from permanently frozen areas in Antarctica
and Greenland for relative amounts of a heavy
i. otope of hydrogen to learn more about
atmospheric conditions of the past.  During
unarm periods, more water evaporates, causing the
snow for those periods of time to contain more of the
heavy isotope.!

These sources all show that climatic change
is a regular occurrence. Ice ages last for tens of
thousands of years  the last ice age lasted 70,000
years! and are followed by shorter interglacial
periods of 10,000 to 12,500 years. During the
last million years, the earth has gone through a
series of ice ages; we are obviously in an inter-
glacial period at present. Based on this pattern,
climatologists say that temperatures should be
cooling during the next few thousand years, as
the earth moves into another ice age.

The third phenomenon, commonly called
the greenhouse effect, modifies the earth' s
climate, making it suitable for life regardless
of ice age or interglacial conditions.

Energy emitted from the sun moves
through space as varying types of radiation.
Each type has a different wavelength and a
different effect on the matter that it contacts.
The amount of energy possessed by each type
c f radiation corresponds to its wavelength-
t'h e shorter the wavelength, the greater the
energy.

The energy in some types of solar radiation,
such as short-wave gamma and ultraviolet
rays, can harm living tissue, while radio waves,
which have long wavelengths, are harmless to
matter.

As the wavelength of radiation increases, the energy
it possesses decreases,

Fortunately, the combination of solar radi-
ation reaching the earth affects matter in life-
sustaining ways. For example, waves of visible
light fuel photosynthesis and enable some
animals to see, while warmth from infrared
radiation heats the environment and drives the
water cycle.

Earth's neighbor planets, Venus and Mars,
receive enough radiation to support life, but the
resulting temperature on Venus produces a
blistering inferno while Mars resembles a
desolate, frozen desert. The difference between
earth and these two planets, besides their
distances from the sun, lies in earth's unique
atmosphere, a mixture of gases, droplets, and
dust that serves as a heat trap and a shield.
Without its unique atmosphere, earth's average
global temperature would be about 27'F  - 3'C!
instead of a comfortable 59'F �5'C!, and many
life forms would die from exposure to the cold
and to the sun's harmful forms of radiation.

Earth's atmosphere extends several
hundred miles into space and contains four
distinct layers. The layer closest to the earth
and extending about six miles into space is
called the troposphere; it is the only region of
the atmosphere where life can exist and where
the phenomena we call weather occurs.



Absorbed
by the
atmosphere

Absorbed on
the earth

Ref'lected back
into space by
clouds

Thennee phere

The second layer, the stratosphere, contains
a very special layer of gases called ozone.
Ozone absorbs most of the harmful ultraviolet
radiation entering earth's atmosphere and
converts the energy into heat.  Ultraviolet radi-
ation that penetrates the atmosphere can burn or kill
 iving cells, tissue, and simple organisms.!

In the outer two layers of the atmosphere-
the mesosphere and the thermosphere � the
number of gas molecules decreases until they
blend with the atoms of helium and hydrogen
found in outer space.

About 99 percent of the atmospheric gases
are contained in the troposphere and strato-
sphere. Among the gases which make up the
atmosphere, 78 percent is nitrogen and 21 per-
cent is oxygen, Both nitrogen and oxygen,
though vital to life, are not significant in terms
of the greenhouse effect, because both are
transparent to solar radiation.

The remaining one percent of the atmo-
sphere is a mixture of trace gases that absorbs
incoming and outgoing infrared radiation, thus
warming the air and serving as a heat trap.
Because these trace gases � carbon dioxide,
methane, nitrous oxide, chlorofiuorocarbons
 CFCs!, and ozone � prevent the escape of
infrared waves in a manner similar to the
panels of a greenhouse, they are called
greenhouse gases.

Earth depends on the work of the green-
house gases to preserve a climate conducive to
life. About 30 percent of the solar radiation
moving toward earth is refiected by clouds and
dust in the troposphere, another 20 percent is
absorbed by the atmosphere, The remaining 50

percent reaches earth's surface and is absorbed
by the water, ground, and living things.

The fate of solar radiation bound for the earth.

Matter that is warmed by solar radiation
gives off infrared radiation which then returns
toward space, At this point, the greenhouse
gases play their major role, for the infrared
radiation emitted from earth's surface  which
would otherwise escape back into space
insuring earth a subfreezing average global
temperature! is absorbed by the greenhouse
gases. This heat energy is then reradiated back
toward earth, warming the air and raising the
average global temperature.

The plants and SOil inaide the greenhOuee  a! absorb sunlight
and then emit weaker infrared heat waves. These weaker heat
waves cannot escape the glass so the temperature Of the air
inside the greenhouse gets warmer. Ntatter warmed by sunlight
on the surface of the earth  b! also emits infrared radiation. This
heat is then absorbed by greenhouse gases in the atmosphere,
preventing their escape into outer space. Thus, earth's surface
temperature, like the inside of a greenhouse, stays warmer than
it would otherwise,

It appears that the amount of greenhouse
gases in the atmosphere is directly proportional
to the amount of warming that occurs on a
planet. Venus' atmosphere is 96 percent carbon
dioxide, Therefore, virtually all incoming
radiation is trapped, boosting Venus' surface
temperature to an average 840'F �49'C!. Mars,
on the other hand, has very little atmosphere, so





known CFC is freon, which is used as a
coolant in refrigerators, freezers, and air
conditioning systems. Other CFCs are used
as foaming agents to produce materials such
as styrofoam, as cleaning agents for sensitive
electronic equipment such as computer chips,
and as propellants in aerosol cans.

At the outset, these synthetic chemicals were
heralded as a boon to modern life. They
were easy and inexpensive to make, had a
variety of useful applications, and appeared
safe to use. Today, they account for 15 per-
cent of earth's greenhouse effect and, like
methane, have a greater heat-absorbing
capacity than carbon dioxide, molecule for
molecule.

CFCs have also been linked to a breakdown

in the stratospheric ozone layer which pro-
tects organisms on earth from the harmful
effects of ultraviolet radiation.

~ ~ Ozone �,! is produced naturally in the outer
reaches of the stratosphere. High energy
solar radiation breaks apart free oxygen �,!.
Some of these highly reactive oxygen atoms
combine with oxygen molecules to form the
three-atom rnolecules called ozone.

These three-atom molecules of oxygen form a
thin, protective shield around the earth that
absorbs and reflects most of the harmful

ultraviolet radiation from the sun. Since
ozone gains heat in the process of absorbing
solar radiation, it is considered a greenhouse
gas. It does not, however, contribute to the
enhanced greenhouse effect, for the amount
of stratospheric ozone appears to be
decreasing rather than increasing.

<> 'Water vapor  H,O! is part of the water cycle
on earth, and as such, is vital to life. How-
ever, one of the properties that makes water
so important to life � its ability to absorb
and hold heat, thus modifying the

environment � also makes it a greenhouse
gas in the atmosphere, As the climate warms
on earth, liquid water evaporates, becoming
water vapor in the atmosphere. This vapor,
in turn, holds more heat energy radiating
from the earth,

Possible Consequences of Global Warming

Past geologic records show' a correlation
between warm interglacial periods and higher
levels of atmospheric greenhouse gases. As the
emission of these gases continues to increase, a
similar warming trend is likely to occur. A
major difference between previous periods of
global warming and today's occurrence is the
element of time. Then, the change was gradual,
over thousands, sometimes tens of thousands of
years. The present warming trend is likely to
occur in a hundred years or less.

The exact effect of the increased levels of
greenhouse gases on the global climate and,
ultimately, on aquatic and terrestrial habitats is
uncertain. However, scientists have combined
laws of physics, mathematical equations, and
descriptions of natural physical processes such
as cloud formation and deep ocean mixing to
develop computer models that present a picture
of possible change.

Models sometimes lack all variables of the

systems they portray. Thus, they provide a
glimpse of what might happen, rather than
what is certain to happen. But, as models
become more advanced, predictions become
more reliable, Among the current predictions
for climatic change in the next century are:

~ Average global temperature increases of 5'F
to 9'F �,5 C-4.5'C!, This will vary depend-
ing on the insulating effect of clouds and the
capacity of the oceans to absorb CO, from the
atmosphere.

~ A sea level rise of 2 to 7 feet caused by the
melting of polar ice caps and mountain
glaciers coupled with the effect of thermal
expansion in the oceans.  As molecules
become warmer, they spread apart filling more
volume,!

The effects of such abrupt changes in
average temperatures and sea level are for the
most part negative.



Sea level rise will initiate several negative effects,

1. Many low-lying Gulf Coast lands will
become inundated with water. Among the
first to be affected will be the Florida Keys
and other barrier islands. Flooding may
drive people from homes and businesses in
coastal cities such as Houston, Biloxi, Mobile,
New Orleans, and Tampa. The cost of
battling the onslaught of the sea will be
enormous; options will include raising
homes and buildings off the ground and
building dikes, sea walls, elevated beaches
and artificial barrier islands.

2, Some wetland habitats such as estuaries, salt
marshes, mangrove swamps, freshwater
marshes, and bogs will diminish, be partially
displaced inland, or completely disappear.
These habitats are home to many species of
small animals, nesting or resting sites for
migratory birds, and nurseries for a variety
of fish and shellfish species. The fishing
industry will be severely affected by the loss
of these wetlands.

Gulf of Mexico collides with a cold, polar,
northern front, blizzard conditions result.

Agriculture patterns will change.

1, Higher atmospheric temperatures will cause
more evaporation of water from lakes, rivers,
oceans, and the soil. In areas where water
bodies are few, the evaporation will lower
water tables, deplete aquifers, and result in
periods of severe drought. The opposite will
occur in areas where surface water is abun-
dant. Increased evaporation will produce
more clouds, rain, and increased incidences
of flooding.

2. Many of the crops that clothe and feed
people � cotton, soybeans, corn, wheat,
rice � are sensitive to changes in tempera-
ture and precipitation. As climate patterns
change, the yield of these crops will decline.

3. Less land will be available for agriculture as
sea level rise and flooding inundate and
erode coastal and river delta crop lands.

:3, People living in coastal areas that depend on
groundwater as a source of drinking water
will find their water supply tainted as salt
water seeps into coastal aquifers.

'iVeather extremes may increase,

l, The number and severity of tropical storms
and hurricanes in the Gulf of Mexico may
increase.

2. Forest fires may increase as drought makes
the soil dry and vegetation brittle.

',3, Winter storms resulting from the collision of
air masses may increase in number and
severity, When moist, warm air from the

Hiodiversity will decline as more species become
threatened, endangered and extinct.

1. A warming global climate will cause a
change in the distribution of species. Forests
will move away from the eqdhtors, toward
the poles � some coniferous forests may
become deciduous forests, while some
deciduous forests may be replaced with
grasslands, As the dominant vegetation in a
habitat changes, so do the type of animal
species that inhabit it.

2. As oceans warm, current patterns and the
distribution of marine life will change. Some
organisms will die in the warmer water,



Coral reef communities will be hard hit for
two reasons. First, the survival of the tiny
coral animals, which build the reef, depends
on a symbiotic relationship with certain
algae. When water temperature rises, the
coral expel the algae and eventually die.

Second, rising sea level will cause the water
to become deeper over the reef. This will
prevent the penetration of light required by
algae for photosynthesis.  The nlgne provide
food for the cornl,!

Coral reefs provide habitat for about a third
of the ocean's tropical fish and other marine
organisms. Thus, as the coral in the Gulf of
Mexico decline, so will the entire reef
community; this, in turn, will affect the
commercial fishing industry.

3, Insect species will possibly benefit from
global warming, for fewer ~iill freeze during
the winter. That means that more insects will
survive to destroy crops and spread diseases
such as malaria, yellow fever, and
encephalitis,

Can Anything Be Done To Slow Or Halt The
Predicted Changes?

The consequences of global warming,
described in the previous section, present a
bleak picture. However, scientists are not cer-
tain about the duration of this warming trend
or the effects on specific regions of the globe.

This uncertainty has made many people
skeptical of the predictions. But to do nothing
to deter global warming is to invite the worst
consequences. Besides, many efforts to halt the
possible causes of global warming are beneficial
to individuals as well as the environment. The
following are actions that may help,

]. Conserve energy and save money by

~ turning off lights when leaving a room.

~ driving less and walking more,

~ buying cars that get better gas mileage.

~ turning the thermostat down in the winter
and up in the summer.

~ buying energy efficient appliances when
replacing old ones.

~ using fluorescent lights whenever possible,
 They use onefourth the energy ofincan-
descent bulbs nnd last up to 10 times as long,!

2. Reduce the emission of greenhouse gases by
supporting or encouraging

~ a tax on fuel and power consumption.

~ research for chemicals that do not harm
the environment to replace CFCs.

~ a worldwide ban on using CFCs as a
propellant in spray cans.

~ less use of nitrogen-based fertilizers by
the agriculture industry, farmers, and
gardeners.  Seek alternative nrethods for
encouraging plant growth,!

~ the research, development, and use, when
possible, of alternative, non-combustion
energy sources such as solar, wind, and
wave power.

3. Limit and recycle waste. This will reduce the
landhll problem while cutting down on the
amount of fossile fuels needed to manufac-
ture new products.

4. Reduce deforestation, and plant trees in areas
that have been previously clear cut.

5. Support research that may help humans and
other living things adapt to the global
changes that do occur. Examples are

~ genetically engineering varieties af crops
that are more resistant to drought and
heat.

~ designing irrigation systems that waste
less water.

~ setting up migration corridors, so animals
can easily move to suitable habitats.

Climatic change is an issue of global con-
cern. Efforts to avert possible hardships and
loss from such a change can begin with indi-
viduals and progress to international action.
Teachers have a unique opportunity to encour-
age actions in their students that can ultimately
affect local, state, national, and international
policy.









Basic:

PREVIEWING QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS

1. Earth's atmosphere  air! is part of the sky,
Name as many things in the sky as you can.

Some responses include:

~ Clouds, rain, fog, sleet, and snoto

~ Sun, moon, and stars

~ Birds, bats, and insects

~ Airplanes, hof air balloons, kites

~ Gases  oxygen, nitrogen, argon, and carbon
dioxide!

~ Dust and chemicals from factories  pollution
such as ozone, nitrous oxide, carbon
monoxide and sulfur dioxide!

2. A resource is something that is useful. For
example:

~ Water is used for drinking and cleansing.

~ Forests provide food and shelter for
animals and raw materials for building.

~ Oil is used to make gasoline, crayons,
deodorant, bubble gum, and many other
useful products.

~ When burned, oil provides energy for
producing electricity and running
engines.

Why is the atmosphere  air! a valuable
resource?

The atmosphere contains:

~ Gases necessary for life.

 Carbon dioxide is used by plants to make
food. Oxygen is used by organisms during
cellular respiration  the breakdown of food
that releases energy, carbon dioxide, and
water!. Nitrogen is used by some bacteria to
make nitrates. These compounds are then
used by other organisms to produce cells and
the chemicals necessary for life.

~ Water vapor that condenses to form clouds�
part of the water cycle,

+ Solar energy that drives the wafer cycle and
fuels photosynthesis.

~ Wind that spreads seeds, enables the flight of
insects and other flying animals, and can be
used fo generate electricity,

The climate of a particular place is a
description of its average weather con-
dition» � rainfall, temperature, humidity�
over an extended period of time  many
years!, Describe the climate where you live.

The climate of the states bordering the Gulf of
Mexico tends to be mild and dry in the rointer
� very few days of freezing temperatures and
rain. Summers are hof, humid, and rainy�
high femperatures often range from 95'F to over
100'F  '33'-38'C! and daily afternoon showers
are common along the coast.

Hurricanes periodically occur from June through
November and the threat of tornadoes is present
during the spring and fall,

Has the climate on earth always been like it
is today? Explain your answer.

No. The

fossil record
and other

geologic
studies show th
the dinosaurs o

100 million yea
ago lived in an
environment th

was warmer th

today. These
records also show that the earth has gone
through many ice ages followed by periods of
warming.

POSTVIEWING QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS

Describe ways that a greenhouse and
earth's atmosphere are similar.

~ The roof and walls of a greenhouse are made
of a substance  usually glass or plastic! fhaf is
transparent to solar radiation; earth' s
atmosphere  air! is also transparent to solar
radiation,



~ A greenhouse protects tender vegetation from
the cold of the outside environment by trap-
ping warm infrared radiation inside its glass
or plastic walls and roof. Similarly, certain
gases in the atmosphere keep earth's surface
temperature at a level that will support life by
absorbing infrared radiation and radiating it
toward earth.

~oR�

e, A layer of this gas in the stratosphere
provides a shield around the earth that
blocks out most of the sun's harmful

ultraviolet radiation.

f. This gas can both cool and warm the
atmosphere. It is part of the water cycle,

a. Chlorofluorocarbons  CFCs!
b. Carbon dioxide  CO,!
c. Methane  CH,!
d. Nitrous oxide  N,O!
e. Ozone �,!
f. Water vapor  H,O!

Advanced:

Solar radiation enters a greenhouse and is
absorbed by the obj ects and organisms inside.
In turn, the warmed objects and organisms
give off radiation in the form of infrared
waves, However, theinfrared radiation does
not have enough energy to move out through
the roof and walls of the greenhouse. As a
result, the environment inside the greenhouse
stays warmer than the environment outside
the greenhouse. Certain gases in earth' s
atmosphere act like the transparent panels of a
greenhouse. They allow a portion of solar
radiation to move through the atmosphere to
earth's surface but then absorb warm infrared
radiation emitted fiom the earth that would
otherwise radiate into outer space. This
warmed air allows earth to maintain a
temperature that will support life.

Name the type of greenhouse gas being
described in each of the following
sentences.

a. Manmade chemicals used as coolants in

refrigerators and air conditioners and as
propellants in some aerosol cans.

b, Its concentration in the atmosphere rises
as deforestation increases and as fossil
fuels are burned,

c. This gas is produced naturally in oxygen-
poor, water-logged areas such as
swamps, marshes, and rice paddies.

d. The breakdown of nitrogen-containing
fertilizers releases this gas into the
atmosphere.

3, How would your state be affected if the
average global temperature warmed by
about 5'F? What might happen to the land,
the water, the vegetation, and the weather
patterns? Give reasons for your responses,

Answers will vary. Refer to the Background
Information on pages 6-8. Some responses are:

Increased temperatures would cause water in the
Gulf of Mexico to occupy more volume leading
to sea level rise. Land along the coast may
become flooded with saltwater. This saltwater
intrusion may kill many of the plants and
animals adapted to freshwater wetlands.

Lands upstate from the coast  where there is less
surface water! would become drier because the
extra heat would cause more evaporation of
mater from the soil. The land mould crack and
there would be more erosion because the plants
that hold the soil together would die from lack of
mater.

Streams and ponds would dry up because of
increased evaporation. The water level in rivers
and lakes would recede. The amount of fresh-
water available for consumption by people would
decrease.

Plants that require a lot of water such as rice,
corn, irises, ferns, and azaleas woiild die. They
may be replaced by plants such as tumble weeds,
mesquite, and cactus that do not require as
much water.

Weather along the coast ~here water is plentiful
would be warm and balmy, because the increased
heat and subsequent evaporation rate mould
cause the relative humidity  amount of moisture
in the air! to increase. The increased humidity



may lead to more cloud cover and thunder-
storms,

Upstate areas, where surface water is not as
plentiful as it is along fhe coast, might experi-
ence times of drought that are more severe and
longer in duration. Humidity would decrease as
the air lost its moisture.

The average global ternpera-
ture is rising. Many scientists
believe this warming trend is
being caused by an increase in
human activities that add
excessive amounts of green-
house gases to the atmosphere.
Name four things that you can
do to help reduce the volume
of greenhouse gases.

Answers will vary. Refer to the
list on page 8 of the Background
Information.

EXTENSIONS

Math: Have students note

temperature references made
in degrees Fahrenheit during
the video. Tell them to use the
following formula to convert
those measurements to

degrees Celsius,

'C =  'F-32! x 5/9

2. Set a goal: Ask your students
to list several practices that, if
followed, would reduce CO,
ernissions in your coxxununity
 See page 8 in the Background
Information for suggestions.!
Ask each student to commit to

practicing at least three.

Field trip: Plan a trip to the
local power coxnpany or invite
someone from the power company to talk to
your class. Ask the students to compile a
list of questions to ask such as the
following.

3.

a. Is the power company doing anything to
cut down on their emission of CO,?

b. Is the company researching ways to

supplexnent fossil fuel-generated elec-
tricity with renewable energy sources
such as solar power, geothermal power,
and wind power?

c. Does the company have a rebate program
for households that save energy?

4. Debate: Have students

research and then debate the
following questions.

a, Currently, oil companies pay
royalty taxes to the federal
government when they pump
oil from the land, and
consumers pay both state and
federal taxes on gasoline
purchases. Should taxes on
the extraction and use of fossil

fuels � oil, natural gas, coal
� be increased? What might
be the advantages and
disadvantages to further
taxation?

b. Should the use of renewable,
non-combustive forms of
energy � solar, wind, and
geothermal power � be
encouraged by federal and
state governxnents through tax
breaks?

c. Should the U.S. government
take measures to curb CO,
ernissions, even though the
effects of rising atmospheric
CO, levels on the global
climate are not certain?

5. Keep a record: Clouds can
modify average daily
temperatures by trapping heat
that radiates from the earth at
night and by blocking solar
radiation from the earth
during the day; thus, the

temperature range over a 24 hour period is
smaller  warmer nights and cooler days!.
Have students:

+ Record the daily temperature range  high
and low temperatures! and the amount of
cloud cover  clear, slightly cloudy, xnostly
cloudy, heavy cloud cover! for your town
for two weeks to a month.



~ Graph the data.

~ Compare the amount of cloud cover vs.
daily temperature range,

~ Write a summary of the results.

during the past 130 years to demonstrate
the current warming trend, and the other
depicts average surface temperatures of the
ocean for the past 450,000 years to compare
temperatures during ice ages and inter-
glacial periods.

6. Modeling: Have students research the
physical and chemical layering of the
atmosphere. After the information has been
collected, have them prepare a scale model
of the atmosphere and identify the position
of the ozone layer, auroras, plane flight,
altitudes of the shuttle, and any other zones
of interest.

7, Sea level rise: Prepare a mound of dirt in
a plastic storage box. Add water to create a
shoreline around the dirt � ask students to
note the water level and the contour of the
mound. Add a block of ice  representing a
glacier! to the soil and allow it to melt,
Periodically, as the ice melts, ask students
to observe and comment on changes in the
water level and contour of the land.

 Water level will rise and some erosion sho«ld
be evident.!

8. Interpreting graphs: Have students use the
activity on pages 15, 16, and 19 in Global
Warming and the Greenhouse Effect, a GEMS
publication.  The address for this publication
isfoundin the References on page 34,! The
activity contains two graphs � one shows
changes in the average global temperature

9. Bulletin board: Ask students to collect
newspaper and magazine articles on
climatic change and prepare an informative,
interactive bulletin board display using the
articles.

10. Alternative energy sources: Ask students
to research and report on one of the
following alternative energy sources:
nuclear power, solar energy, wind energy,
hydroelectric power, geothermal energy,
and tidal  wave! power. Have them include
information such as:

~ How the alternative source produces
usable energy.

~ The advantages and disadvantages of
using the alternative source of energy
 for example, its effect on the environment,
the cost of building the power plant, the
amount of land needed, the time req«ired to
generate the power, and the number of
employees needed to maintain the facility!.

~ The amount  percent! of the United
States' energy needs currently derived
from the alternative energy source.



ACTIVITY I

Description

Vlaterials  per group!

Procedure

THE GREENHOUSE EFFECT
 Teacher Instructions!

Objectives

~ To describe earth's atmosphere.

~ To simulate the greenhouse effect in a
controlled experi ment.

The teacher will briefly describe the
concepts covered in the activity � earth' s
atmosphere, types of solar radiation, models in
science, and the greenhouse effect.  The
Background information on pages 3-5 will be
helpful,! Afterwards, students will work in
small groups to carry out a controlled experi-
ment that demonstrates the greenhouse effect.
The students will graph their collected data,
and answer questions regarding the design of
the experiment and the trends shown in the
results,

2 Plastic storage boxes �" x 12" x 3"!
12 Cups potting soil � cups per box!
2 Thermometers  aquarium thermometers are

inexpensive and show both C and 'F!
2 Strips of lightweight cardboard �" x 3"!
1 Clamp lamp with 100 watt light bulb
1 Brick or block of wood

Ruler
Plastic wrap to cover one container
Rubber band

Blue and red map pencils or pens

A. Make enough copies of the Student
Instructions and Data Sheets  pages 20-23!
for each student to have a set.

B. Separate the required materials for each
group s experiment prior to class.  Put the
required amount of potti ng soil in the storage
boxes before class.!

C. When directed by the video narrator, stop
the tape and distribute the Student
Instructions and Data Sheets,

D. Have students read the Introduction in their
instructions.

E. Using Background Information from
pages 3-4,

~ Describe the four layers of earth' s
atmosphere. Explain the importance of
the troposphere and the stratosphere.

~ Distinguish among the types of solar
energy and explain the relationship
between wavelength and amount of
energy. Cite the effects of ultraviolet,
visible light, and infrared waves on living
things.

~ Describe how infrared radiation reacts
wi th greenhouse gases to warm the air
around the earth � the greenhouse effect.
 Use a transparency of the diagram shown on
page 4 of the Background Information.!

F. Exp]ain the significance of models in
science.

A model is a means of describing something by
using diagrams, formulas, or representative
structures, Examples are road maps, bridges
made from toothpicks, and 3-D models of
rnolecules madeof wire andjellttbeans. When
dealing with an object or idea that in reality is
very difficult to work with  because it is large,
sInall, or complex!, scientists often experiment
with models in order to learn more about the
phenomenon.



Tell the students that they will be making
and using a model of earth's atmosphere to
investigate the greenhouse effect,

G. Following the diagram in the Student
Instructions, demonstrate how to set up the
experiment. While demonstrating:

~ Ask students to correlate the various
parts of the model � light, soil, air,
plastic wrap � to the corresponding
parts of the earth system � sun, surface
of the earth, atmosphere, greenhouse gases.

~ Have students distinguish the
experimental setup  covered container!
from the control setup  open container!,

+ Ask students to predict whether
temperatures will vary between the two
containers. Have them give reasons for
their predictions.

~ Explain how and why the thermometers
used in the experiment must be zeroed,

In order to get a true picture of the difference
in temperature change between the control
and experimenta! setups, both thermometers
must have the same initial reading  room
temperature! at the beginning of the
experiment.

 See letter L below for a description of how to
zero the thermometers,!

H. Temperature readings will be taken from
both containers every minute for 15 min-
utes. The teacher will keep track of the
time and alert students when to read the
thermometers.

Divide the class into groups of 4 students
each. Each group will choose two persons
to read the thermometers  the observers!
and two to record data  the recorders!.

Ask one person from each group to get the
materials for the experiment.

K. Allow time for the students to set up their
equipment.

L. Tell students to take an initial temperature
reading  time � 0!, before covering the
experimental setup with plastic. If the
thermometer readings do not agree:

~ Determine the difference between the
high and low reading,

+ Add the difference to the low ther-
mometer's reading so the initial reading
for both thermometers will be the same.
 This is called zeroing the instruments.!

~ This number must be added to each
reading taken from the low thermometer
throughout the experiment.

 Tell the recorders for each group to add the
number of degrees for zeroing into each box
under the low thermometer on the Data

Sheet, now, so they will not forget as the
experiment progresses.

M. Make sure each group's experiment is set
up correctly.

N. Make the classroom as free of drafts and
light as possible � close windows, window
shades, doors, and turn off the lights.

O. At the signal to begin, each group will turn
on its light. Alert the class as each minute
passes. At each signal, the observer will
determine the thermometer's temperature
to the nearest 0.5 'C and the recorder will
write the temperature in the appropriate
box on the Data Sheet.

After the experiment is finished, have
students within the same group swap
data so they have results from both the
control and the experimental containers.

Q. Allow time for students to graph their
data � control data in blue and experi-
mental data in red � and answer the
Summary Questions on the back of the
Data Sheet.

Call on one student from each group to
summarize the changes observed during
the experiment.

The temperature in each container warms
and then levels off The temperaure in the
covered container  experimental setup! levels
off at a highter temperature. Explain that
when the amount of heat and light entering
the container is equal to the amount leaving
the container, an equilibrium temperature
has been reached,



S. Discuss the answers to the Summary
Questions at the end of the Data Sheet.

Have students vary the experiment to test the
effect of the following:

~ Moist soil.

~ Soil type � garden soil, sand, and sod
 soil and grass!.

TEACHER KEY � ACTIVITY I

Data will vary slightly depending on room temperature and type of thermometers used, however, the
trend should be similar to the one shown on the table and graph that follow.

THE GREENHOUSE EFFECT

T. Continue the video program.

Extension

e Increasing the amount of carbon dioxide.
 Place a dish of marble chi ps and dilute
hydrochloric acid on the soil to produce extra
CO, in the experimental setup; cover both
containers with plastic wrap!.

~ Amount of ventilation.  Vary the amount of
covering on several containers � one-fourth,
one-half and three-fourths open.!

[This activity was adapted in part from Session 2: Modeling the
Greenhouse Effect' which is part of Global Werming and the
Greenhouse Effect, a GEMS Project published by Lawrence Hall
of Science, University of California at Berkeley. 1990.]
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Summary Questions

Light and heat energy from the light bulb
entered both containers war ming the air around
the thermometer.

2. Why did the temperature in the container
covered with plastic wrap rise higher than
the temperature in the open container?

The warm air in the open container mixed wi th
cooler air outside the container, but the warm air
inside the closed container was separated from
the cooler air by the plastic wrap.

:3. How was this experiment sinular to what
happens inside a closed car parked in a
sunny location on a cold, winter day.

Light and heat energy from the sun move into
the car, but because the windows are closed, the
heat energy cannot escape, so the air inside the
car becomes warm even though the temperature
outside the car is cooler.

4. In this activity you made a model of the
earth and its atmosphere. Tell what each of
the following parts represented.

e

go 27
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1. Why did the temperature rise in both
containers?

The light bulb � the sun or solar energy
The potting soil � the earth
The air in the container � earth's atmosphere
The plastic wrap � greenhouse gases

5. Did your group observe other similarities
between the greenhouse model  the covered
container! and the real earth's atmosphere?

Condensation collected on the inside surface of
the plastic wrap similar fo the way water
droplets condense in the atmosphere to become
clouds � part of the water cycle.

6. Models, though useful, are not perfect
examples of the phenomena they represent,
because variables are often involved that
cannot be represented in the model. ln
what ways was this model different from
the real earth's atmosphere.

~ Earth's atmosphere does not have a solid
barrier, like the plastic wrap.

~ The light bulb emi t ted visible light and
irrfrared radiation; the sun emits these plus
cosmic rays, gamma rays, ultraviolet
radiation, and radio waves.

~ Weather conditions such as wind and rain,
which are a part of the real earth's atmo-
sphere, could not be included in this modeL



Introduction

Procedure

20 1

ACTIVITY I

THE GREENHOUSE EFFECT
 Strrdent Instructions!

Many objects and events  phenomena!
studied in science are too small, too large, or too
complicated to work with directly, In these
cases, scientists often create representations
 models! of the phenomenon in question and
then experiment with the model to learn more.
The greenhouse effect is a phenomenon that
occurs in earth's atmosphere, In this activity
you will create a model of earth's atmosphere
in order to investigate this phenomenon.

The greenhouse effect involves the
interaction between various gases in earth' s
atmosphere and a type of radiant energy called
infrared waves. Radiant energy from the sun
travels through space in waves. The shorter the
wavelength of the radiation, the greater its
energy.

Some types of radiation have so much
energy that they can harm or even kill living
cells and organisms; gamma radiation and
some forms of ultraviolet radiation are in that
category. Other types of radiation, such as
radio waves, have such long wavelengths
 some more than six miles long! that their
energy is harmless to organisms. Infrared
radiation has wavelengths a little longer than
visible light. These rays give a feeling of
warmth on our skin. In fact, anything giving
off heat � a fire, a hot iron, a toaster, or even
your body after strenuous exercise � is
emitting infrared radiation.

Most of earth's atmosphere  99 percent! is
composed of nitrogen and oxygen. Both of
these gases are transparent to infrared
radiation, but some gases in the remaining one
percent absorb the heat of infrared radiation,
thus warming earth's atmosphere. Because
these gases � carbon dioxide, water vapor,
nitrous oxide, methane, chlorofluorocarbons
 CFCs!, and ozone � trap heat in a manner
similar to the transparent panels of a
greenhouse, they are collectively called
greenhouse gases.

Using the following procedure, your group
will make a model of earth's atmosphere and

will carry out a controlled experiment that
demonstrates the greenhouse effect.

1. Collect the materials required for setting up
the experiment.

2. Select two from the group to be observers
and two to be recorders. One observer-
recorder team will monitor the control
container and the other team will monitor

the experimental container.

3. Work together to set up the experiment as
shown in the diagram above.

> Lay a thermometer on top of the soil in
each container so that the numbers can be

easily read. Cover the bulb end of each
thermometer with a piece of cardboard to
protect it from the direct rays of the light
bulb.

Adjust the clamp lamp on the brick or
block of wood so that the bulb is about
10 crn from the surface of the soil.

Once the experiment begins, you will
be recording temperature readings to
the nearest 0.5 'C each minute for 15
minutes � your teacher will keep track
of the time and signal when to read the
thermometer.
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Extension

~ Moist soil.

~ Which container will be the control

setup?

~ Which container will be the experimental
setup?

~ What is the temperature on each of your
thermometers?  All group members
should agree on the temperature
readings.!

CONTROL SETUP

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Both thermometers should have the same
reading � room temperature. If they do
not agree, determine the difference
between the high and low reading.

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN HIGH AND

LOW READINGS =

Add that number  the difference! to the
low reading so the number of degrees
recorded on the Data Sheet for both
thermometers at the beginning of the
experiment is the same � this is called
zeroing the instruments.

The same number of degrees must be
added to each reading taken from the low
thermometer throughout the experiment.
On the Data Sheet, add the number of
degrees for zeroing into each box under
the low thermometer, so you will not
forget as the experiment progresses.

4. Cover the experimental setup with plastic
wrap, then secure the plastic with the
rubber band. The control setup will not
have a cover.

Attach the clamp lamp and bulb to a block
of wood or ring stand so the bottom of the
bulb is about 10 cm from the top of the soil
and centered between the two containers.
Plug the lamp's cord into the nearest
electrical outlet, but DO NOT turn the lamp
on.

Ask your teacher to check your setup,

When all groups are ready, the teacher will
give the signal to turn the lamp on, At the
end of each minute, the teacher will signal
for the observers to determine the
temperature in the containers, The
recorders will write the temperature on the
Data Sheet.

At the completion of the experiment,
dismantle the setup and put the supplies in
their storage site.

Exchange data within your group so each
person has all the data for both the
experimental and control groups.

10. Graph your data in the space provided on
the Student Data Sheet.

~ The x-axis is for the independent variable
 time! and the y-axis is for the dependent
variable  temperature!.

~ Use blue and red pens or pencils to
distinguish the control data  blue! from
the experimental data  red!.

11. Answer the Summary Questions on the
back of the Data Sheet.

Follow the same basic directions, but vary
the experiment by testing one of the
following:

~ Soil type � garden soil, sand, and sod
 soil and grass!.

~ Increasing the amount of carbon dioxide
 place a dish of marble chips and dilute
hydrochloric acid on the soil to produce
extra CO in the experimental setup;
cover boy containers with plastic wrap!.

~ Amount of ventilation  one-fourth, one-
half and three-fourths open!,
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ACTIVITY II

Objectives

Materials  per group!

Procedure

LAFITTE'S ISLAND

 Teacher Instructions!

~ To brainstorm possible consequences of
global warming

~ To practice creative writing skills.

Description

Students will work in small groups to
brainstorm possible consequences to a small
barrier island and its inhabitants should
average global temperatures rise by 5 F �'C!
during the next 50 years. They will use their
predictions to write an ending for the scenario
described in "Lafitte's Island." Someone from
each group will read the ending to the class,

One copy of the Student Instructions for
Activity II � Lafitte's Island

A. Make copies of the Student Instructions
 pages 25-27! for each group.

8. When cued by the narrator, stop the video
and divide the class into groups of 4 to 5
students each,

C. Ask the students to close their eyes and
imagine that they are Jean while you read
the story.  Jean is both a male and female
name.!

D. Keeping their eyes closed, have the students
silently reflect on the story by considering
the following:

~ How did the story make them feel?

+ Would they like living on Lafitte's Island?
Why?

~ What were some of the characteristics of
the island that might be affected by sea
level rise?

~ How might the peoples' lives change, if
sea level rises?

E. Working within their group, have the
students follow the directions in their
Procedure section:

1. Estimate how much the Gulf of Mexico
might rise if there is an average tempera-
ture increase of 5'F �'C! over the next 50
years.  This is a hypothetical situation, but
students should try to be realistic � advise
them to choose between one and hoelve feet.!

2. Predict how this sea level rise will affect
Lafitte's Island and the people who live
there.  Encourage students to reread the
story for ideas.!

3. Write a description of the daydream that
includes possible consequences to the
island and its inhabitants, Bring Jean
back to the present and relate a possible
course of action in response to his/her
futuri stic thoughts.

4. Have each group choose one person to
read the ending to the class. If time
permits, groups could act out rather than
read the ending.

F. Return to the video for the remainder of the
program.



ACTIVITY II

LAFITTE'S ISLAND

 Student Instructions!

Imagine that you are a
teenager who lives on a barrier
island along the coast of the Gulf of
Mexico. Your nameis Jean. Your familyhas
lived on this sandy, marsh island since your
great-great grandparents settled here in the late
1800s. Your family members are not the only
inhabitants of the island, Your village has a
population of 556 people.

The island is 20 miles long and 5 miles
wide. At its highest point, it is only four feet
above sea level. The water surrounding the
white-sand island is clear and has a deep blue
color. A coral reef teeming with anemone, star-
fish, sponges, and a huge variety of tropical fish
has formed atop several sunken oil platforms.
This artificial reef borders the gulf side of the
island. On the mainland side, the land curves
inward to form a quiet lagoon frequented by
playful dolphins and, occasionally, sea turtles.

Weather on the island is usually warm and
breezy � even during the winter, there are very
few cold days. The air is humid and smells of
the salty, gulf spray. Tropical storms and
hurricanes come in the summertime and fall,
but the village people have learned, through the
years, to prepare for the strong winds, waves,
and rain. Damage can usually be repaired
within a few days after a hurricane passes.

The island is so beautiful and rich in
biodiversity that tourism has begun to grow.
People boat to the island for snorkeling, sun-
bathing, picnicking, and shopping for crafts.
In fact, the island has become so papular that
the state is planning to build a bridge to connect
the island to the mainland.. Presently, the ordy
way to the mainland is by ferry, by private boat,
or in emergencies, by helicopter.

Small as the island is, it has provided a
rrLeans of livelihood for the viHage for many
generations. With the exception of a few store
owners, most families make a living by fishing
the coral reef, lagoon, and bay waters. When
not in school, you help your dad set crab traps,
gig in the lagoon for flounder, and trawl for

shrimp and fish. He sells most of the catch on
the mainland at the fish market. The remainder
becomes gumbo, etoufee, or bisque in the
family's stock pot. Modern conven.iences such
as radios, televisions, and bicycles are pur-
chased on the mainland with money made from
fishing.

Vegetables for the family are grown in a
community garden located in the center of the
island, where the saltwater rarely intrudes.
Several people from the village make reed
baskets from the smooth cordgrass that grows
on the bayside of the island. Tourists are eager
to buy these baskets when they visit the island.

The growth of plants on the island
depends on freshwater from daily afternoon
showers. The people of the village also depend
on these showers, because the rain keeps the
island's pond and cisterns full of fresh water.
The pond and cisterns are the source of fresh
water for the entire village. The pond also
provides habitat for frogs, freshwater fish, and
wading birds. During the spring and fall, many
colorful migratory birds stop along the grassy
edge of the pond to rest and eat as they fly to
and from nesting sites on the mainland.

Experiences on the island teach you many
things about life, but you must also go to
school. Nine months out of each year you and
your friends climb aboard a ferry at 6 am in the
morning to make the 8 mile trip to a school on
the mainland. There, you learn history, math,
science, and English. You also learn about ways
the world is changing. Every village is not
exactly like yours.

Further inland, there are huge cities.
People zoom by in automobiles, driving
hurriedly to and from work and shopping.
Airplanes fly through the sky, taking people to
and from far away places. Factories smoke
with activity, producing all sorts of modern



One afternoon on the boat ride home from
school, you begin to daydream .�,.

What if the earth's average temperature
does rise 5'F by the middle of the next century?
How will this affect Lafitte's Island? What will
life on the island be like then?

You have learned at school that the average
global temperature is rising. Some scientists are

Procedure

L Estimate how much sea level will rise  choose a number between 1 and 12 feet! if the average global
temperature increases by 5 F during the next 50 year period.

2. Using your estimate as a guide, answer the following questions about possible changes to Lafitte's
Island.

a. How might some of the island's physical characteristics  amount of land, location and amount
of salt and fresh water, type of weather! change?

b. How will plant species be affected?

c. How will animal species be affected?

d. How will the change affect recreation  swimming, sailing, picnicking, etc.! and tourism?

conveniences � appliances, plastics, gasoline,
and fertilizer. Even the fields between cities are
full of activity as tractors plow and plant row
after row of crops such as cotton, soybeans,
corn, and rice. Yes, life on the mainland is quite
different from life on the island.

Although you enjoy learning about city
life, you are most happy back on the island.
After school and on weekends, your time is
spent mending nets, washing down boats,
laughing with friends, and searching for
treasures that might have washed up on the
beach. Life on the island is slow paced,
peaceful, predictable, and safe, But that, too,
may be changing.

predicting that, as the temperature rises, polar
ice will begin to melt into the ocean and
seawater will warm. Both of these events will
cause the sea level to rise, covering more land.
Some scientists are also predicting that hur-
ricanes will occur more often and with more
severity in the Gulf of Mexico. Because you live
on an island, sea level rise could threaten your
whole way of life. You begin to read books and
watch television programs concerning this
global warming trend,



e. Will the fishing industry be affected? How?

f. Will Jean's coxrununity be more crowded than it is now? Why?

3. Using your responses to these questions plus any other ideas discussed in your group, write a
description of Jean's daydream in the space provided below. At the end of the daydream, bring
Jean back to the present, and relate what course of action could
be taken in response to his/her futuristic thoughts.

4. Choose one person from your group to read Jean's daydream to
the class.  If time permits, your group may choose to act out the
daydream.



GEOLOGIC TIMETABLE
I'with important events in earth and life history]

ERA GEOLOGICAL
EVENTS

BIOLOGICAL
EVENTS

15'C �9'F!10,000 to present Last ice age ends

Pleistocene 0-2'C �2-36'F! Numerous ice ages Homo sapiens evolve

Tertiary

2'C �6'F! Drastic cooiing Large extinction of
early mammals

Pliocene

Climate drying; cold First hominids23

S. America separates
from Antarlica

Modern flowering plants;
primitive spes

36

Forrnafiion of Alps54

Continents continuing
to separate

65

13'C �5 F!Mesozoic Cretaceous Asteroid collides with
earth; dust obscures sun

135 Massive exlinction;
dinosaurs die out

Africa and S. America
separate; seas over Europe

Dinosaurs reach peak

Jurassic Continued mountain
building; inland sess

Earliest angiosperms;
first birds

13'C �5 F!197

Triassic Continental drift begins
 Pangaea breaks up!

Gymnosperms; first
dinosaurs

8-13'C �6.55'F!225

Paleozoic Permian Very cool; glaciation;
seas drain

1-8'C �4-46'F! Extinction of many
dominant life forms

280

Carboniferous 13'C �5'F! Pangaea; lowlands,
shallow seas

345

Devonian 11-13 C �2-55 F!405

11-13'C �2-55'F! Flattened landscape First terrestrial plants
and invertebrates

425Silurian

First vertebrates  fish!10-13 C �0-55'F! Sea level low

0-10'C �2-50'F! Steady increase in
temperature

570 Algae and marine
invertebrates dominate

Multicellular lifePrecambrian Earth cooling
 algae, fungi2!

1 billion years ago

Tropical climate First eukaryotes

Accumulation of
free oxygen �,!

IDates and events are based on a geologic timetable in Biotogy the science oil.tre, second edition, by Robert A.wallace, Jack L King, and Geratd p. sanders, 1 ass.i
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PERIODS
AND

EPOCHS

Cenozoic Quaternary

Recent

Miocene

Oligocene

Eocene

Paleocene

Ordovician

Cambrian

MILUONS
OFYEARS

AGO

2 billion years ago

3 billion years ago

4 billion years ago

4.5-5.7 billion years ago

AVERAGE
SURFACE

TEMPERATURE
OFOCEAN

7'C �5 F!

13'C �54F!

13'C �5'F!

10'C �0'F!

Appalachians forming;
atmospheric oxygen
stabilizes at present level

Oldest rock formation

Chemical evolution

Homo sapiens spread
over planet; many birds
and large marnrnals

Seed plants dominate

Age of Mammals begins

Coal age forests;
first winged insects,
Age ol Amphibians

First seed plants;
first amphibians;
Age of Fishes

Photosynthetic
proksryotes

Origin of life

Organic synthesis





5. Water vapor is considered a greenhouse gas because it

A. absorbs heat.
B, condenses to form clouds that, in turn, prevent some solar radiation from reaching

earth.
C. is part of the water cycle.
D. combines with sulfur dioxide in the atmosphere to form sulfuric acid.6. The graph below shows ,4

.2

g. 69.0
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.6

4

Q 58.0 1880 1900 1940 1980
Time

A. the greenhouse effect,
B. what the temperature will be in the year 2000.
C. an increase in the average global temperature during the last 100 years.
D. that global warming is being caused by an increase in atmospheric carbon dioxide.

7. Deforestation is the mass removal of trees from an area. Deforestation contributes to
global warming by

A. reducing the amount of oxygen produced during photosynthesis.
B. increasing the amount of carbon dioxide released during respiration.
C. reducing the amount of carbon dioxide used by trees for photosynthesis.
D. increasing the amount of water vapor released into the atmosphere during

transpiration.

S. The layer of the atmosphere where weather � rain, snow, wind, hurricanes � occurs is
called the ? .

A. thermosphere
B. mesosphere
C. stratosphere
D. troposphere

9. Ozone in the upper atmosphere protects the earth from the harmful effects of

A. ultraviolet radiation
B, visible radiation  light!
C. infrared radiation
D. radio waves
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Which layer of the atmosphere contains the protective ozone shield?10.

A. thermosphere
B. mesosphere
C. stratosphere
D. troposphere

Besides coal, another example of a fossil fuel is

A. geothermal heat
B. wind
C, natural gas
D. sunlight

12. If used more often, which energy source listed below could help reduce the amount of
carbon dioxide accumulating in the atmosphere?

A. electricity
B. sunlight
C. gasolme
D. coal

13. The Gulf Coast mainland is protected from the full force of hurricanes by natural
formations that form parallel to the shoreline, They are called

A. barrier islands
B, levees
C. sea walls
D. spoil banks

Use the diagram and chart below as a reference in answering questions 14 and 15.

The highest temperature was recorded at14.

A. noon, outside the greenhouse
B. noon, inside the greenhouse
C. 2 pm, inside the greenhouse
D. 2 pm, outside the greenhouse

At what rate did the temperature rise inside the greenhouse between 10 am and noon?15.

A. 1 'C/hour B. 2 'C/hour C. 3 'C/hour D. 4 'C/hour



SHORT ANSWER: Using your best writing skills � spelling, punctuation, grammar�
respond to the following statements.

1. Explain the similarities between earth's atmosphere and a greenhouse.

2. Name three possible consequences of global warming and climatic change.

3, Describe three actions that you, as an individual, can take to reduce greenhouse gases in
the atmosphere.



EVALUATION ANSWERS

MULTIPLE CHOICE:

SHORT ANSWER:

1. Similarities between earth's atmosphere
and a greenhouse include:

~ The glass  plastic! panels of a greenhouse and
earth's atmosphere are both transparent to
solar radiation  sunlight!,

~ Light that hits plants and soil in the
greenhouse is absorbed and then emitted as
infrared radiation; the same phenomenon
occurs as light hits earth's surface, objects,
and living things.

~ The air inside a greenhouse is warmer than
the air outside because infrared radiation is
trapped inside by the glass panels of the
greenhouse. In a similar way, the air around
the earth is kepf warm because carbon dioxide
and other greenhouse gases absorb infrared
radiation  heat!, preventing its escapeinto
outer space.

2, Possible consequences of global warming
and climatic change include:  Refer to
Background Information for further
explanation.!

~ Sea level rise will cause flooding, loss of
wetland habitats, and saltwater intrusion into

dri nki ng supplies.

~ Severe weather may increase � tropical
storms, hurricanes, winter storms, drought.

t 33

1. C

2. B

3. D

4. D

5. A

6. C

7. C

9. A

10. C

11, C

12, B

13. A

14. C

15. B

~ More forest fires will occur during droughts.

~ Agriculture patterns will change.

> Biodiversity will decline,

3. Many individual actions can help reduce
greenhouse emissions. Refer to fhe
Background Information on page 8 for possible
answers,
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overpopulation and overpopulation in other
species, though, is that human» have been able,
through ingenuity and the development of
modern technology, to delay natural adjust-
ment.

Other species are not so adept at modifying
their environment. When their populations
exceed the habitat's carrying capacity, disease,
famine, and sometimes violence  cannibalism!
occur to bring the population back into balance.

By examining overpopulation in Gulf Coast
species other than humans, students will be
able to understand the corisequences that are
possible if the human population continues to
grow exponentially. Thev will also learn that
the painful adjustments for overpopulation can
be avoided if humans act now to stabilize

population growth and use earth's resources
sustainably.

The Background. Information and Activity
suggestions that follow will be helpful in dis-
cussing population concepts and issues prior to
viewing the video and in guiding students
toward logical and meaningful conclusions
throughout the viewing and postviewing
activities.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Everything Is Connected

Some say that the First Law of Ecology can
be summarized in the statement "everything is
connected to everything else." This truism is
evident as one considers the number of inter-
dependent relationships that occur within an
ecosystem, The term ecosystem itself reflects
connectedness for it is defined as a place where
living  biotic! things interact with each other
and v ith their nonliving  abiotic! environment,

The organisms that inhabit an ecosystem
can be separated into smaller groups called
species. All the members of the same species
that live in the ecosystem comprise a popu-
lation, and the specific area where the
population lives is called its habitat, All the
various populations living and interacting in
the ecosystem form a community.

Interactions in an ecosystem are of two
types. One type occurs within or between
species. The other type occur» between organ-
isms  species! and the nonliving environment
� air, water, minerals, weather, etc. These two

types of interactions provide a means for both
survival and balanced population growth
among the ecosystem's inhabitants,

Some community interactions include:

~ The transfer of the srtn's enerqJ from producers
to consumers Photosynthetic plants and
algae produce food using energy from the
sun and inorganic materials  carbon dioxide
and water! in the environment. Herbivores
eat plants and they, in turn, are eaten by
carnivores, Scavengers and decomposers
 detritivores! eat or break down organi»ms
after they die. These interconnected feeding
relationships in an ecosystem form food
chains and food webs. The energy trans-
ferred as food at each junction in the chain or
web fuels the life processes  growth, repro-
duction, movement, etc.! in the consuming
organism.

Many
Birds

ma
de

sn

See
Turtle Eggs

Salt marsh food web

~ Predator!preit tvlatiortships � One animal  the
predator! kills and eats another animal  the
prey!. In this relationship the predator
obtains food and the prey population is kept
at a level the ecosystem can support,

~ Compctitiou Members of the »arne species
or different species vie for the same habitat
needs � food, shelter, water, space, etc.
Competition insures that those organisms
most suited to the environment will survive

and provide offspring for the next
generation.

~ St]ntbi otic relationships Two different
species live together in a close, long-term



association. A classic example of symbiosis is
the algae-fungi association known as lichen;
the fungus provides a moist place for the
algae to live and the algae provide» nutrition
 food! for the fungus.

ln»orne»yrnbiotic relati<>n»hip» both species
benctit  mutuali»rn!, in others one benefits at
the expense or harm of the second  para-
sitism!. In the third  commen»ali»m! <>ne
species benefits and the other»p«cies is
neutral neither hclpcd nor harmed. I'hese
relationship» allow at least one ot the par-
ticipating species to live in an «n>. ironment
that would otherwisc hc inho»pitahle,

The concepts ot finite resources and inter-
connectedne»» among»pecies are pivotal in
understanding th« impact of oi erpopu!ation on
an ecosystem. When more resources are used
by one group, less are available for <>th«r
organi»rn» and for the nonliving part of the
«nvironment,

Since everything i» interconnected, if one
part i» depleted, v eakened, or missing, balance
is ln»t and the entire ecosvstern suffers,
Limiting factors generallv keep each species'
population grov th in check,

Growth Patterns in Nature

Some interactions bet~veen living things
and the nonliving «nvironment include:

~ Cy<lin<; of »r»te!i<<1» ne<ess<rrig f<>r life water;
oxygen, carbon, nitrogen, phosphorus, sultur,
etc. These cycles are called biogeochemical
cycles because organisms  pr<>ducer» and
consumers! interact with the air, water, and
soil of earth to recycle the chemicals.

~ Uie of sol<rr <'»<.'rgb Organisms u»c infrared
radiation for heat and x isible light f<>r vision
and photosynthesis.

~ U»<' of r<>»i< r � Wat«r is a major component
in cells and is a transport medium in all
organisms, Surface water  lak«», rivers,
estuaries, etc.! provide» habitat for many
species.

~ 1!<fak<' of or<lee!r pro»! tl!e»ir or f!'o»! th» rent<'r
Most organisms require oxygen to chemically
break down food to release energy for life
proces»e».

Generally, the earth is considered a closed
system, so the sub»tance» that are vital for life
are finite in limited supply. 'I'hat means that
all the rnatter that m ill ever be on the earth is

here now; no materia! is being created, and
none is being destroyed; it is merely changing
form  the Law of C:onservation of Mass! a» it
cvcles from elements to organisms then,
thn>ugh decomposition, back to elements,

Some ot the interactions previously
described in»ure that these finite»ubstancc»
are rccvcled and reused generation after
generation.

The gr<>» th rate of a population i» deter-
mined bv three factors � birth rate, death rate

 mortality!, and, if the organisms are mobile,
rni gra ti on.

Birth rate is the number added to the
population thr<>ugh repr<>duction during a vcar
per 1000 individual», Death rate, is the number
that die in. a population during a year per 1000
individuals,

For most animal groups, migration  the
movement of individuals into or out of the

population in a gii en area! also affects popu-
lation size. A population of raccoons, for
example, mav he increased by individuals
moving into the habitat from another place-
irnmigration or decreased by individuals
leaving the habi ta t � emigra tion,

High birth rates and immigration serve to
increase a population m bile high death rates
and emigration reduce population size.

Additionally, a number of habitat condi-
tion» atfect birth rate, death rate, and migration,
These limiting factors in a habitat  ~ hich often
hinge on the interactions listed in the previous
section! help keep population sizes in check
equal to ~~ hat the habitat can support with its
rc»ourc«». They include thc amount or type of:

~ nutrient»  I'<>od!

~ fresh water

~ Iix ing space

~ m i ncral»



~ disease
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~ interacti<>n» v ith other organisms  predation,
competition, and svmL>io»i. !

+ climate and weather  precipitati<>n, tern-
perature, wlrtd, and we>ther events»uch 1»
hurricane», tornadoes, and l 1oods!

I opulation size is dynamic  contirlulally
changing! as limiting fact<>r» in the. habitat
change from season to»»a»on and vear t<> v«ar.
When habitat conditions are fa~ orabl« for

gr<>wth, a p<>pulation increase», but u hen f'ood,
wat»r, and space begin to gro>~ scarce, or
adverse weather condition» o:cur, death rate
increases and the population size declines.
Onc» the habi ta t recovers, a period of gro>v th
begins again.

Limiting factors determine th«carrying
capacity of a habitat the maxi>num numb»r
of individuals the haLnitat can support.
Generally, a species' populati<>n «ize fluctuate»
 rises and falls! as the carrying capacity varies.

A population that «h<>w« thi» fluctuating
pattern around the averag» carrving capacitv of
the habitat is said to be in dynamic equili-
brium  changing but balance�! w ith its
environment,

Growth pattern for a population in dynamic equilibrium
with the environment.

A different growth curve forms >vhen a
population i» not being aff«cted bv limiting
factors, Because nothing imp»d»s its gro>vth,
birth rate is high, mortality i» low, and the
numb»r of india idual« in the p<>pulati<>rn
increases bv a large percentage each g»neration.

Exponential growth i««irnilar to the
growth of money»arning int«r»«t in a»aving«
account. The hase amount grows hy a certain
percentage each time the intere»t is
compounded, Although the irutial amount may
be small, and growth may be slow at first, oi er

a period ol time, the sum irr the account grows
quit» larg», it no mon»v is withdrawn.

The graph of a population growing expo-
n»ntiallv slowly begins to curie upward then
suddenly bends and goes straight up to form a
I-shape.

Applying that arialogy to a population,
consider that a pair of field mice migrate into a
meadow where there are. no other mice and no
mouse predators snakes, hawks, cats, »tc.
Fo<>d i» abundant and places to f'ind shelter for
protection and n««ting are plentiful.

At first, the population increases from the
offspring <>f the pair alone.  Field rrrice g<'rrcrally
l>rodrrcc f> lrrrl>ics p<'r litter rr»<7 rrrrrrt lrrrr>c rry to 17
litt<'r. l>er rl<'rrr tirnt s l>ot<'rrtintly 202 l>nl>ri »lie<'irr
<>>re.' 'E/>'rrr'fr'<>rrr <>rre prrir.'! But, once offspring begin
to r«ach r»productiv» maturitv  between t~ <> to
three months after birth!, and have litters of
their <>wn, the rrumber of mice quickly swells.
Bv th««nd of > v«ar, the populati<>n would be
in the thousands and the meadow would be
overrun with mice!

Examples of »xponential growth in popu-
lations include:

~ mold growing on a piece of bread

~ weeds gro~.ir>g in a newly plowed field

~ an exotic «pecie» in a habitat where resources
are abundant and predators are few  zebra
lYlu»sels and rl utrra!

~ the current worldwide gross th ot the human
pop u 1 ation

Ultimately, all populations are controlled
bv some limiting factor. because the resources in
any habitat are finite. When the number in a
populatk>n exceeds the carrying capacitv,
famine, starvation, disease, and violence may
result in a decline or crash of th» population,



Lrnfortunately, the natural corrective action
sometimes comes after much damage has been
inflicted on the habitat by the population
growing out of control, The current exponen-
tial growth and overconsumption of resources
by the human population is a case in point,

Human Population Growth and
Overconsumption

The growth curve for Ho»to sapie»s, modern
man, reflects the classic exponential pattern. It
is estimated that 25,000 years ago humans may
have numbered about three million. Over the
next 15,000 years  until the er>d of the last ice
age, about 10,000 years ago!, population growth
was slow  indicated by the gentle slope upward
in the human population graph!. The estimated
human population 10,000 years ago was about
five million. However, the population has
increased at an accelerated rate since that time

� 5,000 years ago it reached 100 million and by
1850 AD it was one billion.
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About two hundred years ago the human
population's growth pattern began to turn
straight up forming the characteristic J-shaped
exponential curve,

~ By 1930 the world population had doubled to
2 billion.

~ By 1975 �5 years later! it had doubled again
to 4 billion

~ In 1995 the population was 5.7 billion.

~ At the present growth rate of 1.7",~~ per year,
the human population is expected to reach 6
billion by the turn of the century.

The reasons for this change from slow,
stable growth to exponential gr<>wth are written
in the social and economic history of man.

difference between the
number ot' births and deaths  if the birth rate is
higher than the death rate, the population
increases; if the opposite is true, the population
decreases!. Limiting factors irr the envir<>nment
influence both the birth rate and the death rate.

Ho»><> s<rpr<'n» ot 25,000 years ago lived as
nomadic hunter-gatherers. Weather conditions
were harsh  ice age! and the availability of food
varied seasonally. I'oor nutrition and disease
result»d in high death rates that kept the
average life span at about 28 to 30 years.

Birth rates, on the other hand, m ere low.
Studies suggest that females in prirnitiv»
hunter-gatherer societies did not reach child-
bearing age until 19 or 20. Children were
breast-fed for three or four years, and during
that time, the ~ omen did not ovulate. This
increased the interval between children and
therefore reduced the birth rate. Since birth
rates and death rates were about equal, the
population grew slowly for 15,000 years.

Approximately 10,000 years ago, H<rrrro
sapierrs began to raise animals arrd grow crops;
agricultural communities replaced hunter-
gather societies, With this change came
improved nutrition, longer II te span, and higher
birth rates. The population curve began to turn
upward.

Growth rate increased steadily until about
200 years ago when the Industrial Revolution
together with advancements in science and
medicine drastica]ly changed human society
and its relationship to nature.

+ People began to leave the farm and cluster in
cities to work in factories; in industrialized
nations, a more affluent middle class
developed,

~ Communication and transportation advance-
ments allowed the sharing of ideas and
goods.

~ The cause of disease wa» discovered and
vaccines and antibiotics ~ ere developed to



control or. eliminate once fatal disease»�
small pox, diphtheria, tuberculosis, etc.

~ Improved agricultural practices the use of
commercial fertilizers ind pesticides and the
invention of modern farm equipment
increased food productivity. Human
nutrition improved and fewer died from
famine and starvation,

~ New methods of solid waste disposal and
sewage and water treatment provided better
sanitation and living conditi<>n».

These examples represent a few of the
advancements in science and technology that
have impro< ed human living standards,
driving the birth rate up  less infant mortality!
and the death rate down  increised life span!.
The increased difference bet<veen birth and

death rates has, in turn, acceJerated the
population growth rate of the last 200 years.

Fortunately, the need to reduce population
growth has been recognized by people and
governments worldwide. Population statistics
are beginning to show decreased birth rates in
most countries.

Overpopulation, however, is more than
just a problem of too many individuals, These
individuals are living longer and, therefore,
placing an increased demand on the earth' s
finite resources by consuming more food, water,
materials for shelter, and fossil fuels.

Plus, humans now use resources for things
other than subsistence. For example, grain, the
basic ingredient in bread, is also used to make
snacks, fuel, and pet food, while oil, the basic
ingredient in gasoline, is also a major ingredient
in plastics and synthetic fabrics.

Although the rate of population growth in
some nations has begun to level off  and in
some cases decline!, the rate of consumption i»
still gro>A ing exponentially. People in de-
veloped  industrialized! cou ntries, especia l ly
the United States, are consuming a dispro-
portionate share of the resources. A child born
into a middle-class American family, for
example, will consume in his <>r her lifetime
twice the amount of food an«i five times the

amount of ener~ as a child born into an
average family in a developing  non-
industrialized! country such as India.

Both problems, rapid population growth
and overconsumption, are causing stress on
earth's life support systems � biogeochernical

cycles, food webs, ozone protection. As the
human population increases, demand for
earth's resources of water, food, materials to
build shelter, fossil fuels, minerals, ar>d space
also increase.

With the increased use of these resources,
rn<>re pollution occurs, more habitat becomes
degraded or destroyed, and more opportunistic
species dominate at the expense ar>d decline of
the less aggressive species.

These forms of stress are evidenced by the
environmental problems discussed in previous
Proj eot Tell<is riodules:

~ De«li»hrg lriortirrersity � caused by
habitat degradation from pollution,
deforestation, residential and
commerciaI development, wetland
drain-and-fill projects, and the
introducti<>n of exotic species.

+ O. o»e depletio» � from the release
of chlorofluorocarbons used to make
products such as Freon and foam
packagrng.

~ D<'pletio» of aq»ifi'rs as ground-
water is pumped for crop irrigation,
industrial use, and human
consun>ption faster than it can be
renewed through the water cycle.

~ Poll«tiorr of s«rfacc roaters � due to
fertilizers, pesticides, and t<>xic
substances from agricultural,
residential and industrial runoff and

dumping.

~ Air poll«tion � from the burning of
fossil fuels in vehicles, factories, and
power plants.

+ Possibl< <;lobai <var»ri»g arrd <:lir»ati«
«har<g» from the excessive release
of heat-trapping greenhouse gases
into the atmosphere.

~ The erosion of soil a>rd depletio» of its
»«tri«»fs thxough poor
management of agricultural and
forested area».

~ Ov<rfishing, ooerh<urtirrg, an</
or'er;<,razi ig � as demands tor food
and recreation increase, the world' s
oceans, forests, and grasslands are
depleted,



~ Use water wisely,
without waste.

C.!

:Vlanaging Population Growth and
Consumption

Continued population grov th and over-
consumption have placed man on a collision
course with limiting factors in nature. Some
demographem, people who study population
dynamics, predict that the earth's simple
carrying capacity for humans  maximum
number for which it can meet basic needs! is
between 10 and 14 billion.

However, if the planet is stressed with 5.7
billion people, what will be the impact of tv ice
that number? What will the living stand.ard for
humans be like with that many people
competing for resources?

If humans are truly wise, as our species
name, sapiens, implies, then we must each

~ recognize the limits imposed on all of us by
exponential human grov, th.

~ encourage people to slow population growth,

~ manage our resources sustainably.

Individuals can help sustain resources by
reducing v aste and overconsumption. As
consumers, they must make conscious choices
.o:

~ Buy reusable products rather than disposable
ones.

~ Reuse or recycle packaging items such as
v rapping paper, grocery bag», ribbon, etc.

~ Buy products made from recycled materials.

~ Trv to drive less. Plan meals and other

household needs to avoid multiple trips
during the v eek to the supermarket; walk,
bike, or carpool as much as possible.

~ Compost yard clippings
to produce garden soil
rather than buying it.

~ Use pesticides and
fertilizers as instructed

on the packaging to
avoid excess in runoff.

~ Think of ways to redu
energy used for coolin
and heating. I'lant
trees to shade

property and help
reduce cooling
costs.

~ Wear extra clothes when it is cold so the

thermostat can be set lov er in the house, at
school, a n d at work.

~ Before buying, ask the question, "Do l need
this, and will I use it, or do I just v'ant it?"
Practice buving more of what is needed and
less of what is simply desired,

FFo~no snpieris, just like any other species, are
subject to limiting factors in the environment,
but they have some power to manipulate those
factors. 'I'his power can be used to sustain life
on earth at a comfortable level, or it can result
in. a decline in the quality of living conditions.

Life as wc know it could end if people do
not take steps to conserve resources. It also
could end if the exponential increase in popu-
lation v orldwide is not recognized and
controlled. If waste and consumption are
replaced by conservation and wise use, exist-
ing resources can support the Ho>!ro sapieu
population for this and future generations,

TEACHING SEQUENCE

~ Qg PreviewingG Questions and
Answers

1, Divide the class into cooperative learning
groups and have them answer/brainstorm
the Previewing Questions given on page 1U.
[20 minutes]

2. Discuss student responses, Emphasize the
meaning of the follov ing vocabulary terms
during thc discussion: ccosvstem, species,
population, community, producers,
consumers, detritivores, competition,
predator/prey relationships, symbiotic
relationships, and habitat, [20 minutes]

3. Collect the previewing questions and
answers; question 0 4 will be the basis for
a class discussion at the end of the module.

[5 minutes]

/II Begin the Video andI Do Activity I

Watch the video until instructed bv thc

narrator to pause for Activity I: Rats and
Armadillos in a Salt Marsh Habitat.

[10 minutes]







 +so

Limiting factors: Conditions in a habitat
which control the rate at which popu-
lation size changes.  Availability of
food, pollution, adverse weather
conditions, disease are examples.!

Migration: The movement of individuals
into or out of an ecosystem.

Non-industrialized  developing! countries:
Nations with agricultural and small
manufacturing economies that are
striving to provide for most people' s
basic needs {clean water, food, shelter,
space!. Health and welfare services are
available only to a few at the top of the
economic and social ladder.  South
Africa, Kenya, Asia, Mexico, and many
Latin American countries are examples.!

Overpopulation: When a population's size
exceeds its habitat's ability to supply
enough water, food, shelter, space, or
other requirements for survival.

PREVIEWING QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS

1. An ec<>system is an area where living things
 plants, animals, microbes, etc.! interact
with each other and with their nonliving
environment  water, air, zninerals, soil, etc.!.
All the members of a particular species
living in an ecosystem at the same time
make up a populati<>n. All the different
populations in the ecosystem combine to
f<>rm a communitv.

a. Name ten different p<>p<.<latiuns you
would expect to find in a pond ecosystem
of the Gulf Coast region. Ye as specific
[commor< names[ a» possible.

Answers will vary, Encourage students
to include producers, herbix ores,
carnivores, and detritia ores. For
example: baM crflrress trees, alg<z<', dzzckzziee<f,
zonter lilies, szzni ls, grass ihrirrzlr, <frag<»if lies,
zrzos<lz<itoes, »iiizno<z<s, perch, catfislz, bass,

Population: All members of the same
species living in particular area during a.
specific time.

Predator/prey relationships: 9ne animal
serves as food for another animal. The
predator kills and eats the prey.

Producers: Organisms that make their own
food  aufotrophs!.

Species: A group of similar organisms that
interbreed in nature to produce fertile
offspring.

Sustainable use: Using earth's renewable
resources in a way that wiU neither alter
nor reduce their availability for future
generations.

Zero population growth; When growth
stabilizes in a population because the
number of births equals deaths

«>nter i»OCCaSiiiS, ZtinrrZOrr<t-b<ZCk <Oaf< r SiiakeS,
l»<I1frOgS, S<Z aiirair<fez S, CO»zriiO» egrets, great
biz<< lzero»s, i<a<i<i<i <lz<cks, »<<tria, »zi<skr<zts,
raccoorzs, crnz<>fish, nrzd bacterin,

b. Describe some interactions that might
occur between these populations.

~ F<r<i<t inteznetianS SnailS <'at algae, perch
e<Zf . rl<iils, r'<Z« <zOrl' <' Zt lier'Cli, lracferin
6< co»ilros< all of these orgnriis»is aftez' the</
<ii<.

~ C<»rfpetltzozz Meirzbevs of the s<zzize species
COrrrl><'te <Vi tli eneh <>ther fOr f<iOCf, lZZ<li iig aird
ZreSfir g Sp<zeeS, av»l vrinteS. SOi»efi »ieS
»iezizlieri of <lifter<'rzf sp«' i<'s < ozzztrete for tlze
sn»ze jo<rd, slrnc<, aizd shelter egrets a>z<f
blii<' her<!rZS bOth eaf fiSh, frOgS, Srz<zkeS  iii<7
< i <zzafish,

~ C<7<zlzer<zti <»z � S ozzie species provi <le shel ter
fOI' <rthev SpeereS �  OOO<i <lliikS ri<'Sf in
czg.r ress t r«'.'i.



~ more noise
more cars

it<ting

wer trees

less biodiversity

more trash

Answers are numerous some suggestions
are:

List 10 things you would like to have, to be,
or to have done by the time you are 30 years
old,

Answers v ill vary. List some of the student
responses on the board. Tell students that
they will have a chance to add to or take
av ay from the list at the end of the module.

Collect the previewing questions and
answers; question ¹ 4 will be the basis for
a class discussion at the end of the module.

POSTVIEWING QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS

Ground level ozone is emitted from indus-
tries and vehicle» that burn fossil fuels, This
type of pollution interferes with photo-
synthesis in plants � when ozone levels are
high, plant growth decrease», How would a
reduction in plant grov th affect other parts
of a food web?

Fe<z>er plants zoo<rid b» avai lnbl» for hcr'bivores,
therefore there zr>ozrtd be less prey fnr predrrtors
 carrzi<>ores!, All popzrlatiorzs irr the habi tat
zoozrld declirze because all are directlrt <rr
irrdirectlrt a'ependenf orr the errergy stored irr
the food that phrnts nurke.

Name some ways that the human popu-
lation has negatively altered earth' s
environment.

Qi!

c. Name some ways that the nonliving
environment  soil, water, air, climate! and
the living environment interact.

Answer» will vary. Encourage students
to think back to previous Project Tellus
modules for answers.

Plrzrzts rzrzd <rig<re use carborr droxr<te,  <rrrter
and zninerals fronr the porrd to»rake food
 lrtzotosztrr thesis!.

~ Most orgcrnisnrs tnkein  l>rcnthe! ov<tgerr from
the rrir or zoater,

~ Plarrts release oxrtgen i<<to th» zoate>-arzd
nt»<osphere durirrg plrotosynthesis.

~ Solar energy provides light for. phot<rs<trzthesis
nrrd infrnred rndratiozr to <varrrr the en! t'h.

2. Name at least four resources or conditions

that a habitat must supply for plants and
animals to survive. What would happen if
any one of these resources or conditions
became depleted through overuse or
degraded through pollution?

Answers should include some of the
following: food, rr>ater, slrace, oxygen, places
for shelter arzd hiding tfor arzirrrnls!, light nrrd
soil rnirzerals  for plarlts!, szrit<rb!» clim rte,

lf a corzdi tron r<'ct«ired for survival zoas depleted,
f et ver i r zdi vi dr rais cou ld su rvi r>e, t f the reso zr rce
<air, «venter, soil! <oas <tegraded, the species zoorrld
either die ozrt, beconre rr><'ak, or if rrrolrile, nzigrate
to <r nezr> locatiorz u>here conditr'orzs zoere bet ter.

3. Consider the following scenario, A large
ship-building company plans to build a
factory on some land along the river just
outside your town. A thousand new
families will be moving into the area, How
will these changes negatively affect your
comm uni ty?  Consider social, economic,
and environmental effects.!

Write "more people" on the chalkboard
then have students offer ideas about how

life in the town would change. Use arrows
pointing away from the central theme
"more people" to list the ideas on the board.
lf one effect is an outgro~~ th of another, link
the tv o with an arrow as shown:

~ more noise

~ more trash
~ mor« traffic

~ more pollution
~ less available housing

ferA er tree»

~ less animal habitat

~ more crime

~ dirtier water

~ crowded

schools in

the fall

~ more building
~ crowded

recreational

sites



EXTENSIONS

0

Responses will vary, The following are a
fera suggestions.

~ Habi tats lie><re lice!i degr<>dedn>zd losf dice to
i>!clnstrini, residerrtial n>rd ny~ri< iclfiiral
d ' <clop»re>if in n!'ens fhcrf < 'c re pre 'ioz slit
fc?rest, z  < tier! J IS, Jnec dOZ >S, c te.

~ Exof!c si>ec Jes hcz<'c' l?«''>1 i>itJ'odi < ed f liat oret-
c<?>J>pete >>czfizre speciesfor foc>d, si?ace, a7zd
slic'lfer, tl>i s zoecrke!zi!zc? flic esfczb!ishe<I
coos fsteiiis.  AJ<;< >>fr' ie fire airt', i!ictrin,
c'bra»rzcssels, I.z dz!c, n>rd z ~nter Izyaci>ztirs!

~ Wnter pollz!tio>i fro»i i>rdiistrial, Jesicle>>fiat,
arid ng>iczritz rnl rz >>off Iias led tc? the decline
Of » <z>z<J acl catic <i!id >J>ni 1 >1<' Sp<'Ci<'S,

~ OVeVC<7>ZSJ !>!pf JOr1 Of,g>VO! rrdr >at<'r fOr i rri-
gati>zp crops, i!zdzcstvinl  csc.', a>zd reside>ztinl
piirposes has led tc? zc<c>fev o'Icortnq~<'s a!zd
cteI>feted n I J!ifers i! i so	>e arc'czs of the zvorid,

~ The eXCeSS oe < JniSS!oii Of g~><.enh<7  se g~nses iS
pOSSil>l / C�  Si Jig the cr !.vc>it «>arid< >ide
< 'ai'i>i>J>g f J c.'!>d,

3. H<iw have industrialization and human

population growth causect the environ-
rnental problem» mentioned in question ¹2?

~ As fhe 1!i »ia>i popi iafi<iii grnzvs, people
re<I cire»io> e of tire ea7'fh s sr<1? pil/ of loafer;
food, space, and siielter. Tizis ved«ces tire
c>1!loi!>it <7z>ailczble f<ii' ofh<'v si>ac!<'s <z>id,
fherefor'e, leads to decii >zi 1; t; I?iodiz~evsi t t,

~ BOC<zr<Se trn!iSpOrtatiO>i betZ reen <'O	 ti»<»tS is
coJ>i>no>1, <'xotic species fi>id tireii 1  nzf into
 or eiy»> 1!abitnts»iore easil<1.

~ TIze nniozi>it of pollictio>z fir<?»r i>zdii trig,
agriciclti re, aizd resideiztial areas i Jzcrenses
c S fhe pOpi lati<?>7 gv<! OS.

~ More people niearrs iii<ire <?z »'>in<; of fossil
f«eLs tO Si ppl I oner'; I fOr fra>ZSpOrfa 'iO>i,
»iaiirifaetiC>ing, arrd a�vicz�tiive. ThiS
i >z<.reases g! ee>zh�  s ' gasc's i rz the nt rrrospitere,

4. Discus» question. ¹4 from the Previewing
Questions.

~ Retr r!i the Pre i<'zoi!ry> Qrce'tio>i» arrd
Arrsz erS tO tire StirdcirtS  Z>1<1 nllOZ  n fern
>rzi >ri!fes for sf>!de»ts f<? !ez~ise fizei>.
aspirntions  <zcld or tnk< n«>ct�!.

~ Dra< ! 3 co!i »r!is o!i fhe boavd.

~ List the sticdeirt rc sp<r>ises iii tire fivsf coliciriii
a>id rail>1 tire resicifs for ench s  ggesfior> iii the
seco?id  the >zic>nber thnt <oarit a car, VCR,
sterec>, TV, boat, hc!nie, childrerz, zoealth,
healtlr, n <le@re afro»i cofle<?e, to c'nf clii>ize> o»t
ez~<rlr >zigirf, travel to foreign coi ntries, etc.!

~ Have tile class ciecide  el!ether each vespo!ise is
ci "r ><Z>rt" Ov n ">iced." Write the CO>JSe�S!iS

z>r fir[' fizz!'d col>i!Jr Jz.

~ Haze <'ac.'Ii str dent !'dentifii tliree "zca!its"
fro! Jz tire list tiiaf s ize! z 'oicld be roilli »<; to do
z !ifhozcf i>i order to beconie less ccinszc!rcptive
E!ZCO  rng» the!!i to ref>cri!Z frOni thOSe three
coi!sic>!r ptive behaz>iors <I> J i Jrg fhe co>>ri >zg
z vek.

"Earth: the Apple of Our Eye" � modeling
the earth's finite land resources:

+ Show vour students a globe ora poster of
the earth in space. Emphasize that the
earth is a closed svstem  z >itiz the exception
ofs<?lar <>i<rg�, ever tthi!rg is cor fai>red
z <itizi!> the I?Or! Jrda!  I of eartir's at»r isp1>eve!
with finite resources  water, soil, min-
erals, and air are in a limited supply!.

~ Tell the students to think <if the earth as

an apple.

~ Using a kitchen knife, cut a large apple
into quarters. Set aside three of the
quarters and ask, "What do you think the
three quarters represent?"  Ocea>zs co<'e!
three-foz rtirs  ?fthe earti 's s>crfcice.!

~ The fourth quarter represents all the land
area of the earth. Cut this "land" in half
and set aside one of the pieces. The part
set aside represents all the land on earth
that is inhospitable to humans polar
areas, deserts, very high or rocky znoun-
tains, Ask, "What fraction of the whole
apple  earth! is left?" f11'8 !

This 1!8 portion r<'prese!its tire ln!id < >here
pc'ople cn	 live, l?nt o!>I>/ pnrf of flic In»d caii
lre  ised to gr >z > food.



C!

~ Cut the 1/8 piece into four sections. Set
aside three of these pieces and ask, "What
traction of the apple  earth! is left?"
�/32!

Ask students to suggest what the. other 3
pieces represent.  They r epreserrt areas fhat
are too rock[<, n>et, cold, steepor rt>ith too poor
soil to produce food. They also represer>f the
cities, highrrarls, shoppi rrg eerr ters, school»,
parks, factories, parki r rg lofs, arrd other places
n>lrer e people lit'e l>rrt do rrot grou food.!

~ Carefully peel the 1/32 slice of apple,
Show the students the verv small, thin
peeling. It represents the thin layer ot'
earth � less than five feet deep upon
which humans depend for growing food.

Agricultural advancements � fertilizer,
pesticides, machinery � have enabled
the world to feed many of its people.
But, with a fixed land re»ource and an
ever-increasing number of people to feed
from that land base, each person' s
portion becomes smaller and smaller as
the population grows. Additionally, the
land can be made unusablc through
pollution and erosion, Because earth' s
land, water, and air are finite, it is e»sen-
tial to protect them from pollution and
overconsurnp tion.

[Adapted and reprinted with permission from
For Earth's Sake: Lessor>sir> I'ol>rrlatiorr arrd the
Errr>ir orrrrre>zt, Zero> Population Growth, Inc,,
c 1989. 1400 Sixteenth Street, NW Suite 32,
Washington, DC 20036]

Compare developed  industrialized! and
developing  non-industrialized! countries:
Network with social studies teachers to
have student group» research and compare
two different countries � one indus-

trialized the other non-industrialized.

~ Divide the class into groups,

~ Have each group research and write a
report comparing the resources and
living conditions  availability of food,
clean water, housing, clothes, medicine,
education, and employment! in two
countries � one a de> eloping  third-
world! country and the other a
developed  industrialized! country.

 See Vocabulary definitions for
examples in each category.!

~ Have them conclude the report by
»ugge»ting ways that developed coun-
tries can help developing countries
advance their stanclard of living.

Have each group present their findings
to the class.

~ AII~>w time for the cIass t<> discuss the
pros and cons associated with the
suggestion» for helping developing
countrie» money, technology, tax
breaks on their exports, »ervices
provided by government  I-'eace Corp»!,
religiou», or private agencies.

3. Ways to "reuse:" Many hou»ehold items,
which are usually thn>wn away, can be
reused. Reusing these items helps decrea»e
oi erconsumption by reducing the demand
for newlv manufactured item».

~ Have the class brainstor rn ways to reuse
each of the items belov'. Encourage
them to be creative no suggestion i»
too absurd. Ask them to suggest other
items for the list.

plastic containers and lids from foods
such as yogurt and margarine

coffee cans and lids
bab> food jars and lid»
35mm film canisters and lid»

toilet paper r<>ll»
paper towel rolls
paper bags
plastic shopping bags
shoe boxe»

small boxes with covers

popsicle sticks
ribbon, yarn, »tring
rug scraps
cardboard oatmeal boxes
clay or plastic fIowerp~>t»

Encourage the students to begin a
reduce, reuse, recycle, repair campaign
in their homes.

4. Math: If the world's human population i»
5.7 billion �996!, and it i» growing at an
annual rate of 1.7;o, by how many will the
population increase next year?



�,700,000,000 people x 0.017 = 96,900,000 =
96.9 million additional people!

5. I'opulation explosion: It took from the
beginning of human history until 1960 for
the world population to reach three billion.
In less than 40 years that number has almost
doubled to 5.7 billion, Th» human popu-
lation is growing exponentially  increasing
at an accelerated rate from year to year!.
T' he 4 minute video entitled World l'op><lo-
tion powerfully illustrates the human
population's growth and distribution from
I A.D. to the year 2020.

After watching the film, have the students
discuss ways to reduce the growth rate of
the human population to attain zero popu-
]ation growth.  The Proj <'ct Tellus team is
NOT advocating the following measures,
but merely preparing the teacher for ideas
that students may mention pros and cons
should be discussed for anv suggestion.!

~ medical means

~ adjusting religious doctrines concerning
family planning

~ government restrictions on the number
of births allowed per family

~ adoption as an alternative to
childbearing

[The 16 mm film or I /2" VHS video can be
obtained by contacting Zero Population
Growth  ZPG!, 1400 16th Street NW ¹320,
Washington, DC 20036. The cost is $29.95
plus $3.00 for postage and handling. The
film is often available through county,
parish, or regional school board libraries.J

6. Prepare a newsletter: Have students work in
groups to compile a newsletter reporting on
the effects of human population growth on
natural resources in your state  or the Gulf
of Mexico region!. Each student in the
group will be responsible for researching
and writing an article reporting on one of
the following:

~ water shortages
~ water pollution
~ habi ta t loss
~ declining biodiversity

cl irnatic change
~ air pollution
~ deforestation

The newsletter may also include adver-
tisements, cartoons, an editorial, cliagrams,
and graphs.

lf your school has a computer lab and access
to a desktop publishing program, network
with the computer teacher tu hai e the
students format the newsletter in the

computer lab.

Display the newsletters in a. prominent
place  school libr«ry, front hall, cafeteria, etc.!
so the entire student body, faculty, and
administration will be impacted by the
news.



ACnvlrY I

Objectives

Description

C!

RATS AND ARMADILLOS IN A
SALT MARSH HABITAT
 Teacher Instructions!

~ To pl<>t and interpret graphs of two animal
populations.

To compare a population changing in
dynamic equilibrium with r>ne growing
exponentially.

~ To describe factors that may limit
population growth.

This activity is based upon a hypothetical
but believable situation in a C'ulf Coast salt
marsh habitat, Th» purpose of the activity is to
demonstrate that populations living in the same
geographical area during the same 10-year
period rnav show different growth patterns due
to differing sets of limiting factors. Students
~ ill plot population data on two species
marsh rice rats and nine-band«d armadillos.
The graph of the rat population ~ ill show a
population in dynamic equilibrium  changing
but balanced! while the armadillo graph will
show a population gn>wing exponentially,
Students will use the graphed results, back-
ground information in their instructions, and
teacher input, to answer questions and make
inferences concerning the two populations.

The following information <>n th» two
species will be helpful in guiding students
tov ard logical inferences.

Background Information

The Cul f Coast's salt marsh ecosystems
provide x aluable habitat for numerous species.
Among the inhabitants ot this grassy, wet
environment are populati<>ns <>f marsh rice rats
 Or~]zo»>rts t>al»stria! and nine-banded irma-
dillos  Dns>tJ>r>s t>r>r>e»>ci »ct»s!.

The marsh rice rat is a small-six«d rodent
with populations well established throughout

the  .ulf Coast states. As their common name
implies, they prefer grassy, wet areas such as
marshes, ditches, fields with damp soil, and
edges of lakes and streams. They feed on
aquatic plants, se«ds, insects, and crustaceans
such as small crabs.

As with most rodents, th«se rats are repro-
ductivelv aggressive. A female reaches sexual
maturity appr<>ximately 50 days after her birth,
After that time, she may have. up to seven litters
pcr year, averaging four to five babies per litter,
Although prolific, rice rat populations are
generally kept in check by their numerous
predators owls, hawks, and water snakes.
Because of the high rate of predation, the
average life span for a rice rat is approximately
r>ne vear.

Compared to the well-«stablished marsh
rice rats, armadillos are newcomers to the Gulf
Coast states. The nine-banded armadillo  the
only species of armadillo in the United States!
migrated intr> Texas from Mexico about 100
years ago, Dy the 1940s, the species had
expanded its range eastward to the Mississippi
River, and today has spread into Florida.

The body of an armadillo is protected by
hard, bony plates arranged in bands that slide
against each other. Armadillos are primarily
nocturnal, and when seen, appear to be com-
pletelv preoccupied, nosing through leaves and
debris in search of favorite fr>ods spiders,
beetles, ants, snails, slugs, and earthworms,
 Armadillos are also known to kill and eat
poison<>us snakes.!

Unlike many other exotic species,
armadillos fill a very beneficial niche in their



Continue the vIdeo.

Summary Questions

Procedure

7.
~ I'lot ting data.

0

habitat. Besides
devouring huge
quantities of noxious
insects, their burrows
provide a retreat for
rabbits, skunks and
other forms of wildlife.

Armadillos suffer

high mortality due
to predation by
bobca ts, wolves,
coyotes, dogs, and
from heing struck by automobiles.
Nevertheless, they have been successful in
extending their range and growing in
population size. Generally, temale armadillos
produce a litter of quadruplets  four offspring
of the same sex and genetically identical! once a
year, usually in February. The average life span
of each offspring is four years.

1, Have the students read the introduction in

their in»tructions.

2. Spend a few minutes explaining the con-
cepts that are the focus of the activity:
limiting factors, carrying capacity, dynamic
equilibrium, and exponential growth.
 Refer to pages 3-5 i n the B rcl,grot!»8
i@for!!ratio>t,!

3. Review graphing skills,  R 'f' 'r to f>ages 3-4 in
the Backgroz!!zci bzfor»tati r>t of r>rod!!le 1
"TELLUS Aborrf Science."!

~ Distinguishing the independent
 manipulated! variable from the
dependent  responding! vari. able.

~ Labeling the x- and y-axe».

~ Labeling the grid with appropriate scale
numbers.

4. Have students follow the procedure in their
instructions to complete the graphing
activity and answer the Summary
Questions,

5. Discuss the results and the answers to the

Summary Questions,  The «!tszoer key
folio os.!

How are the two graphed line» similar?

Both nn cf>angi!>g froi>i year-to-y 'ar.

How are the graphed lines of the two
populations different?

Tlie graph of the rat population is flz!ctttati!zg tip
nrtd  bozo!t zi itlti!> a pre«'i .table rn!rge,   lrile the
gntph of t1!e ar'»rndillo popzilatio!> is o!>lzt
ct! rz>i>tg r!pzonr l.

Which population appears to be in balance
 dynamic equil.ibrium! with the environ-
ment?

Tlte nrt popiilntii>!z nppears to be in E>ala»ce ti>i th
the e>tviro!zntertt beca!is  th .re«re !to ertretrre
cl>n»ges i>i i>op!!lntio>i size.

Dra~ a line to represent the average
carrying capacity of the rat population over
the ten year period.

What i» the approximate carrying capacity
for marsh rice rats?

Tire carrying cnpnci t>t is «bot! t 470 rnt».

What type of growth pattern is shown by
the changes in the armadillo population?

The arr r zazli lhrs are sir r u>t'! I g expo!re!z tl'al grou>t!l.

Based on it» current pattern of growth,
estimate the size of the armadillo popu-
lation for year 10.

The ar>!>adillo poprilntion appears to be dottbling
each >tear, so tltere shor!i� be about 800
ir> tiz>id!tais prese>! t i! i year 10.

Suppose the armadillo population de-
crea»ed to 300 in year 10. Name some
possible reasons for the decline.

The a!. nr a li I los rr!art have reached tire c i r! zti >z >
capacity of the salt nia!sh ecosztster!r, 1f that «v>s
the case:

~ A sitortagt. of f'ood nziztt ftai,'» cat!sr.'zf so!!tz to
starve.



~ A sizortage of places to dig bzcrro<crs zrzat/
have !cart toirzcrzasect predntiozr as the
anrzadiilcrs roarzzed or. slept irz operz c iezc czf
predators,

GROWTH PATTERNS IN TWO
SALT MARSH POPULATIONS
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Introduction

RATS AND ARMA

SALT MARSH HAB

 Student Instructions!

Salt marsh ecosystems line the Gulf Coast.
These grassy areas are places where inland
freshwater streams and rivers merge with
the salt water of the Gulf or where the Gulf

waters simply merge with the land.
Diverse communities of plants, animals,
and microbes depend on the habitat
components � food, water, shelter and
space � in these areas.

Sediment deposited by the rivers and
streams provide a rich bottom in which
many plants grow. The tall grasses and
shrubs of the marsh provide cover as well
as food for animals like crabs, shrimp, and
clams that live in the shallow water and eat

the decaying matter  detritus! trapped at
the base of the plants. Birds nest on the
stems of the plants, and insects eat the
leaves. Long legged birds u ade the muddy
flats hunting for insects and crustaceans,
Other water birds ducks, gulls and
pelicans scoop fish from the water for
food. Small marsh rodents � mice and rats

scurry beneath the tall grasses and
shrubs, eating aquatic plant», seeds, insects,
and small shrimp and crabs. They, in turn,
are hunted by hawks, owls and snakes,
Lizards stalk insects in the grass, and
terrapins chase fish in the shallo~ waters.

Each population in the salt marsh is
connected to others through competition,
predator/prey relationsh ips, or other
Interdependent links. These relationships

with each other coupled with other
limiting factors such as disease and harsh
weather serve to prevent each population
from growing beyond what the habitat can
support.

The number in a population that can be
supported by the habitat's avajlable
resources is the carrying capacity for the
particular species. As a population near»
the carrying capacity, limiting factors�
lack of food, shortage of hiding places,
increased predation begin to affect
population size, bringing the number back
within the range that can be supported.

A population number that is rising and
falling from year-to-year around the
carrying capacity of the habitat is said to
be in dynamic equilibrium  changing but
balanced! with the environment. Popu-
lations that are well established in their

habitat generally show this type of growth
pattern. However, when a species first
moves into a habitat, limiting factors may
not be in place to curb population growth.
In that case, the population experiences
exponential growth  it increases at an
accelerated rate! until some limiting factor
begins to define the number that can
survive,

The following activity will help you to
understand the effect of limiting factors on
a popLll ltions growth pattern.



Procedure a. Determine the range of data for the
axis.

b, Divide by the number of grid marks
on the axis

c. Round up to an easily manipulated
number.

Using two different colors of ink or
the line patterns given in the key,
plot both sets of data on the grid.

2. Graph the data on the grid provided.

~ Label appropriate scale numbers on
each axis.

Summary Questions

1. How are the two graphed lines similar?

2. How are the graphed lines of the two populations different?

3. Which population appears to be in balance  dynamic equilibrium! with the environment?

4. Draw a line to represent the average carrying capacity of the rat population over the ten
year period.

What is the approximate carrying capacity for marsh rice rats?

5. What type of growth pattern is shown by the changes in the armadillo population?

6. Based on its current pattern of growth, estimate the size of the armadillo population for
year 10.

7. Suppose the armadillo population decreased to 300 in year 10. Name some possible
reasons for the decline.

1. The data table that follows gives annual
population counts for two different
species � marsh rice rats and nine-
banded armadillos � living in the same
salt marsh habitat over a ten year
period.

~ Label the x-axis  horizontal! with the
name of the independent variable
and the y-axis  vertical! with the
name of the dependent variable.

3. Based on the information in the

introduction, your teacher's description
of the animals, and the graphed results,
answer the Summary Questions that
follow.



STUDENT DATA SHEET

TEN YEAR POPULATION STUDY ON MARSH RICE RATS

AND NINE BANDED ARMADILLOS

IN A FLORIDA SALT MARSH

GROWTH PATTERNS IN TWO

SALT MARSH POPULATIONS



ACTIVITY II

Introduction

Materials  per group!

Teacher Preparation

Obj ectives

Procedure

Description

C!

BEAT YA' TO THE BEADS
 Teacher Instructions!

The concepts of finite resources and
interconnectedness among species are essential
in understanding the impact of overpopu-
lation on an ecosystem. When more resources
are used by one group, less are available for
other organisms. Since everything is inter-
connected, if one part of the environment is
depleted, weakened, or missing, balance is lost
and the entire ecosystem suffers,

Because earth's resources are limited
 finite!, every ecosystem has a carrying
capacity � a point at which it can no longer
support additional members of a species with
the food, water, shelter, and space they need to
survive,

This activity will help students to under-
stand the finite nature of an ecosystem's food
supply and will demonstrate the effect of
overpopulation on available food in an area.
Students will be able to correlate what happens
in the game with what could happen to any
population that exceeds the limits of its
carrying capacity,

~ To understand the finite nature of an eco-
system's food supply.

~ To demonstrate the effect of overpopu-
lation on food resources in a designated area.

The teacher will introduce the activity by
explaining the finite nature ot earth' s
resources. Then, working in small groups,
students will simulate a growing population
competing for a finite supply of food. They
will collect data, graph the data, determine the
carrying capacity for the environment, and
answer Summary Questions that will help
them identify the effects of overpopulation on
the environment. The second part of the

activity GAME 2 will demonstrate the
effect of competition from an exotic species,
The extension activity � GAME 3 may be
used to demonstrate the effect of toxins in the
environment on the population.

Large rectangular cake pan
1 lb, box of corn meal

2-3 packages of yellow or clear seed beads
2-3 packages of red seed beads
4-6 small paper cups  numbered 1

through 6!
4-6 extra cups for GAME 2

On the day of the activity, mix both pack-
ages of beads with the 1 pound box of corn
meal and pour the mixture into the cake pan.
 Do this for as many groups as will be par-
ticipating,!

[NOTE: Upon completion of the activity, the
corn meal and beads can be stored in airtight
plastic containers and reused for several years.]

A, Explain the finite nature of earth's resources
 Refer to Background Information on
page 3.!

Extension ¹1  Earth: the Apple of Our Eye!
on pages 12-13 is an excellent way to
convey the finite nature of earth's land
resource,

B. Divide the class into cooperative learning
groups of 4 to 6 students.



Extension

C. Give each group a pan of the corn meal/
beads mixture and a number of cups equal
to the number of group members.  The
number of group members determines the
number of rounds played during the garne.!

D, Explain the following:

~ An ecosystem can onlv support a certain
number of individuals. Once the carry-
ing capacity has been exceeded, the
ecosystem and the species begin to suffer.

~ In nature, a wide variety of food is avail-
able, but different species are adapted to
eat different things, not all possible food
sources are available to a particular
species.

~ I'he pan ot' corn meal!bead mixture
represents an ecosystem, and the beads
are food. Everyone in the group is of the
same species and can "eat" only the
yellow or clear beads. The red beads are
a source of food, but not for their parti-
cular species, so they are to ignore the
red beads.

~ At the teacher's signal to start, ONE
student is allowed 30 seconds to "graze"
through the cornmeal to look for food.
When time is called, the student must
stop and count the number of beads
collected, then put the beads in cup ¹l.

~ For the second round, TWO students will
be given 3 ! seconds to look for food, At
th.e end of th» 30 seconds, they are to
stop, count the total number of beads
collected, divide by 2 to get an average
number, and place the beads into cup ¹2,

~ Repeat the procedure adding one person
for each round of play. I'lay as many
rounds as there are people in the group.
 During the last round, all students in the
group are competing for food at the same
time.!

E. When each group is ready, give the signal to
begin. Play as many rounds as are required
to complete the game, then allow time for
the students to complete the chart for
GAME 1, graph their resuits, and answer
the Summary Questions.

Discuss the resu1ts and answers to the

Summary Questions.  The answer key is on
pages 23-24.!

Repeat the game but vary it by adding a
population of exotic species to the eco-
system. Relate the following information:

~ The climate of the states bordering the
Gulf of Mexico is generally mild. Thus,
conditions are favorable for rnanv species
not native to the area to survive, thrive,
and extend the range of their popula-
tions, ln doing so, they often take over
habitats and crowd out the native species.
These non-natives are called exotic
species.

~ One student in each group will play the
role of an exotic species. As an exotic
species, the student is able to "eat" all
colors of beads. 'I'he student who repre-
sents the exotic species will keep his /her
beads separated from the beads collected
by the native species,

~ Have the students number the second set

of cups 2-6  these will hold the beads of
the exotic species!.

When each group is ready, give the signal to
begin GAME 2. Play as many rounds as are
required to complete the garne � to 6
rounds!, then allow time for the students to
complete the chart and answer the
Surnrnary Questions.

Discuss the results and answers to the

Summary Questions.

Watch the remainder of the video program.

GAME 3: Dealing With Toxins In The
Environment

~ Repeat the game. This time, all the students
represent a native species, and pollution
has made the red beads toxic, If a student

accidentally picks up a red bead in getting
to the vellow or clear colored bead, they
have been poisoned and become ill. When
counting the number of beads they suc-
cessfully "ate," they must give up two
beads for each red one handled. If they
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$23!

handled five or more red beads during the
30 second period, they must consider
themselves "killed," and the activity
proceeds without them.

~ Play as many rounds as are required to
complete the garne, then allow time for the
students to complete the chart for GAME 3,
and. answer the Summary Questions.

~ Discuss the results and answer» to the
Summary Questions.

ANSWER KEY - ACTIVITY II

Summary Questions

GAME 1: Competition For Food

What happened to the number of beads you
were able tc> collect as the number of
individuals looking for beads increased?

The»lu>tber decreased as >nc>re pc'opie co»>peted
for food.

Was it easier or harder to find beads during
the last round when the entire group was
searching at the same time and the
"ecosystem" was experiencing over-
population? Explain.

A>tszve>s rt>ill vary, So»>I.' »tnl/ sac/ thc>t tt zt>ns
eaSier beCat>Se tlte COrrt »teal ZVaS agitnted SnOre,
exposing the beads; others z<>ill say that it zvas
harder bc cnltse everyone ivas crozvded aro>c>ld
the pnn a>td aggressiz>el>/ lt>cnting the bec>cts.

Suppose that in order to meet your energy
requirements for survival, health, and
growth, you require IO beads per round.
Would you have been able to survive
through all the round»? ] f not, how many
rounds would you have survived'?

A»severs zvill z>ar>/based o>z t1te rest>Its.

Suppose you could survive on only 5 beads,
Would vou have survived all rounds?

A»'szvers zv>11 z>nrl/ bc>sed ot> t1>e res>tits.

If not, how many would you have
survived?

A»szt>ers zc>ill l>ar>/ based o>t the rest>Its.

What w<>uld be the conditi<>n of your
health?

Health cvo>cld bei>tjeopc>rd>/, H>c»ger c»><I
disease zc>o«1d Iilcel>/ bc co>»e proble»ts.

5. How do you think ar>imal» in the wild
would be affected, if they had to compete
for food in this manner? How did it znake
you feel?

A>tszver«zz>il/ var>/. T>/pi call>/, n>ti»>al«beco>>te
aggressiz>e a»c4 hostile  »Io>e fighti>tg! zohe»
others enter their territor>/. Co»>petitio>t cn«ses
stre«s. Smaller a»i»tais zoot tld get less foon' nt>d
zc'ot <Id tltc'I'>'fore hnz>c' Ic'ss chat>cc' of st t I'z»z'nl,

6. Animals need more than food to survive
and be healthy. What arc some of their
other needs?

The>/ >teed fresh zc>ater to clri»I< n>td places to Itide
c>>tel >1 <'St  SI>eI ter n»d SpnCe!,

What would happen to a population if there
was not enough food or other essential
needs to go around?

The pop>clntiot> ct>ot >Id decIi>te, feiner zc>otcld
sttrz»'z>e. I-z>e»t>tall>/, the pop>>I<ttio>t «i-» zvo«lcl
fitll zvitlti>z the carryi»g capnct t>/ of the
ecosyste>n <»><I pop«latio» si=e zoot>Id stnb>Ii=c.

7. Carrying capacity is the average number of
individuals in a population that an eco-
systern can support with its available
res<>urces,

~ Graph the data from your chart and
determine the average carrying capacity
of the ecosystem for the 4 to 6 rounds ot
play.

Graphs >vill vary depe»di>tg o>t the rest>Its a>td
the»tt»ther of pin>/ers. The carryi>zg capncity
ct'tll be thc' nz>e>'nge <It>et>>tet>/.

8. Apply the above situatic>n to people. How
znight coznpetition f<>r resources in an
overpopulated area affect the health of the
human population?

A»severs zc>iII vary, Ge»erally it cczttses stress
>c'hlclt >Hcz>/ p>'ese» I >tseif c>s grzY<1, i>>tgc'1; noel
ciole>tt behaZior. A>nO>tg SO>»epeople it cn>t
catcse cooperctti z>e behaz'>o> coral»»t»g efforts
as i» co»t>>ttt>tal liz>it>g.



Extension

As long as food, u>ater, shelter, aiid space are
available, tlie health f othe huinan population
zvill not be injeopardy. However, as competition
for higher standards of livirig increase, the
results of stress niay beconii. inore apparent.

How does this competition affect the
environment?

As the human population grows, huinans
consume more and more of the earth's finite
reSOurCeS u>ater, VegetatiOn, miiieralS, and
animals � leaving less for»ther organisnzs, less
for the physical environment, and ultinzately
less for humans themselves. ln the end, as the
eiivi ronmeizt is altered to take care of hunian
zieeds, the qiiality of life for all organisms
decreases. This is evidenced by environmental
problenzs such as a reduction in biodiversi ty,
deforestatioiz, and decliniizg u>ater azzd air
quality,

GAME 2: Invasion of an Exotic Species

1. How does the feeding success of the exotic
species compare to the success of the eco-
system's native species?  For each round,
compare the number collected by the exotic
species to the average collected by the
others.!

At first there niay be little difference, but as
competition and overcrowding occur, the exotic
species should be able tn collect more beads than
the native species.

2. Do you think that the results of this activity
are similar to the consequences of exotic
species invading an ecosystem in the wild?
Explain.

Yes, if an exotic species can eat a greater variety
of food than the native species, their chances of
survival and reproduction are inuch better.
Eventually, they znay take over much of the
habitat, causing the decline of native species  as
has occurred with the Argeiitinefire ants and
nutria izi soine areas of the Gulf Coast region!,

3. Suppose the exotic species ate ONLY the red
beads. Would the effects nn the available
food supply for the native species be the
same? Explain.

No, there zvoiild be no competition for food
betzveen the tzz>o species.

4. What are some ways that exotic species
compete with native species besides vying
for food?

They conipete for space, shelter, aiid water.

GAME 3: Dealing With Toxins In The
Environment

1. What did the introduction of a "poisonous"
food source do to your attitude during
eating'?

Answers will vary. They may mention attitudes
szich as fear and caution.

2. Was the amount of food that you were able
to collect affected by the presence of the
poisonous food? Explain.

Yes, because of caution, the search was slozver
andfewer beads were collected.

3. Were you able to survive as easily as in
GAME 1? Explain.  Remember, it takes 10
beads to thrive, and 5 beads to survive.!

Answers will vary based on results. Generally,
the answ>er will be no, because fewer beads zvere
collected.

4. Was your health affected by the presence of
this poisonous food? Explain.

Answers zvill vary, Generally, yes for fezver
beads were collected.

5. How might wildlife in an ecosystem be
affected by toxins in their environment?

There zvould be a decrease in population size due
to illness, death, and migration froin the polluted
ecos ystezzz.



ACTIVITY II

BEAT YA' TO THE BEADS

 Student Data Sheet and Summary Questions!

GAME 1: Competition For Food

Average the number of beads collected during each round for your group. Do this by
adding the total number of beads collected and dividing by the number of people participating
during the round. Record the average in the chart below.

Summary Questions

1. What happened to the number of beads you were able to collect as the number of people
looking for beads increased?

2. Was it easier or harder to find beads during the last round when the entire group was
searching at the same time and the "ecosystem" was overpopulated? Explain.

3. Suppose that in order to meet your energy requirements for survival, health, and ideal
growth and life-span, you require 10 beads per round. Would you have been able to
survive through all the rounds? If not, how many rounds would you have survived?

4, Suppose, if necessary, you could survive on only 5 beads. Would you have survived all
rounds?

If not, how many would you have survived?

What would be the condition of your health?



5. How do you think animals in the wild would be affected, if they had to compete for food in
this manner? How did it make vou feel?

6. Animals need more than food to survive and be healthy. What are some of their other
neecls?

What would happen to a population if there was not enough food or space to go around?
Consider each possibility.

7. Carrying capacity is the average number of individuals in a population that an ecosystem
can support with its available resources.

Graph the data from your chart and determine the average carrying capacity of the
ecosystem for the 4 to 6 rounds of play.

8. Apply the above situation to people. How might competition for resources in an
overpopulated area affect the health of the human population?

How might this competition affect the environment?

GAME 2: Invasion of an Exotic Species

During this game, one person is an exotic species and can eat all colors of beads, The exotic
will begin playing in Round 2 and must keep his/her beads separate from the native



species. The native species will average the number of beads collected during each round
as in the previous game, Record the results of each round in the following chart,

Summary Questions

1. How does the feeding success of the exotic species compare to the success of the
ecosystem's native species?  For each round, compare the number collected by the exotic
species to the average collected by the others.!

2. Do you think that the results of this activity are similar to the consequences of exotic
species invading an ecosystem in the wild? Explain.

3. Suppose the exotic species ate ONLY the red beads. Would the effects on the available food
supply for the native species be the same? Explain.

4. What are some ways that exotic species compete with native species besides vying for
food?

Extension

GAME 3: Dealing With Toxins In The Environment

During this game, each player must try to avoid handling red beads because they are toxic
 poisonous'. Play as in GAME 1, but at the end of each round, each player must:

~ Give up two beads for each red bead handled.



~ If five red beads were handled, the person is considered "killed" and the activity
continues without him or her.

Add the total number of beads collected, and divide by the number of people participating
during the round. Record the averages in the chart below.

Summary Questions

1. What did the introduction of a "poisonous" food source do to your attitude during eating?

2. Was the amount of food that you were able to collect affected by the presence of the
poisonous food? Explain.

3. Were you able to survive as easily as in GAME 1? Explain.  Remember, it takes 10 beads to
thrive, and 5 beads to survive.!

4. Was your health affected by the presence of this poisonous food? Explain.

5. How might wildlife in an ecosystem be affected by toxins in their envirorunent?
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EVAI.UATION QUESTIONS

MATCHING: Match each definition or example in the left column with the correct term in
the right column. Place the letter of the correct term in the space provided,

1. Members of the same species in an area

2. Organisms that make their own food

3, The maximum number of individuals a

habitat can support with its resources

4. Current growth pattern in the human
population

5. Eat dead or decaving organic matter

6. Spiders, fish, and birds

8. More individuals are living than the
ecosystem can support

9. All the different species in an ecosystem

10, Animals entering or leaving an area

MVLTIPLE CHOICE: Select the BEST answer for each statement.

1. Today's worldwide population of humans is approximately ? .

A. 5.6 billion

B, 10.6 billion
C. 100 million
D. 12 billion

2. Which of the following graphs represents the growth curve for the human
population?
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time ~ time ~ time ~ time ~

7. Conditions in the environment that control
the rate of population growth

A. Community

B. Food chain

C. Consumers

D, Population

E. Detritivores

F. Overpopulation

G. Migration

H. Carrying capacity

I. Dynamic equilibrium

J. Exponential growth

K. Producers

L. Limiting factors



3, A coyote hunting and killing a rabbit for food is an example of a ? relationship.

A. symbiotic
B. predator/prey
C. competition
D, mutualistic

4. Which of the following would NOT be considered a limiting factor for bullfrogs
living in a freshwater pond ecosystem?

A. The amount of available food.

B. The introduction of an exotic species that eats large fish,
C. Toxic chemicals that enter the pond in runoff.
D. Clearing the land surrounding the pond to develop a residential area.

5. Which of the following countries consumes the most resources and energy per
person?

A. China
B. Peru

C. The United States

D. 1ndia

6. Which of the following situations does NOT produce competition in an ecosystem.

A. Both nutria and muskrats build burrows in the banks of Gulf Coast rivers,
ponds, and lakes.

B. Seventy different Gulf Coast species need decaying trees for shelter and nesting
sites.

C. Snakes, hawks, and and foxes all eat field mice,
D. Birds eat ladybug beetles, ladybug beetles eat aphids, and aphids eat plant

juices.

7, The birthrate in the United States is decreasing, but population growth is still
increasing. The reason for this is that

A. the death rate is decreasing � people are living longer lives.
B. people continue to migrate into the United States.
C. couples are having more children today than they did forty years ago.
D. All of the above are correct.

E, A and B are correct.

8. An area where living things react with each other and with their nonliving
surroundings to recycle substances essential for life and to channel energy from the
sun through producers to consumers is called a n! ?,

A. ecosystem
B. burrow

C, nest
D. niche



DISCUSSION: Use your best writing skills � spelling, punctuation, and grammar � in
responding to the following statements.

time

Fire Ant Population

time

Field Mouse Population

2, Explain the connection between the rapidly increasing human population and declining
water quality in the Gulf Coast rivers, streams, and lakes,

3. List three actions that you can take to reduce waste and overconsumption of earth' s
resources.

I, The following graphs show the population growth of two different species living in a Gulf
Coast meadow. For each population, describe the growth pattern and give reasons for the
its changes,



EVALUATION � ANSWERS

MATCHING:

1.

2.

3.

5,

D K H
J E

6. C

7. L

8. F
9. A

10. G

MULTIPLE CHOICE:

5. C
6. D

7, E

8. A

1.

2.

3.

4,

A D 8 8
DISCUSSION:

a. The field mouse population shows a pattern
of dynamic equilibrium � it is rising and
falling around an averse carrying capacity
 the maximum number of mice the ecosystem
can support with its available resources!. This
balanced change is likely occurring because
predators � hawks, snakes, coyotes, etc.
keep the mice from overpopulating and essential
habitat components of u>ater, food, space, and
shelter are avai lable as long as the population
stays close to or below the carrying capacity.

b. Thefireant population is growing expo-
nentially rapid, uncontrolled growth. The
lack of dips or flat places in the curve  pattern!
indicate that no limiting factors are hindering
population growth. For this type of growth to
occur, the ant's essential habitat needs of food,
water, shelter, and space must be in ample
supply and its predators must be few.

+ People use water for bathing, drinking,
cleaning, cooking, watering yards, and
recrea tion.

~ Industry uses water in manufacturing goods.

~ Agriculture uses water to irrigate crops,

Some explanations include:

~ Water is a solvent used to spray fertilize~ and
pesticides.

~ Excessive fertilizer, pesticides, and toxic
chemicals  such as the residue from petroleum
products on streets and parking lots! flow
into lakes, streams, and rivers in runoff after
rains.

As the humarr population increases, the use of
water also increases, All these uses add to the

decline in the quantity and quality of water in
the Gulf Coast's lakes, streams, and rivers.

3. Answers will vary. Refer to suggestions listed
in the Background Information on page 7.
Accept all reasonable responses.
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